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SUMMARY 
This thesis presents new methods of analysis of survival data 
based on a Dynamic Bayesian approach. The models allow the 
parameters to change with time. The analysis is tractable and 
emphasises predictive aspects of the models. The survival problems 
covered include linear and non-linear regression, analysis of ran-
dom samples, time-dependent covariates, life tables and competing 
risks. The analysis is also extended to a number of point processes. 
Numerical applications are provided and the microcomputer 
software to perform them is described. 
CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
This thesis is concerned with the analysis and application of survival models. :-:;Ij r-
vival models are mainly used in the study of survival times of patients subject to snnw 
treatment or combinat ion of treatment:;. The aims are to understand the mechanisms 
governing people's ability to slirvive and make predictions for future patients. Although 
the terminology derives from medicine. the models are applicable to a number of different 
areas, such as reliability. demography :ind ('("onomies. Such areas of application are also 
explored in this thesis. The medical related terminology is retained however. One reason 
for this is that dynamic models are badly needed in medical studies where research seems 
to be moving towards time varying mc)(fpls faster than in other areas. It is also important 
to keep the same name for the same mathpmatical quantity in order to fix ideas and for 
clarity. It must be stressed. however that the methods on this thesis apply equally well to 
the analysis of failure time data, duration data or life tables. 
Survival data often comes from a medical experiment to study a certain disease 
where a number of patients are subjected to a number of conditions (some of which are 
controlled by design). These patients are observed until one of the following three events 
occurs: 
(a) the person dies from the disease studied by the experiment; 
(b) the person dies from another cause; 
(c) the person is withdrawn from the experiment. 
Only in the first case is the survival time fully observed. As far as the experiment is con-
cerned, the last two cases provide the same incomplete information: the patient survived 
the disease up to a certain point in time. There are a number of reasons for an event of 
type (c). The patient could emigrate, the experiment could have a limited duration after 
which the patient is still alive, and others. This incomplete information is a very common 
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feature of survival data, referred to as censortng. In many survival models and in this 
thesis, it is assumed that censoring occurs randomly. This is a strong. important but rea-
sonable assumption. It implies that the time the person emigratPs has no relation to the 
survival time or that the moment he/she dies of a car <'rash or heart attack provide::; no 
information as to his/her state on a cancer treatmpnt. 
The statistical problems considered in this thesis concern regression models. An 
experiment is carried out and. along with tilt' (censored and uncensored) survival times, a 
number of additional pieces of information are recorded for each patient. These are usu-
ally patient attributes such as sex, age. and so forth or some variables controlled by the 
experiment such as type of treatment, dosage of drugs, etc. The aim of the study is to 
make inference about the effects of these factors and then predict the survival time for 
future patients given their attributes and the conditions under which they undergo the 
experiment. 
The models of this thesis provide a dynamic approach to the study of survival data. 
Most models currently used and implemented in computer packages are based on static 
models. These assume that the effects regression variables have on the survival time are 
constant in time. Although this is reasonable in some applications, it is too restrictive in 
general and, in certain cases, it has been observed that factors have a distinctly dynamic 
effect on the outcome of the experiment. This is particularly evident in some of the exam-
ples provided in this thesis. 
It will be shown that the adoption of dynamic models naturally leads to the con-
sideration of survival data from a different perspective. This is a temporal perspective 
used also in time series where information is always associated with time. This approach 
is particularly appropriate in the study of survival models where the data is always a tem-
poral measurement and should be treated accordingly. 
The statistical framework under which the derivations are made is Bayesian 
throughout the thesis. This not only represents my philosophical position but seems to be 
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the only sensible way to carry out a dynamic inference procedure. In particular, linear 
Bayesian methods are used in connection with conjugate prior for canonical parameters. 
This procedure is implemented in \Vest. Harrison & \[igon (1985) providing a flexible yet 
workable method of inference avoiding the repeated use of high-dimensional numerical 
integrations. Other method::; however are :tlso diseus::;ed. One particular feature of the 
dynamic Bayesian approach is the rout ine handling of tied and censored ob::;ervations. 
This is in contrast to the unnatllral requirements for extra computations and 
modifications in other, standard models. 
[n developing the methods, particular attention was given to the development of an 
applicable methodology without oversimplification. It is for this reason that much of the 
material of the thesis comes from applications to real data. Considerable effort was also 
put into the development of widely applicable computer software. It is hoped that this 
class will include non-statisticians with data in their hands, models in their minds and 
nothing to link those two. 
1.1 - Outline of the thesis 
In the rest of this introductory chapter, a brief description of the material of the fol-
lowing chapters is given. A number of basic results from probability and statistics needed 
in the thesis are also provided. 
The second chapter presents the dynamic models already available that are relevant 
for this thesis. It starts with the class of DLM (dynamic linear models) proposed by 
Harrison & Stevens (1976) to make forecasts of normal time series. The dynamic GLM 
(generalised linear models) are then presented as a generalisation of the DLM for non-
normal time series. The basic linear models of this thesis are later shown to be an exten-
sion of those models. The analysis for non-linear models and for models in continuous 
time are also given as they are needed for a precise construction of the models for survival 
data. 
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Chapter 3 introduces the dynamic models for survival data and presents the related 
inference procedures. [n assoeiating a temporal factorisation of the likelihood with piece-
wise exponential distributions. the models arp almost completely constructed. It only 
leaves a system equation specifying the evolution of the parameters to be set. After doing 
that, the models can be put into the infpfpntial -.;tructure of the dynamic GLM to derive 
the required wmponents of the analysi". Part i('lt/arly useful are the on-line (given present 
information) and smoothed (given total information I distributions of the parameters. Also 
important are the predictive likelihood to assess t he fit of the model entertained and 
predictive distributions for future individuals. 
Chapter 4 provides three applications of the models to real data. The first one 
shows how useful dynamic models can be in detecting change in the effect of the covari-
ates. The second application shows how to adapt the analysis to time-dependent covari-
ates whilst presenting a comparison with classical (static) models. Finally, an application 
from economics is given with discussion of the discount approach to evolution modelling 
and switching models when the set of relevant covariates changes with time. 
Chapter 5 deals with less orthodox uses of the regression models. Initially, the 
analysis of censored random samples is given. Some comparisons to the classical Kaplan & 
Meier (1958) estimator and data analyses are also presented. Then, the analysis of life 
tables with systematic exploration of different forms for the baseline hazard is discussed. 
Finally, the analysis is extended to competing risk models where the cause of death is 
relevant. 
Chapter 6 presents the extension of the models to the analysis to point process 
observations. The analysis is presented first for discrete observation points and then for 
continuous observation points. Marked point processes are also analysed, and analyses for 
some particular point process models detailed. These models have all been proposed to 
the study of software reliability and are shown to lead to tractable analysis with the 
dynamic models proposed in this thesis. 
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Chapter 7 gives a brief account of some of the generalisations envisaged and some 
pointers to further research. It starts with the analysis of multivariate point processes and 
multivariate failure data. Then the analysis of survival data is extended to <:ontinuous 
observation points as previously done with point, processes. A number of points like 
specific model assumptions. robustnf'ss. forms of evolution. prIOr elicitation, analysis of 
residuals and simulation are dis('ussed. 
The final chapter prt'sents the development of a microcomputer package of the 
regressIOn models. The programmes are writt.en In APL and have been structured in a 
user-friendly way so that a very basic knowledge of the models is sufficient to enable the 
use of the package. Particular attention was given to data management and graphics out-
put as well as the statistical analysis. 
1.2 - Notation and Terminology 
The material of this thesis comes mainly from three different areas: survival data 
analysis, Bayesian forecasting and control theory. It would be too much to expect all 
those areas to have the same notation for the same quantities; there is even notational 
disagreement within each of these areas. The strategy adopted was to use the above order 
of the areas to provide the choice of notation in doubtful cases. The main references set-
ting the notation in the respective areas are: 
(a) the 1972 paper by Cox in the Journal of Royal Statistic Society, Series B, volume 34, 
pages 187-220 on regression models for survival data; 
(b) the 1985 paper by West, Harrison & Migon in the Journal of the American Statisti-
cal Association, volume 80, pages 73-97 on Bayesian forecasting for dynamic GLM; 
(c) Maybeck's (1979) 'Stochastic models, estimation and control' book on basic control 
theory. 
The only exception on the above rule is the adoption of Y to denote failure times instead 
of T. This is because the letter T is left to represent the observation times in this time 
series approach. Some commonly used quantities, to be explicitly defined in context later 
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are the following: z denotes a row vector of covariates, f3 denotes the a column vector of 
Parameters modelling the effect of the covariates and A denotes hazard function. In fact, 
all vectors are column vectors with the exception of z. Prior mean and variances for f3 are 
denoted by a and R and posterior mean and variances by m and C respectively. The sys-
tern evolution matrix is denoted by G and the system error and its variance by wand W. 
Finally, the remaining notation choices COllll' from control theory. 
\Vhenever necessary. random variables are denotpd by "apital letters and their 
observed values by the corresponding lower caSt' lett.t'fs. Distributions can always be 
defined by their probability density functions f over the Lebesgue measure, and are 
assumed to be at least left continuous. Distribution functions are denoted by F. Two 
very important quantities are the survival fundion S, given by 
S (y) = Pr (1" > y) -- L - F (y ) 
and the hazard function A given by 
A{y) = lim Pr{y -.l < Y:Sy I Y >y -.l) 
~-o+ 
with the slightly unusual definition accounting for the left-continuity. 
(l.1 ) 
( 1.2) 
The notation X"-' F stands for 'the random variable X has distribution F '. So that 
x ---- N[J-I., Ir2] means that X has normal distribution with density 
f(x) = (27TIT ) exp --. (x-J-I.) 2-1·2 {l 2} 
.) 2 
~IT 
• x c=:R 
and X "-' G (a, -y) means that X has Gamma distribution with density 
" 
( -y .. -1 f x) = -- . x exp(--yx) 
f(a) ,x >0 
The notation X --- [m, C] is also used to denote that E [Xj .= m and VlX! = c. 
In order to distinguish between the various time instances used in this thesis, the fol-
lowing distinction is made for a function 9 of time: if 9 assumes values at times t = 1, 2, ... , 
then a general value of 9 is denoted by 9t; if it assumes values at times tp t 2 " •• then it is 
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denoted by gj; and if it assumes values at times in [0, <XlI then it is denoted by 9 (t). 
The following notation is also used: 
D denotes data or given information; 
:!J denotes a union of exclusive sets; 
1  a· = land '\' b = 0 for sequences of real numbprs I a } and {b} if I ~ 0:. I .:...J • • • 
j E [ j E' I 
A, A, . for Ai P"P matricps.J ·1.. .. 71 and I {it.··· ,in}; 
i E I 
[x! denotes the in teger part of I: 
.1-0+ denotes .1 ·0 and .1 > 0: 
o (s) 
o (s) denotes a function satisfying lim -- ~ 0 
• -0 S 
1.3 - Basic results and definitions 
The most important ones relate 1\, Sand f. From (1.1), it is clear that 
From (1.2), 
fry) = -Sly) = dS(y) 
dy 
fly) = A(y) SlY) 
( 1.3) 
( 1.4) 
In general, the variables studied are time variables so that I\(y) = 0 , y < O. Hence replac-
ing (1.4) in (1.3) and solving the equation for S, gives 
S(y) ~ ox. [ j -AI u )du I 
o 
(1.5 ) 
As anticipated in the beginning of this chapter, survival variables are typically cen-
sored variables. This implies that their contribution to the likelihood is either through f 
(in case they are uncensored) or through S if censored. To avoid this essentially unneces-
sary complication, one can use the following 
Definition 1.1. Let y = (Yl' ... , Y m) have joint density f ( .). Define 
- H -
P(YI"" .!lm) c lim 
;1 -0 
it':F 
with F= set of labels of individuals dying 
c= set of' labels of' individuals being ('ensored 
.l Y j = suitably small interval of' length ~, ('ontaining ii, 
With the above detinition. every contribution to the likelihood is through p rather than f 
and S. The distinction between censored and uncensored contributions is made with the 
occurrence (or death) indicator x. It assumes the value 1 for uncensored observation", and 
0, otherwise. So, if m = t in the definition, it reduces to 
_ {/(Y)=A(Y)S(Y) 
ply) - sty) 
, X = t 
,X ~ 0 
The occurrence indicator can be used to summarise the above equation via 
ply) '" lA(y)l\ sty) ( 1.6) 
Also, if F={t, ... ,m} and C=0, then p=1 and if C={l, ... ,m} and F=0, then p=S. 
An important result related to the function p is 
Theorem 1.1. If Y = (Yl' ...• Ym ) has density I then 
m 
(1.7) 
i=1 
This is in fact a basic probability result but is quite useful In the sequel. It suffices to 
observe that: 
m 
(i) if F = {l, ... ,m} and C = 0 then (1.7) reduces to l(yl'''''Ym ) = n I(Yi I Yi-1""'Y1)j 
i= 1 
m 
(ii) 'f I 1 C = {l, ... ,m} and F '" 0 then (1.7) reduces to S(Yl'''''Ym ) = n S(Yi !li-P''''Y1)' 
i=1 
These results are elementary and Theorem 1.1 is only extending to the cases in between. 
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A final important result for the Bayesian analyses of this thesis states that if 
i\. ---- C(o: ,'Y) and the likelihood for I\. is of the form 
1\." exp ( - b ,\ ) 
for some a • b then the posterior for I\. is C (0: ~ a. '( ~ b). The above likelihood appears 
from Exponential. Poisson and Gamma dist rihut ion,.; for the observation and these are 
extensively used throughout this thesis. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
DYl\iA~lIC MODELS 
In this chapter, the models upon which t.he dynamic approach is based are Prt-'sPliled. 
They consist of a wide class of 1l1O(iPls that has been increasing substantially in thl past 
two decades. Dynamic models as opposed to static ones are getting recognised as it mort' 
~ensible way of modelling phenomena in different fields of science. [t should be emphasised 
that the important feature of a dynamic model is not only the ability to accept changes in 
the underlying structure of a process but to ascertain the way in which those changes are 
taking place. Ry merely acknowledging changes. one is simply assuming a superposition of 
static models and thp fundamental relation between past and present is lost. [I. is the 
specification of this rt'lation that renders nwaning to a model. To assumt> I'OfTl(Jlplt> 
knowledge of those relations. however. is to pretend having complete control of the pro-
cess which is rarely achieved. [t seems more appropriate to specify them in stochastic 
terms under which the modeller attempts to describe a process as accurately as he possi-
bly can, that is, based on all the information available to him. In this chapter, and indeed 
in the whole of this thesis, this is how a dynamic model is understood. 
In the rest of this chapter a number of ways that. dynamic models have been pro-
posed are presented as a build-up process to the analysis developed in the forthcoming 
chapters. All have the basic structure of being defined at two different but complementary 
levels: the system and the observational levels. The first level provides the dynamic struc-
ture of the model by specifying the way the modeller believes the process under study to 
behave. [t deals with the parameters of the model and therefore is not observable. It is the 
second, observational level that will provide the model with the information from 
observed data. This level is needed for in most models the knowledge of the process is lim-
ited and it provides an important ingredient of statistical inference, observed data. The 
relation between the two levels is established essentially via Bayes' theorem although 
1<,' 
':-
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some other tools like limiting results for tht> continuous time case and linear Bayesian 
methods are also used. 
The first section of this chapter present,.. the dynamic linear models (OL~1) proposed 
by Harrison & Stevens (1 9i6). These assume normality on both levels and represent a 
good starting point t.o the understanding of dynamic models and ho.... t ht'y operate. 
Although normalit.y is not as~umed on either levels in subsequent chapters. the OL\1 pos-
sess many of tht' feat un's of later models and a number of points ean be discu"st'd at this 
early stage. The seC'Ond "edion deals with the extensions of the OL\I developpd n~cently 
at Warwick (\trigon &: Hilrrison, 1985; West, Harrison & Migon. 19~.'): Wf'st ,~' H,lrrison. 
1986). The dynamic analy"is of generalised linear models (CLM) .... herl' t,ht' o\l"prvations 
are no longer normally distributed and of non-linear models I NLM) is presented. \nother 
important extension is t.owards the analysis in continuous time. This is present,'d in the 
final section first for discrete observations and continuous systems and then for continu-
ous observations. The former is needed for a correct understanding of t.he analysis of 
unequally spaced observations and the latter is needed in the final chapters when' data is 
supposed to arrive continuously in time. Although this material can be found in a number 
of control theory textbooks (Wong, 1971; McCarty, 1974; Maybeck, 1979) it has not yet 
been extensively studied within the areas of time series and Bayesian statistics. 1 hope to 
help in bridging this gap. 
2.1 - Dynamic Linear Models 
These models were formally proposed by Harrison & Stevens (1976) for the analysis 
of time series where the r-dimensional observation vector is obtained at equally spaced 
time intervals. It is completely characterised by 
Observation equation: Yt -== Zt fjt + v t ,vt -- N(O,V t ) (2.1) 
System equation : ~t = G t ~t-l + W t ,W t -- N(O,W t ) (2.2) 
where Zt is a r X p matrix of covariates at time t and fjt is the p -dimensional regression 
parameter modelling their effects. The observation equation has the form of a linear 
- I:! -
regression modf'1 on Zt hut for the dept'ndpn,·p Oil t i !Ilt· of the regression parameter Il t • 
The system {·quation tt'lls how the system (reprp .... !·nlPd hy the p-dimensional parameter Il) 
is thought to behave. The matrices G t • t t.:!.. describe the deterministic part of the 
system while the system disturbances WI ,t l.:! .... arid extra uncertainty to top system 
dynamics as it moves one step ahead in time. Both the system rlisturbances and ohserva-
tion errors are assumed to be independent random variables. The r x rand p" p covari-
ance matrices VI' /=1.2 .... and WI' t '1,2, ... , respectively, are all known. It is of primary 
interest to obtain, at each time t, the distribution of Il t conditional on all relevant infor-
mation prior to t (D t -1) in order to make predictions, and conditional on all information 
available at t (Dt ~ Yt • Dt _ l ) to proceed in the seqlH·nt.ial analysis. Assuming the initial 
condition [Ilo I Dol ---- ,V(rno'Co)' those distribul ion ... ar.' shown to be normal for all t 
(Harrison & Stevens, 1976). It is illtt'resting tIl go into .... ome details of thi,.. inferell,~e pro-
cess to settle notation and to gain some insight into the forthcoming generalisations. If 
[Ilt-I I Dt _ l : ---- N(rnt_I.C t _ l ) then the system evolution (2.2) IS used to set 
By use of Bayes' theorem. the distribution for Il t IS updated after observing Y t to 
(2.4a) 
(2.4b) 
with 
(2.5a) 
(2.5b) 
(2.51') 
So, it is the system evolution equation (2.2) that sets the pattern of the underlying 
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process. The role of the observation level is to correct, or rather redirect ( see 2.4), the 
direction the process takes. Equations (2.4) are often referred to as the (discrete time) 
Kalman filter. 
In most time series applications, the on-line distributions of [Pt I Dt : contains all the 
information that is nef'ded. Based on this, olle can predict future observations conditional 
on the total information at anyone timt'. Dt • It so happens that, in some cases, one can 
afford (or even have) to wait for some t.imf' after t in order to obtain more information. 
The most informative distribution for PI is no longf'r the one conditional on Dt but that 
conditional on D N' for some integer .V> f. This procedure of using not only information 
up to and including time t but also information beyond time t in the distribution of Pt is 
called smoothing. Among the various possible types of smoothing, the most important 
ones are the fixed-interval, fixed-point and fixed-lag smoothings (Maybeck. 1982). In the 
first one, N is fixed and t is allowed to vary from 1, 2, ... to N, in the second, t is fixed and 
N varies from t+1, t+2, ... and in the last one, k=N-t is fixed and t (N) varies from 1 
(k+1), 2 (k+2), ... There are practical situations leading to all those three cases but I 
shall be concerned here only with the first one. It is used in the case when there is limited 
data running out at time N and one wants to get the distribution for the P's given the 
total inCormation collected. So, Crom here on, smoothing stands for fixed-interval smooth-
ing. West (1982) showed that the above distributions can be recursively obtained as 
(2.6) 
with 
N T -1 N 
m t = m t + C t G t+1 Rt+l (mtH - 8 tH ) (2.7a) 
N T -1 ( N-1 C t = C t - C t Gt+t Rt+l Rt+l - C t +1 )Rt+1 G t+1 C t (2.7b) 
The recursions are initialised at t=N, with [P N IDNl ~ N(m:,C:) where mZ=mN and 
cZ=C N • An insight into the proof of this recursive algorithm can he gained in the next 
section when the result is extended for the dynamic GLM and NLM. 
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The analysis for rt'!.!;resslon and other linear models is easily accommodated within 
the structure of DL\1. If :\ indep<'ndent OUst'rvat ions are made. the above models fit into 
the (2.1)-(2.2) representation by taking that IS. 
W.\ o. The order given to the observations is 
irrelevant due to the sequential nature of Bayes' theorem (Box & Tiao. 197:3) and 
:;3IDNi ~ [;31 IDNi ~ ;3.'11 IDv ~ ;V(m,v'Cv ), for t= 1, ... ,N. This result is confirmed in 
(2.6) by observing that m;' m v and C;v ~ C v in (2.7) since substitution of the abovt' con-
ditions in (2.7) lead to 01/\ m;:l and C;vcC;:l' t= 1, 2, ... , N-l. So, the static case can 
be analysed with the strul·ture of dynamic models by specialisation of the system evolu-
tion equation .. \It hough t his result seems somewhat obvious, it is going to be useful later 
on in comparing mort' complex models with their static (~ounterparts. 
The analysis of uIH'qually spaced observations can Iw dealt with by assuming for 
instance that after time t the next observation eomes at time t+k. k= 2. 3 .... In this 
case, there is no eorrection for updating from t until t+k and repeated use of (2.2) for 
this time interval gives 
(2.8) 
and the distribution for [;3! +k I D!, can be obtained. Standard analysis can be resu med 
and proceeded as before. It is not clear, however, what should be done were k not an 
integer. It is the need for this finer structure for the system that leads to the develop-
ments in continuous time of section ;3. 
The specification of the values W! . t .co 1,2, ... is crueial for the practical implementa-
tion of the model. Apart from the fact that they are symmetric positive semidefinite 
(there is no restriction about correlation between the components of W t) matrices. they 
still require the specification of p (p + 1 )/2 quantities at each time t from the modeller. 
Recently, Ameen & Harrison (1985) suggested the use of a diagonal discount matrix B! in 
order to set R! as 
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{2.9} 
Each diagonal element of Bt is a number in (0,1] so that variances are increased according 
to the intuitively appealing notion of the amount of discount deemed necessary in the pas-
sage of information for the parameters. This approach has been modified to discounting 
by blocks of parameters by Ameen & Harrison {1985}. It involves the specification of 
groups of parameters subject to common discounts applied directly to the their respective 
covariance matrix. This approach is now being routinely used in Bayesian forecasting (st>e 
Harrison & West, 1986) and is more fully describpd in chapter 7. The discount approach 
reduces drastically the number of quantities to be spedfit>d at each time to p which can be 
a bonus specially if p is large. Those advant.ages art> partly lost when observations come 
frequently in unequally spaced intervals. In this case. one is interested in the specification 
of a discount matrix for the whole period between successive observations. The interval 
lengths are frequently different and when they assume a wide range of values, the com-
parison of the discounts used is by no means an easy task. To make this point clear, sup-
pose the system is constant so that G t = I and W t = W for all t and that, as before, the 
first observation made after t is at t+k ,k= 2, 3, ... The use of the standard DLM leads, 
by direct substitution in (2.8), to 
k 
jjt+k = jjt ..,.. ~ w t +; 
;=1 
and due to the constancy assumption 
v (jjt +k I Dt ) = V (jjt I Dt ) + k W 
On the other hand, repeated use of (2.9) with a constant discount B leads to 
(2.10) 
(2.11 ) 
(2.12) 
Comparison of (2.11) with (2.12) shows that standard DLM lead to a variance growing 
linearly with time interval but the discount variance grows exponentially with it. Again, 
as in the DLM, the discount approach does not state how to evolve if the time interval is 
not an integer. The difference is that there is no structure to date formally developed for 
discount models in continuous time as there is for the DLM. So, extra care must be 
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~xercised whf'n lIsing discount idea:-- in dw environment of different time intervals. 
In standard ,'ont rol theory models. the system disturbances W t ' t - I.~. . are 
often replaced by rf U t • r 1 ,) .. , whert> u t ' t = 1,2. . .. are the q-dinwnsional system 
disturbances and r,. r I.:!.... are p x q known matrices (Jazwinski. 19iO). If U t is a 
vector of ind"'pendpilt dist uroances. this representation can be used to obtain the spectral 
decomposition 
q 
Wfc f t V (u t ) rtT ~ L (2.13 ) 
for suitable values of O'it ,i= l, ... ,p and of the p '<p orthogonal matrix r t (Ran, 1973, pg. 
40). The theory of principal components analysis could be called in to selp(·t a number of 
vectors O'it that best summarise the (essentially subjective) information in W t. From a 
practical point of view, the selection of thp tir,,!. principal component spems adequate in 
many applications. It implies that tht' system is affected by a single dist urha(we Il f • each 
parameter by a different amount determined by the corresponding value in rt , This 
approach leaves the practitioner with the specification of only p quantities at each time. It 
has none of the problems mentioned before and can be used in continuous time modelling, 
W t becomes a singular matrix but this is not a problem for the analysis. In fact. this is 
the system disturbance structure adopted in the numerical applications although any 
other specification of WI' t= 1,2, ... , or indeed of B t , t = 1,2, ... , that copes with 
unequal time intervals can be used as well. 
2.2 - Dynamic Generalised Linear and Non-linear Models 
The class of generalised linear models was introduced by Neider & Wedderburn 
(1972) to analyse regression problems for observations coming from a distribution of the 
exponential family. The linearity was preserved by explicit assumption of the dependence 
of the distribution of each scalar observation Yt' on the form Ttt = &t /3, where &1 IS a p-
dimensional vector of covariates associated with Yt' t= 1, 2, ... and /3 is the regression 
parameter. If the distribution of Yt belongs to the exponential family, its density can be 
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written as 
(:! .14) 
whPre (/I is known and I\t is the canonical parameter (McCullagh & NeldN, 198:1). The 
model can then hI' completed by pstablishing the link g(A t )'-"T)t for all t. The dynamic 
model is den ned hy letting f3 depend on t through a stochastic structurp similar to (2.2). 
Thl:' Bayesian approach of \Vest. Harrison & Migon (1985) assumes thctt st,ruct,u rp without 
normality. This leaves the process only partially specified through its means :tnd variances 
but gives enough flexibility to allow for a conjugate prior distribution for 11.,. This readily 
provides updating equations for II. t and a predictive distribution for Yt+l. "t is related to 
11t, however, through the useful concept of guide relationship. The model can be summar-
ised as follows: 
(i) observation equation: equation (2.14) 
(ii) sy.~tem equation 
(discount ideas can bl:' alternatively used to set R t as in (2.9)) 
(iii) prior distributions: [Pt I Dt-1l'"'-' . at, R t with unspecified density and "l\t IDt - 1 has 
conjugate distribution with link g(At)-==-T)t implying Erg(lI.t)!Dt_l: ...... lt. 
The posterior distribution of "l\t ! Dt stays within the same conjugate family with 
parameters changed by Bayes' theorem with E g("I\t)! Dt I = gt and V[ g(At)! Dt : =' Pt. The 
posterior distribution for Pt , [P t I Dt i '"'-' i m t • C t j with 
St 
m t = at + - (gt - It) 
qt 
(2.15a) 
(2.15b) 
is obtained by use of linear Bayesian methods on the joint (partially specified) distribution 
[U~,)) ID,_, I [I~:) I:~:: I 
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The details from the calculations abovt' can be found in \tligon (1984) and West, Harrison 
&: Migon (1985). It can be seen from (iii) that the guide relation is used to construct the 
conjugate prior for t-..t and also appears in the Kalmall filter-like updat.ing equations for 
{jt. In the normal case, taking '1 t A. f as tht' guidt> rt'lationship leads to the same results 
as in the DLM, that is. (:!.1:)) roincidt's with (2.4) (Sf'\-' Wt'st.. Harrison &: \t1igon. 19H.,)). In 
non-normal situations. the link provides a guidt' to the choice of t.he prior distribution 1)1' 
A.
t
, and the covariance tt'rm St relating A. t to {jt. ,\s with other Bayesian models. tht> 
choice of prior is essentially left to the modeller, subject only to the requirements that the 
mean and variancp are approximately as implied by the guide. In general. numerical ('on-
siderations may lead to slightly modified values for the prior moments. The choire of a 
conjugate analysis is .as usual. useful romputa.tionally but is not necessary. 
Example 1. t;rpoTLentia[ di:,triblltion - Logarithmic link 
This is in fact an import.ant example beca.use exponential-like distributions and 
likelihoods are to appear throughout this thesis. In this case, 
f ( Vt I t-..t ) = At exp { - At Vt } 
and the conjugate prior is G ( at ,"Y t) for some U t , 'Yt. The prIor for {jt is 
the Gamma distribution. 
E [Log A tiD t -I • 
Vllog At I Dt _ 1 i 
(~. L6a) 
(2.16b) 
where II/(X) = d log r(x )Idx is usually called the digamma function and as supplemen-
tary descriptions of the distribution of log t-..(l its mode is log (ut!"Yt) and its curva-
ture at the mode is u t-
l
. Equality between the moments of log t-..t and T)t implies 
that U t and "Yt are the solution of 
(2.17a) 
(2.17b) 
This means laborious evaluations. even for computers with built-in gamma and 
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digamma functions, for a rplation that is ollly nwant a,.; a guidp in const.ructing the 
prior. West. Harrison .\. \ligon (\g8:» ,.;ugge-.;t tlw use of mode and curvature at 
mode (to replace mean and varianc:e) as gt'lI!'ral measures of locat.ion and spread of 
the distribution of log r.. t gIVIng 
It = log (u t . 'i t ) (:!.18a) 
(:'!.\~b) 
or the inverse relation 
(:!. I Ha) 
-\ 
"Yt -= fit t'xp( - It) (:'!.\9h) 
Another justification for the relations (2.18)-(2.l9) In terms of non-linear modt'l,., is 
given in examplp :!. 
Arter the prior r.. t I 0 1 _ 1 -~ G(tX t ,"Yt} is constructed with (2.19), it can he updated 
to At lOt : ~ G( at ... I. 'It - Yt ) via Bayes' theorem with the likelihood for At from 
Yt. The posterior moments of log r.. t are gt =IHut+I)-log("Yt-'-Yt)a-nd Pt =I!,(ut-+-I). 
Use of the recursive relations 
II' ( I + 1 ) -- 1/1 ( x) ... -I X 
-2 
X 
,x > 0 (2.20) 
, I > 0 ('2.21 ) 
along with It and <it as in (2.18) and the ahove values of Yt and Pt in (2.15) gives 
St 
8. t ... ! qt ... log ( qt) -+- I!I( qt- I ) - log ( 1 + qt Yt exp (It)) i (2.22a) 
qt 
(2.22b) 
The same considerations leading to (2.18) can be invoked to approximate 
Yt log 
( U -I 
"Ytt+y! 
(2.23a) 
P! (u t +l)-l (2.23b) 
- :!o -
implying that f1 t I Dt . 
1 .,.. 1ft ) 
I - 'it !It exp ( It ) 
(2.2ta) 
T 
(2.2Ib) 
I - 'I, 
If Yt IS a censort'd observation :It !It' it provides the likplihood exp ( -'\t Yt ) which 
gives 
a -t 
pO"! prior 
S 1 
'it 
log I - qt !It exp ( It ) ; 
In this case, 
(2.:!:>b) 
In this casp, the approximating; valuf's (:?:!;~) to gt and Pt lead to'thp .. arne expres-
sions for ffit and Ct. 
The prediction for a new observation Yt +1 with covariates It+l is accomplished by 
constructing using 
p(Yt+lIDt) = J p( Yt+l I At+l' Dt ) f (At+t I Dt ) dAt+l 
o 
\ J A ,+, 1+1 
o 
So that, for inst.anl~e, its density is 
u -1 A ,+, 
t+l 
-n 
[ 
Yt+l I .+. 
1 +--
'Yt+l 
-" 
[ 
Yt+1 I .+' 
1 +--
'Yt+l 
and 
,!Jt+l>O. (2.27) 
(2.28) 
The study of non-linear models in the c:ontext of Bayesian forecasting was intro-
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duced hy ~ligon (19~4). It deals mainly with two types of non-linearity: non-linear system 
evolut.ion wh.'n t.he system eqlution has the linear term (;,;31_1 repla('pd hy a gp[wral 
transfer function G I (;3'_I) a!ld whe!l Tlt (:annot be writt.en as zt;3t and is replaced by a 
non-linear relat ion Zt (fJ,). There are other types of non-linearity, e.g. when the dist ur-
banee term in the system eqllation has the form Il,;3t)w t depending on thp state of the sys-
tem at that time. but those are not considered here. These models can be analysed as the 
linear Ont'S with the following changes: 
with 
nii') [;3t I D, -~ m t * . C t *: with m t * and C I * as in (2.10) with starred plements. 
Those are just about the only changes [weded and the posterior distributions for AI 
and ;3t are obtained as in the linear case, via Hayes' theorem and linear Bayesian methods 
respectively. The problem lies, of course, in the determination of at *. Rt *. It *, St - and 
qt *. The two main streams developed to tackle this problem are to assume further, as in 
the DLM. that the system process is normal (Migon & Harrison, 1985) or to replace the 
non-linear relations by first order (linear) and second order approximations for ;3 around 
its mean (West & Harrison, 1986). This second approach is more general and is generally 
presented in the engineering context (Jazwinski, 1970; Maybeck, 1982) while the addi-
tional assumption of normality seems strong and unjustified. Linear approximation gives 
at 
-
'Gt(m t _ t *) (2.:!9a) 
Rt .. - Htet_I-HtT .... W t (2.29b) 
It 
.. ~ It (at" ) (2.29c) 
St * c R t - ht (2.29d) 
qt 
-
.- hT * (2.2ge) t St 
with 
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Second order approximations can be used to corn'ct. a, * and It * further to 
a * t 
It * ~ Z t (at * ) ... b: 
. h d' . I . h tit • where b" IS t e p- ImenSlOna vector Wit k component given as 
and b = z 
(2.:Wa) 
(2.:H)h} 
(2.:31a) 
(2.:31b) 
where gkt is the kth component of the function G t and tr [XI is the trace of the matrix X. 
There are also some expressions for R t *, St * and qt * based on second order approxima-
tions (Jazwinski. chapter 9. 1970) hut the values given in (2.29) art' rhe only ones con-
side red here. 
Example 2. Exponential distribution· Logarithmic link revisited 
One can analyse this model via the non-linear link ~t ~ exp (Bt Pt ). The system equa-
tion is still linear so that at -=at and R t *=Rt . The above link gives It -=exp(ft), 
St - -= It *St and qt * = (It * )2 qt where It, St and qt are as obtained in example 1. 
Since the function g is now the identity, one can take ~~t IDt _ 11 ~ G(o.t ,'it) with 
E[~t I Dt _ 1 1 = It - and V:~t I Dt_ 1 1 = qt *. This gives 
= exp (ft) and 
2 
'it 
qt exp (2 It ) 
implying that (ul''it) are related to (ft'qt) as in (2.18)-(2.19). The above relations 
s, [ 1 + qt 
- I I m • = at + t 
qt lit exp (ft) qt 1 + 
(2.32a) 
T 
[ I + " S,8 t 
C • R - 1 -t t (1 T qt lit exp(ft))2 qt 
(2.32b) 
- :!;~ -
(t is interesting to observe that tht' ('orrpC'tion introdured in the mean of jjt once !it 
IS observed (given by fit • - at) is a lint'ar approximation of the one ohtained In 
example 1 after using approximations (:!.2:J) (see t'qllat ion 12.2ta)). The second order 
approximation (2.:Jlb) gives ft*-exp(Jt)ll""(qt~) and lise of normality gives 
The inference for linear and non-linear models (of the types shown here) is. in fact. 
similar. The difference lies in the determination of moments for sonlt' parametric fune-
tions which is more difficult and is rarely achieved without some approximation or add i-
tional assumption. Static models can be analysed within the structure of dynamic G L\[ 
a.nd :'\iLM by explicitly assuming no evolution in the system equation. that is. 
. as in the DLM. An additional complication in the 
passage from DL\l to dynamic G L~l appears here. The parameters c3;n still be updated 
by the ingenious llse of linear Bayesian methods but their posterior distributions are no 
longer independent of the order the observations are analysed. West. Harrison & Migon 
(1985) provide an example in which it is demonstrated that the order given to the obser-
vations has little effect. Since the models in this thesis deal with many observations at a 
time. the static analysis can be used to process them one by one. This point. however. 
needs more attention and I will return to it in the next rhapter. 
The final point in this section is about smoothing. This procedure plays a vital role 
in the predictive ability of the models to be proposed in the next chapters. The following 
theorem summarises the result needed. 
Theorem 2.1 Under the Dynamic GLM structure presented in this section, that is (i)-
(iii), the smoothed means and variances for the parameters conditional on information DN 
is given by 
[l1tIDNi ......... [fitN,C;i , t = 1,2, ... ,N (2.33) 
N d N • N N 
with m t an C t as III (2.7) and mN=MN and CN=CN' 
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Proof: a) Let us prove first for t=~-l 
(2.34) 
via Bayes' theorem applied to the prior for (.BN • .B.v-tIDv_t) and ob~ervation YIV' 
The distribution of !iN depends on A. v which is directly related to fJ v ' so 
l(yNlfJv.{JN-t.DV-t) Ily\ l.Bv.[)v-t) (2.35) 
(In fact. given /Jv, the distribution ()f !iv does not depend on DV _ t either in the con-
text of GLM but DY_I is left in the conditioning part with view to further gpnerali-
sations.) 
Also. 
II.Bt+1,/JtIDt) = II/Jtl.Bt+,.Dt) II/Jt+,IDt) , t=1,2 ..... N-l (2.36) 
Expressions (2.:3:» and (2.:36) for t=~-l replaced in (2.:34) give 
I (.BN • .B.V -II D.v) 0 . I I!iN I/J.'I/ ,Dv _ t) I I/J,y I DN -I) I I (.B N _11.B,y ,Dv -1) 
(2.37) 
by use of Bayes' theorem to the densities in the brackets. The expression in the right 
hand side (RHS) is a product of densities that integrates to 1 with respect to 
(.BN ' .BN - l ). (2.37) is therefore an equality and after rejoining DN = {DN _ 1 , YN } can 
be rewritten as 
This implies that 
(2.38) 
(2.39a) 
(2.39b) 
where the inner expectations in the RHS of (2.39) are with respect to the distribu-
tion of [.B N - 1 I.B N ' DN _ 1 1 and the outer ones with respect to the distribution of 
[PN I DN I· The moments of the joint distribution of [P N - 1 , PN I DN - 1 ] are given by 
(ii) as 
(2.40) 
and u~e of linear Bayesian methods implies 
(2Ala) 
_ I' T -I V I~N-I ~N,DN-ti c= C.'V_I - C N_ 1 G N RN G NCN_I (2.41b) 
Using the fact that E:~,vIDN,=mN ~m,~ and V[~NID.vi=Cv =C~. insertion of (2.41) 
in (2.39) gives 
'V I T -I N-I C;"'_I=V'I'J V _ 1 D:v,CV_1-C'V_IG,yR N (RN-CN)R.'V G:vC'V_1 
b) Suppose now that t= 1. 2 ..... ~-2 
Using the ideas in (a), one can write 
f(~t+I,~tIDN)o. !(Yt+I"" dINI~t+I,.8t.Dt) !(~t+I.~tIDt) 
The same arguments leading to (2.;35) ran be used. to get 
From the system evolution equation. 
(2.42a) 
(2,42h) 
(2.45) 
because given ~I+I one obtains all subsequent parameters without reference to ~I' 
Also, 
f(Yt+l"" 'YN'~t+l'~tIDt)=f(Yt+t"" 'YNI~t+t,~pDt) f(~t+l,~tIDt) 
The LHS of (2.46) is 
"~ff(YI+I"" 'YNI~N"" '~I+l,~!,DI)!(~N"" ,~t+21~t+l,~!,Dt) 
. ! (~t+t,~t 1Dt) d~N ... d~t+2 
= !(Pt+t,P1IDt)f !(Yt+I"" ,yNIPN,··· ,~t+2,Pt+l'Dt) 
. !(PN • •.. ,~t+2IPt+l'Dt)dPN ... dPt +2 
=!(P1+l'Pt IDt)!(Yt+l"" 'YNI~t+l'Dt) 
Equating (2.47) to the RHS of (2.46) gives 
(2.46) 
(2.47) 
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/(1/t+1"" ,1/N l~t+1,~t ,Dt ) ~ /(1/t+1"" ,1/N l~t+l'Dt) 
Using (2.36) and (2.48) gives 
/(~t+l'~t IDN) a /(1/t+t""'YNI~t+t,Dt) /(~t+lIDt) /(~t l~t+t,Dt) 
and finally 
(2.48) 
(2.49) 
(2.50) 
where (2.50) is obtained from (2.49) as {2.38) from (2.37). The procedure is then 
exactly as in (a) with t replacing :'Ii-I and t+l replacing N in (2.39)-(2.42) giving mt 
and C{' as in (2.7). 
Corollary 2.1 Under a dynamh- ~LM with non-linear transfer function G t and/or non-
linear regression function -t' t= 1. 2, ... , N, the smoothed parametric distributions are 
with 
C{' = Ct * - Ct *Ht: 1(R t+1 *)-1 (R t +1 * - Ct+l )(R t +1 *)-I Ht +1 *Ct * 
where Ht is given by (2.30a) and MZ=mN* and cZ=C N*. 
(2.51a) 
(2.51b) 
Proof: the proof follows exactly along the same lines of the proof of theorem 2.1 with the 
sole replacement of by 
In fact, the smoothed parametric moments can be written under the general formula 
E[~IIDNi = E[~t IDtl + Cov[(~t,.8t+t)IDtl y-l[.8t+tIDtl 
. { E [ ~t +t I D N I - E [ ~, +t I D t I } 
Y[~IIDNI = Y[~tID,1 + Cov[(.8I'.8,+t)ID,ly-1[.8t+tID,1 
.{ Y[~'+IIDtl- Y[.8,+IIDNI }y-l[~t+lIDtlCovT[(~I'~t+l)IDtl 
(2.52a) 
(2.52b) 
A linear transfer function G, applied to (2.52) reproduces (2.7) while a linear approxima-
tion of the sort (2.29) to a non-linear function Gt gives (2.51). One of the crucial points in 
the proof is to show that given the parameter for a certain time, the distribution of future 
occurrences does not depend on any other previous parameter. Although the result seems 
.).,. 
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intuitively to hold bprause of the way the systPnl equation was (·on~trljcted. it takes some 
lines to be proven. This result is a consequence of the \farkovian structure of thp model 
and is also responsible for the extension of these smoothing results to survival models. 
2.3 - Dynamic Models in Continuous Time 
The initial reason to extend the dynamic models to continuous time is to have the 
ability to analyse processes with observations. coming at arbitrary points. [n doing this. 
the system is also ready to deal with analysis of processes where observations are made at 
every time. The models presented here are a natural extension of the DLM presentpt! in 
section 2.1. The extension of the material of section 2.2 is presented in chapters 6 and /. 
The presentation of this section is mainly based in Jazwinski (1970) and Maybeek (HI/g). 
The necessary extensions are presented here with a view to applications to CLM. so that. 
the normality (or Gaussianity. as it is commonly re/,prred to by engir~eers) assumption IS 
dropped whenever it is not essential for further developments. 
A p-dimensional stochastic process {x( t). t C:. T f is said to have independent incre-
ments if for all finite sets {t i ,i cc 1, ... , n f c T, the random vectors x(t2)-x(td, x(t 3 )-x(t2) 
,'''' x(tn)-x(tn-l) are independent. [f, in addition, E[x(t j ) - X(ti_l)) = 0, i= 1. ... , n-l, it is 
said to have orthogonal increments (Doob, 19.13, pg. 99) where to = min T is generally 
taken as O. Orthogonal independent increments (011) processes provide a suitable struc-
ture to model system disturbances in continuous time. A Brownian motion (BM) process 
can be defined as an on process such that for every t E T, x( t) is normally distributed. In 
general, those processes have a diffusion Q associated with them so that for every 
8 <t E T 
E[lx(t) - x(s)12) = Q(t - s) (2.53) 
A related process is the white (W) process. {w(t),t E T} is white if for all finite sets 
{tj ,i= l, ... ,n} c T, w(t 1 ), ... , w(tn ) are independent random variables. If, in addition they 
are assumed to be normally distributed, the process is called a white Gaussian (WG) pro-
cess. It should be stressed that all properties of 011 and W processes are properties of BM 
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and \VG processes. respectively. In order to highlight the relal ion between 011 and W 
processes and to prepare for the stochastic calculus IlPt'dt'd in rhf' sf'qlll'l. a suitable notion 
of continuity for random processes is needed .. \ stochasl i(' fHO(,(,SS : u( t). t '_ T:· is mean 
square continuous if. for all t. 
lim E [ I u( t + h) - u( t ) I 2 . 0 (2 .. ')4 ) 
h ·0 
and the notation IS l.i. m.. h-O u( t + h) c= u( t). u( t) is said to be the limit in the mean of 
u( t ~ h.) as h ·0. With this notion. stochastic processes can be differentiated and integrated. 
The first result that can be obtained is that on processes are (mean squart» continuous 
but not differpnliable. Following (2.54), a process {u( t), t E: T} is differentiable if 
. u(t+h) - u(t) 
I.l.m.. h.O 
h 
exists. and in this case. is denoted by t'.i( t). From the properties of on processes and from 
(2,;>3), if { u( t), t ~ T l is such a process. then 
E I u( t + h) - u( t ) I ~ 0 (2.5.')a) 
E [ I u( t + h) - u( t) 12 i= h Q (2.55b) 
From (2.55) it is clear that [.i.m. h~ u(t+h) = u(t) but 
(2.56) 
and as h-O, this goes to infinity. So, Oll processes have unbounded variation but can be 
formally related to W processes via 
w{t) d u(t) 
dt 
or u ( t) = f w (" ) d" (2.:)7) 
o 
for a process w( t) with mean function mw( t) = E l w( t)] = 0 and covariance function 
P w( t," ) -= Cov [ w( t), w( s ) I -= Q iI( t - 8) where iI is the Dirac delta function. This characteri-
sation can be extended by allowing for time-varying diffusions Q( t) so that (2.53) is now 
E[ Ix(t) - x(s)12] = f Q(u)du (2.58) 
The corresponding formal derivative \<V (WG) procpss wIt) will now have 
P w( t ,s) ~ Q( t) b( t - 8 ). 
Stochastic integration of forms like 
J nl) dull) (2.59) 
a 
where u( t) is a stochastic process can be accomplishf>d with mean square limits. The case 
when n t) is deterministic was introduced by Wipnt'r (19;W) and is presented herf'. This 
was later extended by [to (1944) to the c;t"e of random functions 11 t) bllt is lwyond t h" 
needs of this thesis. [n both cases. however. (~.59) is detined a" 
.'II 1 
( :!. 6n) 
• 0 
where p = max; (t; - t i _ 1) and a c= to < t1 < 12 < ... < t!lf c= b. A full account of thesf> sto-
chastic integrals can be found in ~laybeck ( 1979). 
The system equation can now be set in a stochastic differential form 
d [j( t) = F ( t ) [j( t ) d t + It. t ) d u ( t ) (2.61) 
where {[j( t ) , t ? O} is a p-dimensional stochastic process representing the system, 
{ u( t) , t ? O} is a q-dimensional 011 process representing the system disturbances and rand 
Fare p x q and p x p matrix functions, respectively. This can be made formally equivalent 
to 
/l(t) = F'(t)[j(t) + It.t)w(t) 
where w( t) is the corresponding W process. The solution of (2.61) is 
with G satisfying 
[j(t) G(t ,O)[j(O) + jG(t,s)I(s)du(s) 
o 
dG(t,s} 
= F(I)G(t,s) 
dt 
and the initial condition G(O,O) = I. Setting the initial condition of the process to 
(2.62) 
(2.63) 
- :w-
~(O) ~ m(O), ClO) (:! .6') 
independent of uti), the process is complNf'ly dpnnt'o and its moolt'nts .. an bp ohtained 
from (2.60) and (2.63). [f Gaussianity is assumed for u( t) and for {:I(O), then fJ( I) is also 
Gaussian. The transition matrix G satisfies G(I',b)G(b,a) G(c,a), O<-a<.) <I' . ..;() that 
after defining O<~tl <t 2 <· .. <t.v, the system can be recursively obtained at these point,; 
as 
(2.6·')1 
This is a continuous version of (2.8). When l ti • i 1. :,?, .... .Y :. represent different arbitrary 
observation points, it is useful to write G( t, ,.~) - G, (ti - . ,) since. in most applications the 
transition over an interval is only dependent on tht' lengt h of that interval. [n the case of 
discrete observations. the identincation {:I( tj) ~- ~" i= O. 1. .... \f is made since those are 
the only system points that matter. The moments of fJ, can be recursively obtained from 
(2.60), (2.65) and the initial condition (2.64) as 
(2.66a) 
(2.66b) 
t 
,-I 
W here all the moments are conditional on the same information and b. ~~ t. - t I is the , , ,-
length of the interval between observation points, i= l, ... , N. Again, if u(t) and f30 are 
Gaussian, f3 i is also Gaussian with moments given by (2.66). The generalisation of the 
DLM for observation points O~ t\ <t2 < ... is characterised by 
(i) Observation equation: Y, 'c Zif3i 4- Vi ,v, ----- N(O,V i ) 
where Yi is an r-dimensional observation made at time t, and f3 i = f3(t i ). 
(ii) System equation : df3(t) = F(t)f3(t)dt + ,nt)du(t) 
where F(t) and I1t) are as in (2.61) and u(t) is a BM process with time varying 
diffusion Q. 
For the a.nalysis of this model. the differential Pqu at ion In (i i) c a.n be specialised to thp 
differt'nc(' syst('m ('quation 
(:'!.671 
for i= 1. :.! •...• where w, and Wi are respectively 
t 
.-, 
The analysis then follows exactly as in section 2.1 with Wi as abovt' and G, (b j ) replacing 
G i as a reminder that interval lengths are no longer unitary. The same comments apply 
for the a.nalysis of dynamic GLM with arbit,rary observation points witham the normality 
on the system equation. If interval lengths are small and/or the system is time invariant 
(G i =1 or F(t)=O) or slowly varying (G,::::l), W, can be approximated to 
When taking the system disturbance as scalar for a.pplications, this gives 
W .. - b.(I (IT 
. .,. (2.68) 
for (Ii = £1 t;)/VQltj, i= 1,2, ... 
These models can now be extended to the case when observations are made continu-
ously in time. The observation equation is 
y( t) = Z( t),8( t) + v{ t) , t ? 0 (2.69) 
where v(t) is a we process such that E[v(t)l- 0 and E[v(t)vT(s)l= V(t)&(t-s) and, as 
before, to give mathematical meaning to (2.69), the formal relations y( t) = x( t) and 
v( t) = !i( t) lead to 
dx(t) -= Z(t),8(t)dt + dv(t) 
The system equation remains unchanged and, defining D (t) = {Do, y(" ),,, E [0, t I}, leads to 
[.8(t)ID(t)1 ~ N[m(t),C(t)] ,t?O (2.70) 
where m( t) and C( t) satisfy the differential equations 
ro( t) = F( t )m( t) + C( t)Z T (t )V- 1 (t) [y( t) - Z( t )m( t) 1 (2.7la) 
(~.71b) 
Equations (2.71) are the continuous time Kalman filter and (2.71b) is often ('alkd a Ric-
cati equation (Kalman & Bury, 1961). They ran also he ohtained as a limit rpsilit wht'll 
the time interval hetween successive observations goes to O. A similar derivatioll i" ('arried 
out in later chapters for non-normal observation equations. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
ANALYSIS FOR SURVIVAL DATA 
This chapter introduces the survival models and the methods of analysis. Almost all 
the work done in this area uses the hazard function as a basis for modelling. This thesis is 
no exception in its recognition of the intuitive appeal of the hazard in terms of risk and 
this is fully exploited here. The main difference lies in the use of dynamic models as 
opposed to the commonly used static models in the context of survival analysis. This is 
discussed among other things in the introduction. The use of dynamic ideas implies an 
association of the information obtained with some sort of time ordering. This is accom-
plished via an essential yet sim pie result factorising the likelihood introduced in section 
3.2. The suitable and flexible class of piecewise exponential (PE) distributions is presented 
in the next section. After that, the models are ready to be put into the structure of 
dynamic GLM and the parameters can be estimated. The tools for checking the adequacy 
of a given model and predicting the performances of given individuals are provided in the 
final sections. Throughout this chapter, it will be assumed that the covariates are con-
stant in time. The case when the covariates depend on time is dealt with in the next 
chapter. 
3.1 - Introduction 
As anticipated in chapter 1, most survival models have hazard Cunction of the Corm 
A.{ t j a) = AO ( t ) 9 ( a ) (3.1) 
where a is a vector of covariates. These are called multiplicative, proportional hazards or 
static models. The name multiplicative stems Crom the form of the hazard with two mul-
tiplicative factors: one relating to the general failure pattern and the other one carrying 
the effect of the covariates. If two individuals have covariates a1 and a2 , respectively, writ-
A ( t i a1 ) = C A ( t i a2 ) (3.2) 
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This is the reason for the proportional hazards name; the hazard functions of different 
individuals are always proportional as functions of time. One of the consequences of these 
models can be seen after replacing (3.2) in (1.5). The survival functions for two individuals 
relate via 
(3.3) 
and, since survival functions are non-increasing, they never cross. The covariates have 
their effects completely separated from time and, once their values are obtained, the 
characteristics of the different individuals are unchanged. These models assume a static 
effect of the covariates on the failure pattern of the individuals. 
These models were very important in developing the analysis of survival models but 
practitioners began to question the assumptions as their applications started to point oth-
erwise. Specifically in medicine, where survival models are extensively used in cancer 
treatment, there is strong evidence that the effects some covariates have in the survival of 
a patient do change with time. Some prognostic factors like tumour size may have a 
decreasing effect in explaining death by cancer and some treatments have a definitely 
changing effect as time passes. In economics, when studying duration of unemployment 
spell, it is reasonable to expect some social factors to be more relevant in early stages and 
others in later ones. Although this may seems obvious to the layman, it is not until 
recently that statisticians began to address to this question and build more appropriate 
models. 
To understand some of the work that has been done, one has to go back to propor-
tional hazards models. The function 9 is generally taken as 
g{l) = exp (IP) {3.4} 
where 1= (zl Z2 ... zp) is the vector of covariates and P is the p-dimensional parameter 
modelling their effects. This is a natural way to ensure that 9 ~ O. The models proposed 
fall broadly into two categories: complete ignorance and complete knowledge about the 
way the effects change with time. 
- :~6 -
In the first category, arE' the models proposed. by Anderson & Senthilselvan (198~) 
and later extended by Gore pt, al. (19H4). The original idea was to divide the time scale 
R+ in two meaningful intervals and assume a different value for /1 for each of these inter-
vals. Gore et al. proposed the division of time scale in k intervals each with a different 
value of /1. The estimation can be carried out s('par.ttely within each interval with the use 
of the factorisation idf'as presented in the next st'ction. The important point is that the 
{j's of different intervals are assumed to have no rplation whatsof'ver and are estimated 
independently. Aware of this fact, Gore et al were extremely cautious making .,;ure tht're 
was enough information in each interval ending up with a choice of 3 intervals ( Gore et 
aI., 1984, pg. 190). The ignorance in this case refers to the fact· that. although the /1's of 
different intervals measure the effect of the same covariates, there is no structure relating 
them. 
In the later case, /1 is modelled as a specified function of time /1( t}. Among the pro-
posed ones are a linear function of time ( Cox & Oakes, 1984, pg. ll:~ and Carter et al., 
1983), a quadratic function of time (Stablein et al., 1981) and an exponential decay ( Gore 
et al., 1984) where each component of {j is set to 
13; ( t) ~ C; exp ( -Pi t) ,i ~ 1, ... , p (3.!l ) 
The parameters modelling these functions are generally unknown and are estimated from 
the observed data but the form that {j. depends on time is assumed completely known 
from the onset. 
From the discussion III the previous chapter, it seems more sensible to allow for a 
dynamic model for the parameters. This provides a way of blending priort assumptions 
with observed data. The approaches above seem to rely too heavily in either observed 
data in the first group and prior assumptions in the second one. A compromise is not only 
useful but desirable. 
t where prior here stands for prior to observing the data. 
The same comments apply to the baseline hazard function ~o( t). Survival models ori-
ginally proposed it to be from a specific pararnet ric family, generally the exponential or 
Weibull distribution. A major breakthrough camp when Cox (1972) introduced the possi-
bility of estimating ~o non-parametrically, that. is. with no specific distributional assump-
tion. After dividing the tinw sralf' in intPrvals. Aol t) was estimated independently within 
each interval. Cox himself recognises this as unnecessary saying that some smoothness 
assumptions appear to be more reasonable. In fact,. apart from a few exceptional cases. 
one expects the hazard to be a smooth I'unetion where values from adjaeent intervals are 
related. Once again, a dynamic structure is appropriate by conveying smoothness assump-
tions without imposing a fully specified parametric form for the hazard. 
Suppose the t.ime seale is divided in N intervals and that corresponding to each 
interval I, there is a vector of parameters fji modelling the baseline" hazard and the effect 
of the covariates. A dynamir structure can be set, as in chapter 2, via 
a - G (a ) + W • i ~ 1, 2, ... , LV Pi - ,P,-I , (3.6) 
where w, is an error increasing the modeller's uncertainty about the process as one moves 
from interval Ii_1 to Ii' Each {j, can be partitioned into {j'l and {j,2 modelling respectively 
the hazard function and the covariates' effects and w, ran be analogously partitioned into 
Wi! and W,2' The models discussed above can be put into the structure (3.6) as follows: 
(a) complete ignorance about the covariates' effects change: V- I (W'2) ~O, i= 1,2, ... , N. 
(b) complete knowledge about the covariates' effects change: W ,2=0, i = 1,2, ... , IV; 
if, III addition, exponential decay IS assumed for the p covariates, then 
where 
measure of the distance between 1'-1 and Ii generally taken as mid-interval distance. 
(c) complete knowledge of the failure pattern of the population: W ,1 =0, i = 1,2, ... , N. 
(d) non-parametric estimation of the hazard function: V- 1(w id ~O, i = 1,2, ... , IV. 
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It is now clear that the models that have been proposed do not fully explore a 
dynamic approach. They always go to the extreme of either having no system distur-
banees or having extremely large ones. The models developed here have a system equa-
tion like (3.6) that can eventually attain degenerat.e values for some of its components but 
in general stays in between them. This relates eA'pct.s from different intervals in time by 
passing the information obtained \'; ithin any of them. To do thi::;. however. one has to be 
able to factorise t.he information from tlw ohserved dat.a a(,cording to prespecified inter-
vals. This is developed in thl' n('xt. section. 
3.2 - Temporal Factorisation of the Likelihood 
In survival models, every individual has a contribution to the likelihood of the form 
p ( y 1'\) according to the notation established in chapter 1 where ,\ is the parameter 
modelling the survival time distribution for this individual. Suppmw that after a partition 
and I, = (t'_l .:1'0) are constructed. If y E Ii' then 
p(yl'\) 
S ( t i _ 1 1 ,\ ) 
p(yl'\) 
S(ti _ 1 1,\) 
i-1 S(t,I'\) n J 
i=lS(tj-LI,\) 
(3.7) 
where S ( to 1,\ ) = 1 since to =0. Using conditional probability, the above expression can be 
rewritten 
i -1 
ply 1..\) = ply I Y >t i _ 1 ,"\) n S(t}1 Y>tj_l''\) 
i=l 
(3.8) 
The above expression tells that the total contribution from Y to the likelihood can be fac-
tored. This factorisation gives terms that are related to the information about Y obtained 
in one interval. For every interval I j , j = 1, ... , i -1, all that is observed is that having Y 
entered it ( the individual having survived up to the end of the previous interval), it sur-
vives through all the interval leading to the contribution S(tjIY>tj _ 1 ,..\). In Ii' one 
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observes that Y has survivt,d lip to the end of [j-l but endures as far as y. The likelihood 
contribution ply I Y >ti_I'~) says that the observation stops at y either becallse the indivi-
dual died in which case p is replaced by f or because the individual was censored and p is 
replaced by S. Of course, there is no furthf'r information about Y in intervals 1'+1 , ... .1 •. 
The factorisation also shows that. ('Onditional on t ht' ~urvival up to thl' end of the prpvi-
ous interval, the interval ("(Hl tri hu t ions are indept'ncicn t. In fact. one (' an (~onSr rut't the 
variables Y 1 ..... Y, with 
Y = { m. in l Y. Ii ) I 
• t .-1 
,if Y>t,_1 
.i=l. ..... , 
Each Yj gives the information about Y obtained In interval I j • They are independent 
with a corresponding contribution to (:~.8). 
The information factorisation has wider uses and has long since been used. The cele-
brated product-limit (PL) estimator ( Kaplan & Meier, 1958) uses this idea for non-
parametric estimation in random samples. Rather than estimating an unknown distribu-
tion using empirical distribution functions, it estimates the survival function by equating 
each factor in (3.8) to the surviving proportion of individual at the end of the interval 
among those alive at its beginning. The case of a random sample is analysed in chapter 5 
where the PL estimator is presented. It is worth pointing out that the actuarial estimator 
(Elandt-Johnson & Johnson, 1980, pg. 157) also uses the same ideas with a different parti-
tion of the time scale. The conditional likelihood used by Cox (197~) also uses this idea in 
extending the PL estimator for the case when covariates are present. It is a product of 
factors related to different intervals where each factor is based on individuals that have 
survived up to the end of the previous interval. 
It seems that factorisation ideas are particularly useful for survival models due to 
the presence of censoring and are employed here to the full likelihood obtained from the 
observations. The result is valid for any countable partition of the time scale and for 
dependent observations as well. 
- to-
Theorem 3. L (TFL) Let y. ( VI ..... V",) have joint density! (y I A) in (IR. +)m. Define 
and O. 'I • 
[i = (ti-l' Ii I. i - :!. :\.. ... ,I -\ and [n - (/,,_1' 'l.). Then. the likelihood for ~ obtaint'd after 
observing y is 
n 
[l 1,(y,ID'_I'~) (3.9) 
• ~ 1 
where 
with !Iii = min(y;,t.), Yi is the survival time of the /h known to be alive at Ii_I 
(j = 1, ... , r.), r, lS the number of individual known to be alive at I._I and 
Di = {Do, data in! ormation obtained In :.';1 I j }. 
j=1 
Before going into the proof. it is important to establish that the main result is (:L9) 
ensuring that it is possible to factorise the likelihood according to arbitrary intervals con-
. ditioned to previous information. This factorisation is always based in a grid of times and 
is carried out taking this time ordering sequentially. The name temporal factorisation of 
the likelihood (TFL, in short) seems therefore appropriate to describe it and to emphasise 
its importance to time-dependent analysis. The labels 1, ... , ri are given to the individuals 
contributing to Ii without loss of generality. Their labels are irrelevant as long as each 
individual can be readily identified at every stage of the factorisation. 
Proof: Define the likelihood remainders as 
in the sense that the likelihood for A after observing y is 
[,'~. I, ( Y j I D, _. ' l) I R, +> ,i ~ 0, 1, """' n - I (3.10) 
(3.10) is obtained from (3.9) applied with T = {tl' ... , tk }. So, to prove the theorem, 
it suffices to prove that (3.10) is the likelihood for A. 
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(i) if i=O, (3.10) reduces to ~ I ~ P ( !It . ... , Yrn I Do, A) which is the likelihood for A. 
(ii) suppose (3.1O) is the likelihood for A for i=k-l. If 
(3.lt) 
then 
so (3.1O) is also valid for i=k :1nd ttlt' inductive proof is completed .. \11 that needs 
to be proven then is (3.11). 
Let C+ 1 = {j : Y censored after II. ~, 
'" ) '.' 
11. = {j ; Yj dies in lie f and C Ie = {j; Y j censored in Ik }. Define the information sets 
.4 2 = ~ Yj E ~YIe,j ,j E '+Ie+l j Y/>y/ ,I E CkHl 
where ~ YIe,} is an interval of length ilk,j including Yj' Then 
Pr (A I Dk _ 1 ,A) Rle = lim-------
1'-0 fl j,k,j 
Pr (A I Dk_ 1 , .. \) = Pr (A 1 I Dk_ 1 ,A) Pr (A21 AI' Dk_ 1 ,A) 
Substitution in (3.12) gives 
Pr(A 1 IDk_ 1,A) Pr(A2IAl'Dk_l,A) R I. = lim ------- ---------
n j,k,j n 
Pr(A\IDk_ 1 ,A) Pr(A 2 IA 1 ,D,._1,A) 
= lim lim 
,,-0 n ilk . ,J ,,-0 n ~,. . ,J 
j E " j E ,'+. 
Taking limits as p -0 leads to 
(3.12) 
p(min(Yl'tk),···,min(YT ,tk)IDk_1,A) ·~k+1 
I k (y kiD k -I ' A ) .~ k + 1 
and the result is proven. 
The TFL is needed in its full generality in section :3 .. 5 to obtain the marginal likdi-
hood for the observations. In that case, the parameters have already been integrated out 
and the parameter A represents the model assumptions. Its likelihood is considered in rela-
tion to other possible models to evaluate t.he data support for them. Apart from that. ttlt' 
TFL is mainly used in its simplified form for independent observations conditional on the 
parameters where each Ii IS 
(3.l:J) 
where flU is the density of YlU and 8q is the survival of Yq • If Yj dies in Ii then j E 'i and 
Y .. = y. and if Y survives through I or is censored in I then J E Sand y . = min(y .• t) 11 J J t ., 1) J I 
and, of course, '.i <:'J S i = { 1, ... , r i }. Even though the observations are independent, the 
dependence on the previous information D'_I cannot be dropped from (3.13) because the 
occurrences related to each Yj in Ii depend on what has already been observed about it in 
previous intervals. It is shown in the next section that this is easily accommodated in sur-
vival analysis. The grid T of points in time plays an important role in the subsequent 
analysis but apart from the monotonicity requirements there is no restriction for their 
choice. This choice is made by the modeller and it can be seen from the TFL that the 
points in T work as observation points where one pretends to observe what has happened 
in the preceding interval. In fact, the observation process is continuous in time and this 
discretisation is performed mainly for mathematical tractability of the problem and its 
practical use in applications. The analysis for a continuous observation process is dis-
cussed in chapter 7 giving rise to differential equations of the form (2.71). In practice, 
increasingly finer grids T can be defined up to the point of reaching the precision of the 
survival time measurement. Beyond that, any refinement is dubious since it is based on 
unavailable information. 
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3.3 - Piecewise Exponential Distributions 
The idea of defining distributions in a pieceWise sense IS not new a.nd has been 
explored in the areas of' medical statistirs. reliability and demography. In all those areas. 
a division of time is invariably performed for some reason and analysis of each interval 
separately applying ideas from the previous section is used. Elandt-Johnson & Johnson 
(1980) use a specific parametric model piecewisely defined in pre-determined intervals in 
the study of life tables. This point is discllssed in chapter 5 where different models for the 
analysis for life tables are presented. The emphasis here is to model the hazard function 
without imposing any parametric family assumption and letting the data help the system 
in pointing out its direction. Suppose that, as in previous sections. a grid 7" of points is 
given with corresponding intervals II' ... , I •. Then, the simplest way to model the hazard 
function" (.) is to assign a different constant value for each of the intervals. The choice 
of the intervals and their lengths are important bearing in mind tliat one is trying to cap-
ture the main features of a generally smooth functions using a piecewise constant or sim-
pie one. Cozzolino (1974) defined a piecewise constant failure rate tracing the origin of 
these ideas to Shoo man (1968). The failure rate or hazard function is defined as 
qy)= (3.14) 
", , 11;;:: I. =(t,_I'oo) 
Distributions having this form of hazard function are frequently called piecewise exponen-
tial distributions since within each interval it behaves like an exponential distribution. 
This class of distributions is quite rich and can be used to obtain any hazard function by 
letting the number of intervals go to 00 and the lengths of the intervals go to O. If Y has 
hazard (3.14), it is denoted Y -...... PE(>.,T) where "\=(1..1' ... ,1..,) and T={t1, ... ,t,_d.1t 
is not difficult to obtain that 
'. p{y 1"\)=Ai'K,exp l-Ady -t i _ 1 )! ,y E Ii' i=l, ... ,s (3.15) 
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and by direct integration from (3.15) 
1 .-1 [ ,.~. ~l E[ yll] -+ ~ K i +1 Al ,=1 (3.16a) 
1 .-1 [ ,L. ,I: 1 E [rll] -+ ~ K i +1 A2 1 ;=1 (3.16b) 
where 
'. " oxp [- :~: 'j ; j 1 ,i" I,""",' 
b,=t,-t'_I,i=1, ... ,1l 
and x, is the failure indicator for interval I" i=1, ... , s. 
The models proposed by Breslow (1972, 1974) use PE distributions for the baseline 
hazard with i = {successive death times}. Kalbfleisch & Prentice (1973) also use PE distri-
butions for the baseline hazard without imposing restrictions on i. The dynamic models 
for survival analysis assume this for the whole hazard function and not only for baseline. 
The PE distributions are used in the next section in conjunction with the TFL so that 
some conditional results are needed. Let B, be the event [ Y > t, ], i = 0, 1, ... ,8 -1. Follow-
ing (3.7), 
X K, 
P (11 I ~,Bi_l) = A, I - exp [ - A, (11 - t,_ 1 )] ,11 E I, ' l ~ i 
Ki 
and when I = i this reduces to 
, 
P (11 I ~,Bi_l ) = Ai . exp [ - Ai ( 11 - ti _ 1 ) 1 ,11 E Ii , i = 1, ... ,8 (3.17) 
This is simply saying that given information previous to Ii' Y behaves 10 Ii like an 
exponentially distributed variable with origin shifted to ti_l' The lack of memory of the 
exponential distribution extends to a piecewise lack of memory of the PE distribution 
within each interval. Technically, the important point is that all occurrences within Ii' 
given previous information, only provide likelihood for parameters directly related to that 
interval. 
3.4 - Dynamic Survival Models and Parametric Updating 
The material needed to present the dynamic models and their updating procedures 
have already been fully explained. The model i~ again presented in two levels: the obser-
vational and the system levels with the guide relat.ionship providing the link between 
them. [t consists of 
('t) b . t' Y PEt ,I)) -) . 1 . d d . ,(1), .•.• ,(m) o serlJatlOn equa wn.: ) ~ "',.. J ..... m III epen cnt gtven ... ... 
(ii) system equation (3.18) 
based on a continuous system. equation like III section 2.3 with 
(iii) guide relation$hip$: 9 (A.(t, I j )) ~ I j {3i ,t E Ii or 
(j) g(Ai ) ~ Zjf3. ' j~ l, ... ,m,i= 1,2, ... ,N,iV+l 
The models are not as in chapter 2 because instead of one observation at any time, 
one has information from various observations at each time, obtained via the factorisa-
tion of the likelihood. The logarithmic link is generally assumed relating log Ali) ~ Zj {3i 
although any other non-negative function could be used as well. The logarithmic link is 
chosen for interpretability reasons, the dynamic models being easily understood as exten-
sions of the commonly used static models. The first component of the {3's models the effect 
of the baseline hazard. It is accommodated into the analysis by extending the vector of p 
covariates Z to (1, z). The baseline hazard is no longer assumed unrelated to the regres-
sion parameters or to the baseline hazard in other intervals due to the system structure. 
The regression parameters and the baseline hazard are changing according to a system 
structure similar to the previously suggested in (3.6). (3.18) assumes a linear structure but 
the analysis can be extended to non-linear models as outlined in chapter 2. Indeed, an 
example of non-linearity in survival models is presented in chapter 5 for the analysis of 
life tables. 
- &6-
The full likelihood from the data can be factored using the TFL version for indepen-
dent observations ( equation (:3.13)) with (3.17) and each likelihood factor I. IS 
n [AU)l",· _",(il(. -I )'1', ,. exp • y.) .-1 1.~, ..... V, N-1 (:U9) 
) ~ 1 
since due to independence assumptions. ea('h D,_1 in (:3.1:3) can be rE'duced to t·) > t._ 1 . 
for the corresponding observation. (:LU)) has the same form of t.he likelihood from r; 
independent exponential observations with obserH'd value Y') - ii_I' parametE'r "';) I and 
death indicator X.j' j = 1, ... , r;. [t can be analysed as in example 1 of chapter:! with con-
jugate Gamma prior distributions for the A ~J )'s and a dynamic model for the system 
parameters. The value of tN is chosen as a point after which there is no information so 
that IN+I 7 o. This keeps bounds to the problem avoiding having to take the system equa-
(, ) 
tion far beyond the point of practical interest. Since all Ajl), ... , A;; are related to the 
same system parameter f3;, the problem is one of a static model within each interval. The 
dynamics of the model appear when evolving through successive intervals. As pointed out 
in section 2.2, the dynamic G LM can also be used to analyse static regression. (t updates 
the system using one observation at a time but the updated distribution of the parameter 
depends on this observation ordering. 
Suppose that the r i observations present in the likelihood for interval Ii are given 
labels from 1 to r i and let Di;j be the information set including information previous to Ii 
and information from first j observations in r, j = 1, ... , r, i = 1,2, ... , N. Observe that 
. . . 
Di _ 1;" = Di = Di;o, i = 1,2, ... , N. Following example 1 of chapter 2, the model within I. for 
r. independent observations is: 
• 
(i ') ( I (j) D ) [(j)j x; I [ (j) ( ) 1 observation equation : P !/ij Ai , i-I = Ai exp - A, 1/ij - t i _ 1 ,j=I, ... ,ri 
(ii ') 31/stem equation : {jij = {ji,j-l = {ji ,j = 1, ... , r i 
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The prior distributions are based In the logarithmic link and the corresponding opera-
tional relations (2.19). The posterior distributions are 
and, following (2.24 )-(2.25), 
8" 
m ij = a ij + - log (3.20a) 
qij 
(3.20b) 
Since the system is static, [,8i,j+11 Di-t;i]'"'"' [ai,j+t, Ri,j+t; with a"j+1 = m ij and 
R· '+I=Ci," When j=ri' then [,8i, IDi _ t .,] '"'"' [,8·ID.]..-....- [m •. ,Ci ] where I" I i I ( •• 
and C· = C .. 
. "', 
Once all the observations in Ii have been processed, one can evolve in time by mov-
ing on to the next interval. This is done using the system equation (3.18) so that 
(3.2la) 
(3.21b) 
The analysis can then proceed within Ii+1 as above after initialising with 
[,81+1,1 I Di;o] ......... [ai+ 1.1 , Ri+ 1•1 ] with ai+l,1 = ai+l and Ri+1,1 = Ri+ 1• This sequential pro-
cedure goes on until it reaches IN when the analysis finishes. 
The order given to the observations is specially important since at every interval 
there are r i independent observations and this number can be quite large if m is large. 
The procedure adopted here to minimize this problem is to allocate deaths before sur-
vivals, that is, at each stage i, if Xij =1 then jS/c for all Ir. such that Xu; =0. This ensures 
that the most informative contributions in the sense of reducing the variances are 
analysed first. To see that, let v = (til' •• tlp +1) *' 0 and ~ = vIJi • Then from (3.20b), 
I
TT 2 
V[t.1 D j- V[t. D ] = ve •. J.v - vR •.• v = au ~ 0 
.. i-1;i .. i-l;;-l • where 
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u = vs". So, the variance of any linear combination of fji's components decreases when 
'] 
Xij = 1 and remain constant when Xij ~O. This allocation is shown in the next section to be 
supported by empirical evidence. 
After the updating cycle is completed, one is left with the on-line distributions of 
[fji I Dil, i = 1,2 •...• N. Based on those, a trajectory can be drawn for the parameter and its 
evolution in time can be visualised. Those distributions are based on the information up 
to the given time. In survival data. the conclusions are often drawn only after all the data 
is observed. The inference procedure can then Of' made more accurate after obtaining t,he 
parametric distributions based on all the information collected. This is done with the 
smoothed distributions for [fji IDNi, i= 1,2 .... ,N. It is not difficult to see by comparison 
with the proof of theorem 2.1 and the comments about different time intervals of section 
, r I '~r NCNI '-1? N 'th 2.3 that ,fj, DN' lm,. i ,t- ,~, ... , WI 
(:3.22a) 
(3.220) 
where m ~ = m Nand C Z = eN provide the initialisation. Referring back to the proof of 
the theorem, the mam change is on the distribution of future occurrences, 
survival models. It can also be proven following exactly the same arguments of (2.44)-
(2.48) that 
so that, given information up to the present and the next state of the system. future 
occurrences do not depend on the present state of the system. Apart from that and the 
replacement of G i by G i (b i ) due to unequal time intervals, the derivation is the same for 
dynamic GLM and survival data. The smoothed distributions of the parameters should 
be more accurate reflecting the presence of more information. In general, they do not pro-
vide very different a trajectory for fj from the one with the on-line distributions but a 
smoother one. Their main importance, however, is in the construction of survival 
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functions for new individuals in order to make predictive statements. 
The models and their analysis were presented here using linear relations for the 
parameters. There is no problem to extend it by replacing the linear form z ;f3; in (iii) by a 
general Z j (.8;) or the system transfer funct ion by a non-linear transfer G i (b, ,.8;) as in sec-
tion 2.2. The analysis follows the one for the \fL~1 and the smoothed distributions are as 
in corollary 2.1. A non-linear transfer function can be useful to model exponential decay 
of the parameters. The dynamic structure of the model permits learning about the values 
of p; in (3.5) and letting it change with time. The (~ase of a non-linear regression term 
Z j (.8;) is illustrated in section 5.2 where the adoption of a piecewise logistic hazard pre-
cludes any form of linear regression. 
The construction of the system evolution in (ii) leads to prIOr moments given by 
(3.21). Alternatively, discount ideas could be used to set 
( 3.23) 
This approach should be taken with great care specially if the interval lengths vary over a 
wide range of values but can be equally applied if the modeller has more feel for discounts 
then for additive system disturbances. The smoothed distributions are still the same but 
for the values of R;, i = 1,2, ... , N. 
3.5 - Model Criticism 
An important part of the inference procedure is to validate the particular model 
adopted. This may be approached in Bayesian analysis by comparison of the posterior 
probabilities of different models, If Ml and M2 are two possible models, then, via Bayes' 
theorem, 
for some c > 0 so that 
Pr ( M 1 I y) = c Pr ( M 1 ) I (y I M 1 ) 
Pr ( M 2 I y) = c Pr ( M 2) I ( y 1M2 ) 
Pr (Ml I y) 
Pr (M21 y) 
Pr (M1 ) I (y I Ml ) 
Pr ( M 2) I (y 1M2 ) 
- i)0 -
and if there is prior indifference between the two models 
Pr (Mlly) 
Pr (:\12 1 y) 
I (y IMI ) 
I (y I M Z ) 
(3.24) 
SlOce Pr(M.) = Pr(M 2 )· The RHS of (;3.~4) is often called the Bayes factor (Good, 1985). 
I(y IMl ) and I(y I M z) are the predictive or marginal likelihoods of Ml and M z respectively, 
after observing y. They are called marginal because they are obtained after integrating 
out the parameters from the likelihood with prior weights. (3.24) tells us that the odds in 
favour of Ml are the ratio of the predictive likelihoods if one has no prpfpr!'nt:e between 
the two models before observing the data. (3.24) is still approximately true if there is only 
a slight preference for one of the models. In practice, different models have a ratio of 
predictive likelihoods that override the prior odds unless these are very extreme. The task 
here therefore is to obtain the predictive likelihood. for any given model. Every model has 
a number of assumptions regarding selection of covariates, the grid of observation points, 
the system covariances and so forth and this is denoted hereafter by M. All the distribu-
tions until now should in fact have had M explicitly in the conditioning part but it was 
dropped for simplicity without problems since the model was always the same. In this sec-
tion, M is to be made explicit in the conditioning part. 
The value of 1 (y I M) is 
f l(yl'\,M) !PIM) d'\ 
but cannot be obtained this way because the approach adopted does not involve the 
specification of joint prior distributions. This was deliberately done to avoid tedious 
numerical integrations that would inevitably follow. Instead, the approach with sequential 
updating keeps complications to a minimum without jeopardizing the dynamic nature of 
the process. It can be used also to obtain 1 (y I M) with the use of the TFL. The observa-
tions are no longer independent because the system structure now relates them but the 
TFL ensures that 
N 
l(yIM) = n I;(Yi IDj_l,M) (3.25) 
i=l 
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From theorem L. t, each likelihood factor Ii can be written as 
n P ( Y,] I Yil ' ...• Y,j-l' D'_l ,.1,1) 
J -- 1 
- [[p(y.]ID'-l,J_l,M) 
J ~ I 
sillce D._l;]_l contains D._L and information from the first j -1 individuals III [" 
i = 1,2, ... , ,V. Each fador in (3.26) is 
p(Y,j ID,_l;j_l,M) = f ply,] I A;Jl,Di_l;]_l,M) I(A;}) I D'_l;]_l',H) dA)ll 
o 
-n 
1 " (3.271 
obtained after observing that P(Yij I A;il,Di_l;j_l,M) = P(Yij I A;il,Di_l'M) and that the 
distribution of tAj;) I D'_l;j_l,Mj is given in (iii') above. Substitution of (3.27) in (3.26) 
and then in (3.25) gives 
I ( y 1M) = n I ~ [ __ + <x,' _ t, 
i=1 j=1 'Y '1 Y" .-1 
} (3.28) 
The predictive likelihood is very easy to obtain along the updating procedure. It 
takes only a couple of lines in any computer programme and it is advisable to work with 
its logarithm because it reaches very small values very fast. Its evaluation can be inserted 
after the construction of the prior for [A (j) I D 1 ' I,M! when a" and 'Y -, are available 
I • - ;,-, '1 '1 
along with Xij and Yij - ti _ l from the observation to be processed. The problem of order 
dependence is still present here and the observations should be given the same ordering 
they were given in the sequential updating. The allocation of deaths before survivals has 
improved the likelihood with respect to other allocations in all applications confirming 
suggestions made at the previous section. This is adopted hereafter as a standard pro-
cedure. 
The predictive likelihood of a model is a major tool to be used to criticise a model, 
relative to others. In the applications, it has given some empirical evidence in favour of 
particular assumptions. [n terms of choice of the grid T, it seems to favour grids whose 
times are determined by the observed death times. Also, very fine grids based on the time 
measurement accuracy give higher likelihoods than other arbitrary grids with longer inter-
val lengths. This reinforces the intuitivp. feeling that the analysis should be done as close 
to the continuous as practically possible because the observation process is continuous. A 
grid based on the measurement unit can sometimes be prohibitive due to the sheer 
amount of points to be covered and the grid based on the death times can be as good. It is 
this latter grid that Kaplan & Meier (1958), Cox {1972} and Breslow (1974) adopt for the 
baseline hazard apparently due to the presence of substantial amount of information 
(deaths) at these points. 
Graphical outputs are the other main form of model criticism. Each parameter has a 
trajectory in time. By plotting its on-line and smoothed means one has a good idea of the 
changes taking place and comparison between them gives some insight into the particular 
model assumptions. Sometimes, assumptions on the system disturbances can dampen 
completely the smoothed effects of some covariates. A system without disturbances gives 
constant smoothed trajectories irrespective of the changes indicated by the on-line means. 
In other cases, the smoothed effects can be grossly overweighted. A compromise suitable 
to the particular problem can help in chosing the adequate model by visual inspection. 
This is about all that can be done to select a model in the light of the given data. 
Another important test for any model is its ability to predict future occurrences. This is 
developed in the next section. 
3.6 - Prediction of Future Occurrences 
After going through the estimation procedure along with smoothing and checking 
that the model is suitable, one has to consider the implications of the adopted model. It 
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gives valuable information about the population under study but the difficult test for any 
model is to provide an account as accurate as possible of what has not yet been observed. 
This task is called prediction because it is based on the predictive distribution conditioned 
on all the information collected so far. Its need in survival analysis can be divided in two 
cases: follow-up predictions and new individuals. 
The first case arises when. during an observation process one is interested in predict-
ing the survival time of one of the individuals still known to be alive. This is useful in a 
controlled clinical trial when the origin of the survival times of different individuals coin-
cides in calendar time. After a certain amount of time, one has sufficient information to 
make predictions about the remaining survival of the individuals still alive and based on 
those take decisions like changing treatment of some patients or withdrawing others. The 
prediction of new individuals is more useful however. Often, after collecting sample data 
from a population, one is faced with a new individual. Given the covariates, the survival 
pattern can be established and decisions made. This division is made only for presentation 
and it may well be the case that a mixture of them is required. In any case, the prediction 
for both cases is presented here and it is hoped that after that the mixture case remain an 
obvious exercise. In both cases, factorisation is the key to obtaining sequentially the 
required predictive distributions. 
3.6.1- Follow-up prediction 
Suppose the observation for a group of individuals is stopped at a specific point, say 
tIc' k = 1,2, ... Let Y, be the survival time of the individual whose follow-up performance is 
required. This can happen for many different reasons typically related to the problem 
under study. An obvious requirement is that this individual is known to be alive at tic so 
that it makes sense to think about its survival after t". The interval (t" ,00 ) can then be 
partitioned III M subintervals, l"+i=(t"+i_l,t,,+j]' j=l, ... ,M-l and 
l"+M = (tk +M- 1 , (0). These intervals are obtained after consideration of points where the 
modeller feels the system is noticeably changing. In the absence of such information, the 
intervals can be set according to multiples of the measurement unit. The number of inter-
vals is governed by this choice and can be any positive integer. The case M = 1 represents 
the belief that the system is basically :,itatic after tk • 
Since the information that Y, > tk is in Dk , the interest lies in obtaining P (y. I Dk ) for 
Y, >t .... Let Dk + j "- {Dk ' Y. >tk+j j, j = 0,1, ... , .'vI- t so that Dk" = Die' From the stand-
point of tk' Dk +j " contains a mixture of actual information from Dk with the virtual 
information from the events r Y. > lk+i I yet to be realised. The same factorisation of (3.7) 
leads to 
I-I 
p(Y,ID ... ) = p(y.ID ... ,Y.>lHI_I) n S(lHjIDk,Y.>lk+i_l) 
j=1 
I-I 
P (y, I DHI_ I ") n .., ( tk+j I Dk + i - 1 ") ,y. E Ik+1 
r'l 
~ . h r t·) I D f<' Supposmg t at lA k +i k+J-l: G(U k +J : 'Yk+J)' each factor in (3.29) is obtained as 
p(y, I Dd = f ply, I A~'~j' Dk + j - 1 f<) f(Ak~j I Dk + j _ 1 ") dA~'~i 
o 
= f [A~'~iH'" exp l-A~'~j (y, - lk+i-l) 1 f(A~'~j I DHj - 1 f<) dAk'~i 
o 
where Xk+i.' is the death indicator for Y, in interval k + i. Substitution in (3.29) gives 
(3.30) 
sequentially as follows: 
(a) set i =1; 
(b) from one can construct 
[.8k +i I Dk +j - 1 f<] ......... [Sk+i' Rk+i] with the system equation as before and with the 
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(c) using the likelihood from! Y. > tk + j I Dk +J - 1 ": , update to the posterior distribu-
(d) if j < M add 1 to j and return to (b), otherwise the cycle is finished. 
The distribution of [Y. I Dk I is then completely specified and predictive statements 
can be made. It is useful to plot the predictive survival S (y. I Dk ) to observe graphically 
the expected behaviour of Y., and to note summaries such as the median, the quartiles 
and others. The mean. obtained using (:3.:30), is 
M-I ( ['-' II "+1-< • 'Y k +j - ck + j (t k +j _ 1 + 'Yk+J + bk+ju k + i I I I 12[ Y, I Dk I ~ 1~1 c k +1 j=1 u k + j - I u k + j - 1 
[MO' '.+, I [tk + M _ 1 + 'Yk+M-l + 
1=1 U k +M - 1 - 1 
where 
-n 
bk +l ) "+1 
'Yk+1 
, l = l, ... , M-l 
A simple way of deriving this result is shown in the next subsection for the more general 
case of new observations. 
3.6.2- Prediction of new observations 
In many ways, the ability to predict outcomes related to new observations is the real 
test of a model. It can always be set to fit a given set of observations to any accuracy but 
this gives no idea about how useful the model can be outside this data. Due to the con-
stant presence of censoring, it is difficult to compare predictions of different models for 
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observations that end up being censored but for those who die, one can resort to devices 
like predictive survival or summaries like mean survival time or median survival time. 
One drawback of the present approach is that predictions can only be made individually. 
The sequential updating meant that only one of the A.'S was used at anyone time thus 
avoiding the specification of a joint predirt.ive distribution for different A. 'so Although this 
was useful for the eomputations, it now prevents the spe("incation of a joint predictive dis-
tribution for a group of individuals. Ttl(' predictions here are therefore the marginal pred-
ictions obtained independently for individuals one at, a time. 
Suppose that after observing the data. t.he smoothed distributions for [.8, I D ..... :, 
i = 1,2, ... , N are available and a new individual with survival time Y, and covariates z. 
appears. This can be either a real individual whose prediction is of importance for deci-
sions about its treatments and so forth or an hypothetical exercise where one is mainly 
concerned with a possible situation determined by the covariates and wants to see its 
prospective performance. [n either case, the quantity of interest is clearly p ( y, I Dv ). This 
again can be factorised for y. c I" i = 1,2 .... , N, N + 1 to 
i-I 
p (y, I DN ) = p (y, I DN , Y, > ti _ 1 ) n S (t; I DN ' Y. > tJ _ I ) (3.31 ) 
;=1 
Supposing that [A.~') I DN , Y, > tj_11 --- G(a j ,. ,"I;,,) as in the previous section, each fac-
tor in (3.31) is 
p (y, I DN, Y. > tj _ l ) = f p (y. I A. ~,) ,DN, Y. > tj -d f (A.;') I DN, Y. >tj -1) d A.;') 
o 
J. [A.(·)I\;··exp[-A.(')(y -t )I/(A.(·)ID Y>t )dA.(·) 3 J ')-1 3 N', 1-1 ) 
o 
[ 
o.j" I\i .. 
"I;,. + y. - tj _ 1 
[ 
y, - t j _ 1 
1+ 
"I j,' 
,Y. Elj ,j= 1, ... ,N,N+1 
h IS the death indicator for Y. In I). Finally, substitution In (3.31) gives for were Xj,. 
Y EI- i=1,2, ... ,N,N+l . . ,
- :) i -
p(y,ID .... ) = i-I [ b I j~1 1+ "yj}, (3.32) 
The difference here is that the distributions for [~l') I DN , Y, >ti _ 1 ], i = 1,2, ... , N, N + 1 are 
not as easy to obtain as the ones in 3.6.1 due to the presence of : Y, > t i _ 1 in the condi-
tioning part. The problem is to obtain the distributions for f3 i I D.y. Y, > ti_ll, 
i = 1,2, ... ,.v. IV + 1 because from them and the guide relation the required distributions can 
be obtained. This is done for i = 1,2, ... , N as follows: use of Bayes' theorem at time t; 
(3.33) 
where DN is divided with respect, to t; as {D; 'Y,+I} and Yi., = min(y,.t;) = t i • Given the 
system parameters, the observations are independent implying that 
p(Y,+11 13,+1' Di ) S,(ti 113, ,13;+1' D,) 
The RHS of (3.3:3) can be written as 
which is proportional to 
(3.34) 
by use of Bayes' theorem within each pair of brackets. Since (3.34) is a product of densi-
ties, it can be equated to the LHS of (3.33) and rejoining D .... = {Di 'YiH} gives 
So 
(3.35a) 
Suppose now that the data is reanalysed with an extra observation with covariates s, and 
death time larger than tN' This observation plays the role of Y, and is the last to be 
analysed at every interval. It only gives survival contributions to the intervals and there-
fore do not change previous variances. This leads to the joint distribution 
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(3.36) 
emphasise their difference to the means from the standard updating of section 3. t but the 
variances remain unchanged throughout. Linear Bayesian methods can be applied to 
(3.36) leading to 
V[.8 i l.8i+l ,Di , Y, > ti .- C. - C, G }~"l (b i+ l) R'-:l G i+l( b.+ l ) C. 
which can be replaced in (3.35) to 
1 Y I C 
T (-1 N-l V[.8. DN , , > ti = • - C.Gi+! b.+!)R'+l (R'+1 - C'+ l )R.+1G.+1(b.+dC • 
Defining e. = mJ') - m i as the correction on the mean due to the presence of the events 
[Y > tl. the expression for the mean can be rewritten as 
" , 
'" m~ + [I - C. G /~.I(b'+l) R.+\ Gi+1( b.+1 ) I el') 
and V[.8. 1 DN ' Y, > t. I = C~. Equations (3.20) is used again in updating 
E [ fJ. I D N ' Y, > t. I 
s. 
E[.8.IDN ,Y,>ti _ l l- -log [1 + qibiezP(J;)! 
q. 
(3.37a) 
(3.37b) 
where Ii = I,E[fJ i I DN , Y, > ti_ll, Si = C~I,T and qi == I,S •. SO, the variance of the distri-
bution of [fJ. I DN , Y, > t._ll is already available but the mean can only be obtained from 
(3.37a) by numerical methods. The fact that this has to be done for every interval along 
with the need to reanalyse the data all over makes this an unrealistic task from a practi-
cal implementation point of view. In general, DN contains a great deal of information and 
is reasonable to approximate E[.8. I DN ' Y, > ti _ l ) by m{" == E[.8i I DN)· All this implies is 
is that, in the presence of DN , the events [Y, > ti_i) are negligible in expectation. If this 
. . d t d ·t' I N deN T • approximation IS a op e ,WrI mg • = I, m. an qi = I, i I, glves 
I ai" 
l 
"I" , 
-I 
q, 
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-I 
qi exp ( - Ii ) • i = 1.2, ... , N 
The parametric distributions for the last interval are difficult to obtain because the sys-
tern evolution is not spe(:itied. If a transition matrix G N+I and a variance matrix W N+l 
T f RN+ 1 = GN+1C,VG.V+1 - W,'Ii+l as usual. In general, this is irrelevant because there will 
be little probability left a.fter t,v' 
After (3.32) is completely specified, the survival function S(y. I D,,) can be drawn 
and the median obtained if necessary. The best way to do this is to localize visually the 
interval that contains the median and then solve analytically S( m I DN ) = .5 for m, or sim-
ply draw a vertical line at .5 and read off the corresponding coordinate. The mean can 
also be obtained as 
I) 
N+I t. 
~ J y I(y IDN)dy 
o , ~ 1 t 
From (3.32), 
f 
" +1 
dy 
[ +, - t I ',. 
"Ii" Y i-I t .-1 
"I i,' I I I ai" - 1 
(3.38) 
Provided a, > 1, i = 1,2, ... , IV and with s, , 
-" 
= (1 + _b, ) ; ,. 
Cj 
"I •. , 
, i = 1,2, ... , N 
If a, $ 1, the integrals are improper and the mean is indeterminate. If a vague prior is 
" , 
adopted, this could well be the case if the system has large disturbances. Otherwise the 
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); mean can be obtained if the system equation is extended to IN +l although the median is 
far easier to obtain and can be used as a summary for location. The predictive density 
~ t (3.:J2) is piecewise continuous but the survival function is always continuous in R +. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
NUMERICAL APPLICATIONS 
In this chapter, the models proposed in the previous chapter are used to analyse vari-
OilS sets of data. These all wme from real applications and are used here to highlight 
different aspects of the models. The t1rst data set corm's from a cancer treatment study 
and is analysed with the simplest type of model as :t two-sample problem. Despite its sim-
plicity, it illustrates how a simple dynamic model ran I:ope with changes in the difference 
between the two treatments and how a dynamic system equation can be useful in describ-
ing such changes. :'\iext a case of time-dependent covariates -as opposed to time-dependent 
effects- is studied. Another application from medicine, this time heart transplantation. is 
used to illustrate this point. Finally, an application to the study of personal unemploy-
ment spells in Britain is presented. This application in economics not only provides a 
more comprehensive analysis but also stresses the usefulness of the models in areas other 
than medicine. In presenting it, the use of switching models where the relevant covariates 
at different times are different is briefly introduced. This is another feature exclusive to 
dynamic models. 
In all the applications, unless otherwise stated, analysis is assumed to start from 
:0, 103 (pH i where p is the number of covariates of the model. This represents 
the prior of a modeller with vague information about the value of the parameter at the 
beginning of times. 
While analysing the data, a number of interesting theoretical problems like model-
ling a specific differential system equation and extending the models to cope with covari-
ates changing with time arise. They are discussed and their solutions obtained. 
4.1 - The Two-sample Problem 
The data set analysed here was originally presented 10 Stablein, Carter & Novak 
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(1981) and is displayed in Table 1. It consists of the survival times of 90 patients equally 
Qivided in two treatment groups: chemotherapy and combined treatment of chemotherapy 
and radiation. It is not clear from that reference whether the allocation of patients to 
treatment was random or whether the origin in time was the same feature for all individu-
als, such as the first time the disease was diagnosed, but both assumptions are made here. 
These are important to ensure that there was no treatment bias from the onset and no 
bias in the measurement of the survival times of the patients. 
Chemotherapy 
and Radiation 
Chemotherapy 
* - censored. 
TABLE 1 
Survival times (days) of gastric cancer patients 
( Stablein, Carter & Novak, 1981 ) 
17,42,44, 48, 60, 72, 74, 95, 103,108, 122, 144, 167, 170, 183, 185, 193, 
195, 197, 208, 234, 235, 254, 307, 315, 401, 445, 464, 484, 528, 542, 567, 
577, 580, 795, 855, 1174*, 1214, 1232*, 1366, 1455*, 1585*, 1622*, 
1626*, 1736* 
1, 63, 105, 125, 182, 216, 250, 262, 301, 301, 342, 354, 356, 358, 380, 383, 
383, 388, 394, 408, 460, 489, 499, 523, 524, 535, 562, 569, 675, 676, 748, 
778, 786, 797, 955, 968, 977, 1245, 1271, 1420, 1460*, 1516*, 1551, 
1690*, 1694 
A quick look at Table 1 indicates that at the beginning there are more deaths in the 
combined treatment group but towards the end this does not seem to be the case. The 
evidence is far from pointing to one treatment as being consistently better than the other 
one in terms of smaller hazard. This is confirmed in the above reference by obtaining a 
non-significant value for the constant treatment difference using Cox's model. The trouble 
is that (the parameter modelling) the treatment difference is actually changing with time. 
Aware of that, Stablein, Carter & Novak {1981} tried to fit a model with three covariates: 
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the treatment indicator Zl (1, for the combined treatment and 0, for chemotherapy alone), 
q, linear interaction term Zl t* and a quadratic interaction term Z1 t*2 where t* = tl30. 
Using Cox's model again, the third covariate is shown to be non significant and later, Car-
t er, Wampler and Stablein (1983) reanalysed the data with only the first two covariates. 
tn the notation of this thesis, this is saying that 13 1 , the treatment difference parameter, 
~an be written as 13 1(t) = 91 + 92 t*. Their analysis with Cox's model gives the estimates 
~1 = 1.2711 and 92 = - .0794. 
This data set therefore seems particularly suited to analysis using a dynamic model. 
The first group of models used have system equation 
(4.1 ) 
T T d T 
where {ji = (l3i,o' l3 i,1)' ITi = (Ti,O' (1 i ,1) an Wi = (Wi!' wi2 )· {j's first component models 
the logarithm of the baseline hazard and the second one the difference between the two 
treatments. So • = (1, zl) with Z1 as before. Also the allocation of deaths before survivals 
is adopted as standard. The values of the marginal likelihood for some combinations of ITi 
and T are shown in Table 2. 
TABLE 2 
Logarithm of the predictive likelihood 
Interval division 
T ITi 
{20,40,60, ... ,200,250,300, ... ,600,700,800, ... ,1800} {observed death times} 
( 0,0) -607.15 -607.79 
(0, .04) -603.12 -603.60 
(.05,0) -606.76 -608.45 
The models in the first line assume a static system for the parameters, that is, exponential 
baseline distribution and proportional hazards. The second line assumes a dynamic 
difference between the treatments which is clearly supported by the data. The third line 
can be viewed as a test for non-exponentiality when compared with line 1 and it does not 
seem to providt> any impron'nlt'nt in I he tit. Comparison between columns should have 
given the relati\'{> merils of dilT"rl'nl rhoil't,s of the grid T but the two rhospn olles seem to 
be practically l'quivalt'nl. .\ ,'olllp.Hison for a wider choice of grids 7" of observation 
. h T pOlDts w en tI, 10. 0.01) •. I is IllI'rtoforl' displayed in Table ;L 
TABLE :1 
L()~arit hm of I h., mar~inal likl'lihood for different grids 
... - - .. -. - - - " T"'""" .-~-- ------.--- ---
L ~~_-+ ~~~ ~l_ I poinls .11\ t Iw grid log I 
---------
:!O. m. tiO ..... :!OO. 
.m 
•. \0 :!.')O. ;~()(} ..... liOO. -60:U :! 
JOU. l'\()0 ..... I~OO 
10. :!O. :lO ... ,. :!OO. 
60 • 110 :!:!~. :!!")O ..... BOO. 66)- ...... - .. ,. I ;) 
650. 700 ..... 1~0() 
15. au. 15 ..... j ;)0. 
;:} , is ;~o. 810 ..... 1200. -640. t t 
1250. I:mo ..... 1800 
10, :!o, ao, ... , 700, 
toO 
• 100 725. 750, ... , 1200, -627.71 
1250, 1300, ... , 1800 
4, 8, 12, ... , 700, 
:!.')O 
• 250 ; 10, 720, ... , 120O, -624.53 
1220, 1240 .... , 1700 
2, 4, 6, .... 700. 
:ino 
· ~oo iO.). ; I 0 ..... 12()O. -615.83 
1210, 1220, ... , I iOO 
1700 - l, 2, a, ... , IjOn -615.83 , 1100 
75 - observed death ti mes -603.60 , OOT 
Apart from the grid i ODT' tht> grids have incrf'a..,ingly worse fit a.s the number of observa-
tion points increases up to a point where they begin to be more and more supported by 
the data. The observation points were selected to havt> roughly the same density observed 
in the data. It is surprising howt'ver tha.t the worse fit is obtained at the same number of 
points of the grid of obSt>rvt>d death times which gives about tht' best fit of the data. The 
lower limit of IIi -' 30 was rhosen b('C'allse it does not make much sense to push it further 
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down if one i~ inlNPsI,·d in 1";Hnin~ :il)()IJI the dynamics of the process. The upper limit 
was determined by th,' lwit of Illt·:l~lIrt·nlt'nl. 
The on-lin,· nlt'an~ .. f :i in dill,·r.·,,1 I inws form traj('ct.ories depicl.t'd in figure 1 for 
the grids 7"n. 7"100" 7",.00 ;lIld 7", ~Otl' II i!'i dpar from Figure I.a thal the improvement on 
the fit of Ih,' 111 ()(it'( i~ fI'!:.I .. " 1o a Illort' po:-;ilin' mean for jj, in early stagt's of till' pf()("ess. 
figure ~ sho\\s ttlt' tr.lj.,,·ttIfY of III'> oll-lillt' :111.1 'il1loolhpd means for tht' ~rid of Iht' 
ohserved death !illlt's and '·,1I1tirl1l!'i this poinl. Wil h t hi!'l 1110.1,,1. 'ht' prl'(iiclivt' survival 
function for indi\'iduals lwd..r "arh Ilf t tit' 1\\0 tr.'at IIlt'nt s is shown in Figurp :J. Thi!'i is 
also a good vislJal I('sf of I hI' si~nitj,-an('t> of ttw difh'r,'nl't' between the two treat,mt'nls fnr 
the proximity of tht' I wo ,'urn's ~i\'t's an idt'a of the usefulness or otherwise of the inclu-
sion of the paramt~t('r in ttw analysis. Extrt'l1w cart' should be exercised in summarising 
survival functions lik,' the ont'S in FigtJr(' :t In this case, the medians are roughly 320 for 
the combined tn'at Int'nl and · ... 0 for chemotherapy but are giving a very partial account 
of the changing path'rn obst·rvt·d in the different survivals. 
The a..'Jsumption I hat ,r. J 0 for all i and for a fixt'd j implies that the model 
assumed ~ J to b" ('()n~t anI throughout time. As a conscquenee t.he smoothed means arE' all 
equal to m N f: Ii I [)" anti I he smoothed \' arianct's art> all equal to C" V Il, I D." ,; . 
. J •. ". JJ • 
This can also bt' I'h(lckt'd from I'quation (:t:?:!). The fact that ,r •. o 0 can be criticised on 
the grounds that t hI' :-;moot ht'd nwan's trajectory for 13 0 is failing to acknowledge the 
changes oblWrvt>d during th" on-lint' t'stimation for the early sta.ges of tht> process. The 
mean trajectori(ls for Il in Figllrt' ·1 art' oht.ained after changing the value of IT •. 0 to .1. 
Although thert> is a rloS(lr a~ret'm('nt h"tween the smoothed and on-line mean trajectories 
for 130' the smoolht'd mt'an trajectory for 13. is completely dampened out. Also, as was 
previoUldy suggestt'd in Tablt' I. this model has a log likelihood value of -613.25. The 
consequences of this model in tt'rms of predictions are depicted in Figure 5 where, as 
expected from Figurt' ,I. tht' ~urvival for the two treatments are undistinguishable. The 
same predictive t'ffe('t is obst·rved when using Cox's model with z. as the only covariate. 
Cox's model ('Stimah'S th" bil ..... ·lint· hatard indt·pendently within each interval which is 
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Figure 4. Mean trajectories for tODT and 0i,O = .1 (a, smoothed; 
+, on-line) 
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Figure 5. Predictive survival functions for 1 and a. =.1 OCT 1.,0 
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equivalent to (Ti,O _x (mort' about that in the next chapter). So, the evidence is that the 
further (T i,O goes away from 0 the worse is the data support for the model. 
One possibility suggested by the amount of changes experienced by 13 1 is to introduce 
a further parameter 13 2 representing the slope of 13 1 , This is done with the system equation 
(4.2) 
with 
1
1 0 0 I 
o 1 b; * 
001 
b; 
~ and Wi 
and as before Wi is taken as bi (Ii (It with (It = (Ti,O' (T;,I' (T;,2)' A similar evolution equa-
tion was also used in Smith et al. (1983). The derivation of (4.2) involves the specification 
of a differential system equation for {j like the ones in section 2.3. The modelling pro-
cedures and calculations leading to (4.:3) are an useful exercise and are presented in 
Appendix 4.1. These models are in line with the ones used by Carter et al. (1983) but for 
two major differences. The first is that the change in the effect of the difference between 
the treatments is specified at the system level as opposed to the observational level. This 
makes it easier to understand the model by decomposition of its effects. Also, the models 
allow for the slope of the difference between the treatments to change with time if there is 
indication for it. Observe that G i is no longer an identity matrix since its element (2,3) is 
b,. and. is now (1, zl' 0). The values of the marginal likelihood for some choices of T 
• 
and (I. are displayed in Table 4. The striking fact as compared to the previous models is 
• 
the strong preference manifested for the grid of observed death times. There is still sup-
port for (T i,O = 0 but the data support for a dynamic 13 1 is no longer present. All those 
analysis were again based on the allocation of deaths before survivals. A number of alter-
native allocations were tried giving very similar estimates and slightly smaller likelihood 
values when compared to the standard allocations, For instance, with (It = (0.6 .1 0) and 
T the data was analysed in the order they were give in Table 1 and in the reversed order 
30 
from Table 1 and the respective values of the log likelihood were -642.28 and -644.38. 
TABLE 4 
Logarithm of the predirtivt> likelihood for the linear growth model 
Grid of observation points 
tI, 
- TODT • 30 
(0 0 0 ) -665.30 -611.56 
(.060 () ) -653.59 -613.08 
(.06 .1 0 ) -641.90 -617.88 
( 0 .040 ) - -611.81 
Figure 6 shows the mean trajectories for {j with (T,.O -- 0, ITi,l - .04 and <T. 2 ~ .02 for t <401 
and (T. = .01 for t > 401 and with the grid T ODT' Although it attains a lower value of 
.,2 
-614.29 for the log likelihood than the model with static slope (see Table t), it more 
closely represents the changes undergone by the slope observed in Figure 2. The error 
variance is increased in the early sta.ges to cope with this highly changing period. The 
trajectory of the baseline hazard and the predictive survival for the two treatment groups 
are very similar to the ones obtained in the model with two parameters and tI,r == (0 0.04). 
A couple of points can be discussed taking this linear growth model as the basis for com-
parison. 
The effect of an informative prtor can be appreciated from Figure 7. It gives the 
mean trajectory for {J with the same model but for the prior 
[P.ID.I- [1-17 ]. I~ .3~6:]1 
.1 0 0 .1 
The fit of the model increases to -595.47 but from t == 200 onwards, the mean trajectories 
for {J are undistinguishable. Also, the test for a non-static baseline hazard is made with 
the same model but for (T i,O ==.1 as before. Again, this model has less support from the 
data (log I = -617.85). It can be seen from Figure 8 that the smoothed mean for ~l is no 
longer dampened out but the smoothed and on-line mean trajectories for the slope ~2 
show a sharp contrast in the early stages (t from 0 to 300). Also in Figure 8 is the mean 
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trajectory for 131 as estimated by Carter et al. ( 1983). It seems to agree with the smoothed 
trajectory for 13. because the assumption of a constant growth but this is seriously ques-
tioned by data evidence specially for t < 600 as can be appreciated in Figure 6. 
Finally, it is int.eresting to observe that the model with an extra parameter can be 
useful in identification and descript ion of t he process but carries the risk of giving a worse 
fit of the data. This is clearly seen after comparing the data support for the two sets of 
models entertained and reminds that parsimony is a criteria that should always be con-
sidered. Comparison of models with parameters of different dimensionalities is however 
particularly difficult with vague prior distributions (see Smith & Spiegelhalter, 1980). 
One should not therefore rule out the linear growth model based on the analyses of this 
section. These are performed here in an exploratory exercise. In practice, consultation 
with the medical staff should lead to the specification of an informative prior for /3. 
4.2 _ Time-dependent Covariates 
The problem of time-dependent covariates does not bring any novelty to the models 
but needs some spedal attention. In this section, the case of covariates that are piece-
wisely constant is considered. This is what typically occurs in practice when some factors 
change their positions after specific trigger events take place. An application to heart 
transplantation data is used to illustrate this point later in this section. Although the 
changes considered here allow for analysis with covariates changing their values at many 
points in time, they tend to change very sparsely, only at major occurrences. On the other 
hand, the case of a time-continuous covariate can be analysed as that of a covariate that 
keeps changing at the time measurement units. 
The solution for this is not in fact very difficult. Suppose that an individual with 
survival time Yj IS observed either to die or to be censored at Yij in interval 
I . =(t. t.l, i= 1,2, ... ,N.There is no restriction to the value of y .. within rand there-• .-1" '1 , 
fore it can be ti possibly representing a survival through Ii· In short, consider a general 
individual contribution to ',. Suppose now that at Yi,j' Yj has its covariates changing 
I 
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from "jl to ";2 where t i _ l < YLi, < Yii' The contribution from Yj to Ii is therefore 
(;1 
exp{ -A, ' (Y L ), - ti_l): [ 
(j) I X 'J (j I 
Ai ' exp { -Ai' (Y;j - Y;,i,)} (4.3) 
with the guide relations 
Ul 
log .\ i ' -:-" i 1 Pi 
(il 
log.\,·' ~lj2P, 
There are, in fact. two contribution from rj: the first reporting on the interval (t i _ l • Yij,. 
and the latter from (!Ii.;,' !lij" It is straightforward t.o generalise for the case that the 
covariates for Y change from "ll to "l2 up to "lk at!J . . !I .• .... !J '. Sometimes. it is J ',J I '. J '! I.) 10: 
advantageous to have the times the covariates change included in the grid T of observa-
tion points. In cohort studies such as presented in t,he next section, the covariates change 
at the same time points for all individuals. Inclusion of these points in T helps with the 
computation but also emphasises their importance and can be an aid in determining possi-
ble change points of the process. Another alternative is to think of the points in T as the 
actual observation points over the intervals. The information about each individual is 
therefore the last recorded one including covariates. As one is only pretending to have T 
as the set of observation points and is really continuously observing the process, this pro-
cedure is not using the whole information available. Nevertheless it is useful in applica-
tions where the covariates for each individual change at different times as in the applica-
tion that follows. 
The next data set comes from the Stanford Heart Transplantation Programme and 
was initially presented by Crowley & Hu (1977). It consists of data on 103 individuals 
joining the programme since commencement up to the 1st of April of 1974, covering a 
period of about six years. The data consists of the waiting time to transplant since accep-
tance for the programme, survival time after transplant for those who had it and a 
number of covariates. The main feature is that the total survival time is the sum of the 
waiting time and the survival time after transplant and some covariates are bound to 
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change at time of transplant. This data set not only serves as a good application for the 
material of this section but. as shown below. provides a comparison between classical 
analysis and static Bayesian analysis. :\ number of different models have been analysed by 
Crowley & Hu using the discrete baseline hazard of Breslow's models. For illustration pur-
poses, I shall concentrate on the analysis with the 99 patients with no missing covariates, 
using models with the following covariates: ::. = transplant indicator. 2'2= previous open-
\ 
heart surgery indicator and =3= age at transplant. .:;. and ::3 are 0 until there is a tran-
splant, changing then and remaining constant thereafter. T is set with the observed death 
times, the allocation of deaths first is adopted and it is also assumed that 
W 0 = diag (bolr;, 0, 0, 0), 'Ii. This assumption enables comparison with the (static) dassical 
analysis since it forces the regression parameters to be constant. This can be seen by sub-
stitution into the system equation (3.18) and makes the smoothed distributions for the 
regression parameters all the same, for all i. The only stochastic input to the system is the 
constant diffusion disturbance for the baseline hazard. This model with a number of 
different values of Ir: leads to the results summarised in Table 5 along with the results 
from classical analysis. 
The classical analysis estimates the baseline hazard parameter independently within each 
interval. This corresponds to (r: .,~ as discussed in section 3.1. It can be seen from Table 5 
that the larger Ir:, the closer are the posterior means of regression parameters to the ML E 
estimates, although with smaller precision. The reasons for this are unclear but it should 
be pointed out that the data is strongly supporting smaller values of Ir: with more precise 
estimates. The mean trajectories of the parameters for Ir: = .1 are shown in Figure 9. [t 
shows that a non-exponential (Ir; PO) baseline hazard assumption is appropriate with indi-
cations of a decreasing hazard. So survival of the patients in the early stages of the pro-
gramme is crucial and once through it, they stand a good chance of a relatively lengthy 
survival. The figures also indicate that there is a great deal of uncertainty with respect to 
the regression parameters in the early stages of the process (the first year or so) with sta-
bility of their estimates being achieved well after that. This shows that the dynamic 
-;., " ~: 
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approach can be useful even within the static environment pointing out movements in the 
parametric estimation procedure that would have otherwise gone unnoticed. 
TABLE 6 
Parameter estimation for heart transplant data 
2 log I 13 1 13 2 ~3 ITo 
-3.941 -.324 .0769 
.01 -499.02 
(1.059) (.419) (.0214) 
-3.704 -.239 .0727 
.1 -514.32 
(1.185) (.519 ) (.0242) 
-2.693 -.415 .0574 
1 -553.48 
(1.455) (.731) (.0230) 
-2.481 -.651 .0565 
4 -595.69 
(1.764) (.919) (.0359) 
-2.545 -.801 .0599 
10 -632.73 
(2.014) (1.042) (.0398) 
-2.639 -.969 .0675 
100 -746.8 
(2.608) (1.196) (.0451) 
Crowley & Hu's -2.652 -.903 .0550 
-
Analysis (1.119) (.402) (.0219) 
( standard deviations in brackets ) 
4.3 - An econometric application 
Although the emphasis in this thesis is towards medical applications, there is no 
denying of the usefulness of the models in other areas of science. Problems in demogra-
phy and reliability are dealt with in the next chapters. Another important area is econom-
ics where the so called duration times- as opposed to survival times- until certain 
economic events occur are of interest. The attractiveness of these models in economics 
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stems mainly from the typically dynamic nature of economic events and their importance 
to our lives is beyond doubt. 
In this section, the duration times of unemployment spells of British men are stu-
died. The data came from the DHSS Cohort St'ldy of the Unemployed containing data on 
2332 men registering for unemployment benf'nt at the autumn of 1978. Along with the 
duration of their unemployed spell. there is a mass of information concerning each indivi-
dual. These include a number of factors alrea.dy available plus the material collected dur-
ing the 3 interviews that they were subjeeted to. amounting to around 800 variables for 
each individual. The information is collected for the time span of 1 year so that the only 
censored individuals are those remaining unemployed after that. 
The study of human behaviour whilst unemployed is important on its own right but. 
among the many questions that can be asked, particular interest is placed on the eUect of 
the unemployed benefit on the duration of the spell (Nickell, 1979). There seems to be 
general agreement of the deterrent effect of t,he benefit and the question is posed more in 
quantitative rather than qualitative terms. This is very important because a strong effect 
of the benefit can lead to a government policy of reduction of benefits as a controlling fac-
tor of the unemployed level. 
In this study, however, I shall concentrate in analysing the effect of different covari-
ates and describe the way in which their changes take place. Due to the very nature of 
economics, one is quite willing to accept that effects are bound to change with time and 
there is not much controversy on use of dynamic models there. 
Narendranathan et al (1985) studied this data set and concluded, among other 
things, that out of the immense number of covariates only 20 or so are statistically impor-
tanto From those, the most significant ones were selected for the present analysis. They 
are: 
z = 1 
z = 2 
age of individual (in years) when registering unemployed 
marriage indicator (1 if married, 0 otherwise) 
z = 4 
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education indicator (1 for at least eSE, 0 otherwise) 
staying power indicator (1 if less than 12 months in last full-time job, 0 otherwise) 
previous unemployment indicator (1 if registered in last 12 months, 0 otherwise) 
local unemployment rate (in %) 
log (estimated income at work) 
log (income whilst unemployed) 
Z7' before logging, is taken as the mean income for the sector of the labour market in 
which the individual is seeking work. zs' before logging, includes unemployment benefit 
but excludes tax rebates and redundancy payments. Note that Z6' Z7 and Zs are adjusted 
quarterly and are, therefore, time dependent. Zs is not recorded during the first 4 weeks 
and Z7 was not evaluated for those individuals obtaining work within the first 4 weeks. 
These features led us to analyse the data Crom t = 28 days, conditioning on individuals 
remaining unemployed for a month or more. This, and the exclusion of withdrawals from 
the register due to events other than obtaining work (ex: retirement, etc.), reduces the ori-
ginal data set to 1538 individuals. 
There are many ways to tackle the problem created by the absence of two covariates 
at the beginning of the time scale. The first one, adopted by Narendranathan et al (1985) 
and Gamerman and West (1987), is to analyse the data conditioned on the duration time 
being greater than 28 days thus reducing the number of individuals to 1538. This can be 
described as the safest way because it avoids the problem of missing covariates and poten-
tial misspecification of the model. Before going any further, it should be pointed out that 
this approach is completely sound for t >28 but leaves the first four weeks of unemploy-
ment without being analysed. Other possibilities are explored later on. 
The grid of times is determined by every full week elapsed. Economic indicators are 
generally provided on a weekly basis so that it is sensible in this case to assume that the 
parameters are constant within each week changing afterwards. Also, it is noted that 
there is enough information within each week and that the number of time points on such 
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grids is reasonably large to capture dynamie movements in the parametric trajectories. As 
a bonus, it results that all the intervals have equal length allowing many forms of evolu-
tion to be adopted. In particular. it is a useful case for discount evolutions since the cau-
tious note in Chapter:! about its IlSf' wil h grids of unequal interval lengths is no longer 
applicable. The discount approach used he:>rt' is tht' simplest of all with a single discolillt 
dE (0,1) applicable to all the parameters and l'Il'btallt throughout time. Namely, ill the 
notation of Chapter :!. B,= d lp+l implying thr,)ugh (2.91 that R, = C i _ 1 / d . Thinking ill 
terms of precision or inverse variance as a measure of information, it can be rewrittell a" 
R;-l = d Ci~l saying that lOO.d% of the information passes to the next interval :ind 
100 (1- d)% is lost as time passt's. Also note that a single discount as above ensures thaI 
Ri is positive semidefinite if C,_I is which is by no means guaranteed with a general 
discount matrix as in (2.91· 
For the present application, the values of d =.9 and d = 1 were selected. The tirst one 
represents a truly dynamie model discounting 10% of the information as a full week 
elapses and the second one represents a static model since it preserves variances through 
time. A comparison of these two models reveals that their respective likely hoods are 
-8054.1 and -8115.8. The Bayes factor of exp(61.7) is overwhelmingly in favour of a 
dynamic model as expected. In fairness, the adoption of d = 1 implies not only a static 
model for the regression parameters but for the baseline hazard as well with an implicit 
assumption of exponentiality. This could have impaired the dynamic vs static comparison 
were it not for the fact that the baseline hazard even for the dynamic model behaves very 
nearly like an exponential one as can be seen in Figure lO.a. 
Also in Figure 10 are the trajectories of the regression parameters with the 2 stan-
dard deviation bounds on the smoothed mean trajectories providing an idea of the uncer-
tainty associated with the parameters. The main feature of the Figure is the decay in the 
explanatory power of the covariates as time passes. This is particularly evident in Figure 
1O.i. The effect of the unemployment income is clearly negative as anticipated and very 
precise at the start but as time passes it steadily weakens and its precision decreases and 
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after around 6 mouths it does not provide any explanation to the model. This is in line 
with the view that. as unemployment spell increases, individuals react similarly irrespec-
tive of their characteristics, indicating a very strong, common social effect. The only 
covariates not following this pattern are the education factor, the indicator of being less 
than 12 months in the last full time job (staying power indicator) and the loeal unemploy-
ment rate. The first two remain fairly constant throughout showing tht> importance of 
education and previous labour history while the last one, in fact. stt>adily departs from 0 
but with an increasingly large variance preventing it from taking over as a limiting expla-
natory variable. The baseline hazard. although remaining fairly constant. has some indi-
cation of increasing up to around tht> half year ma.rk and decreasing thereafter. Of course, 
this needs further exploration from both theon'tical and empirical grounds that could lead 
to a better understanding of the unemploympnt process as a whole. The final estimates 
obtained with a static model (d = 1) are presented in Table 6. 
Parameter 
mean 
standard 
deviation 
-.0238 
.0023 
TABLE 6 
Parameter estimation with the static model 
.2.')3 .243 -.210 -.311 -.0103 
.084 .066 .065 .063 .0091 
.821 -.366 
.126 .031 
Predictive survival for different individuals in a dynamic model can be expected to 
cross. Figure II shows it to happen for two individuals with respective covariates (20, 1, 
0, 1, 1, 16, log 100, log 50) and (30, 1, 1, 0, 0, 16, log 100, log 200). The very high unem-
ployment income and greater age of the second individual make it more unlikely for him 
to go back to work in the early stages of their unemployment spell. As time passes, these 
factors lose their importance and his more favourable education and previous labour his-
tory characteristics make it more likely that he will get a job in the end. 
The problem created by the absence of two important covariates in the first 4 weeks 
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can be tackled in many alternative ways. Indeed. one could produce an estimate of those 
covariates based on the dar a or on prl:'violls information and replace it for the period in 
question. There is a large area of research involving the problem of missing variables that 
one could look at for help. [ shall conn'nt rate. however. on alternatives provided by the 
flexibility of the dynamic approach. Recursive estimation means that the models art' ('apa-
ble of coping not only with I,inw-dept-'ndent wvariates but also with changes. addition and 
deletion of covariates. [n the general ,·asl:' . ..;uppose that there are IT P .. r rt·levanl parame-
ters for interval 1'_1 with on-lint-' distrihution 
( 4.4) 
where {Jr (including the baseline hazard) and {J1l are I iT p I-dimensional and r-dimensional 
parameters respectively. Suppose now that {J([ is no longer relevant for the events in inter-
val I but a q-dimensional parameter {J//l is. One proceeds first by evolving (4.4) a.s usual 
, 
with G I (b,) and Wi both (1 + P + r) )( (1 + p + r) matrices. Then, the marginal distribution 
[{JI.!D._ 1!----[sr."Rr .• 1 IS taken from it and combined with the prior 
f{Jlll .• ! D._II ~ [SllI,i' R[Jl,i1 and with covariance term Cov[({J[ ,{Jill)! Di _ l ] = Rr,lfl;' to 
form the pnor distribution for the parameters relevant to interval Ii' From there. one 
proceeds within Ii with the usual updating to obtain the on-line distribution for 
[(fjr,{Jr~l) I Dil· Of course, {Ju can be reinstated in interval li+1 if that is the case with 
moments unaffected by the data information in Ii but only by the system evolution, e.g 
Applied to the present example, there are 4 intervals (the first ones) with two absent 
parameters, 137 and 138 , So, {J[ 0= (130 13 1 ••• 13 6 ) T ,{Jill 0= (137 138 ) T and there is not a {J[J to 
be deleted. One possible analysis uses {3[ for the first 4 weeks ending up with a prior dis-
tribution for interval Is = (28,351 
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The above distribution is in fact th~ distribution of f.8{,5 I D 4' .8Ill ,; =0, i = 1,2,3,41 since in 
the present case Z7 and =8 are rplevant but missing. It is however a feasible working 
approximation. At this stage . .8111 is input. to complete the partly vague prior 
(V> ) 
From there on, the parameters remain unchang\'d and analysis proceeds as usual. This has 
been done here again with the single disc'oun! approach for d ~0.9 and d = l. The data set 
used includes some I~O individuals tinding a job within the first 4 weeks along with the 
previous 1538 individual histories taken from t~O rather than conditioned to t >2~. Com-
parison between the dynamic and t he static models again provides a Bayes factor of 
exp(81.3) in favour of a dynamk model. The mean trajectories for the parameters are 
basically the same as the previous one for t = 28. The important parameter for the unem-
ployed income, in particular. is remarkably stable for the change in the analysis. The 
main differences observed occur in the trajectories for 130 , 136 and 137 also shown in Figure 
12. The baseline hazard is monotonically decreasing now showing more signs of departure 
from exponentiality. The unemployment rate effect is now more constant and has far less 
uncertainty associated with it although it is not clear what is the influence of the very 
extreme values in the early stages. The effect of income at work has been substantially 
reduced and, apart from the first couple of months, is judged to be irrelevant. 
Another possibility is a compromise between the previous ones. The information col-
lected in the first 4 weeks can be used only as far as the prevision of an informative prior 
for [.8[,1 I Dol where .81,1 is the parameter for interval /1 = (28,351 and Do includes all the 
events observed in the first 4 weeks. The prior can be completed as in (4.5) and recursive 
estimation starts from there. The difference between this approach and the first one is on 
the specification of a more precise marginal prior distribution for [.8u I Dol· 
The trajectories are, of course, the same in the second approach but for the absence 
of the first 4 weeks. The comparison of this model with d =.9 with the first one with the 
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fairly vague prior shows a Bayp~ fador of pxp( 3.56 )=35.1 in favour of the precise prior 
one. Due to the amount of dal a and t ht' vagueness of the prior in the first model, this fac-
tor is somewhat low. This could bt' due to model misspecification as suggested by the tra-
jectories of ~7 in figure 1:!.c . . \ (Oornparison static versus dynamic models when both have 
precise prior distribution gives a factor of exp(81.8) in favour of a dynamic model once 
again. 
Appendix 4.1 
Dynamic linear growth model 
Let 130,13 1 and 13 2 be the baseline hazard paranwter. a general regressIOn parameter 
and a parameter representing the slope of tht· trajt'ctory experienced by 13 1 as it moves 
through time. This model is commonly describe as it linear growth model but it should he 
understood that this growth measured by 13 2 could well be negative. 
For the particular problem of section ct.1. it is useful to look in the time scale t * 
measured in months or rather t* = tl30 where t is measured in days but the derivations of 
the model as such are the same once the time scale is agreed upon and fixed. Comparison 
with the classical results presented at the beginning of that section are made easier 
through this time rescaling and for ease of notion, t* is hereafter denoted by t until 
further notice. 
are 
Given no further information for the system, the differential equations for 130 and 13 2 
dI3 0 (t) = dW l (t) 
dI3 2 (t) = dw 3 (t) 
(A4.1a) 
(A4.1b) 
where WI and W3 are 011 processes defined in section 2.3 not necessarily independent. So, 
13
0 
and 132 are modelled as random walk-like processes with uncertainty about them 
increasing according to the respective diffusion of WI and W 3 • The differential equation 
for 131' however, should also take into account of the modelling assumption that ~2 
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represents its slope thus leading to 
(.\t.1~) 
where W
2 
is yet another 011 process. Equations (A4.1) can be written in the more compact 
form 
where 
d (1( t ) (0' (1( t ) d t - d w ( t ) 
mtl 
13 0 (I I 
13 I (t ) . (0' 
13 2 (t1 
000 I 0 0 1 ) and w( t) 0= 
000 
U' I ( t ) 
U' 2( t ) 
ll'J{t ) 
(A4.2) 
The term dw(t) can be repla(~ed hy the more general r(t)dw(t) as before. Equation (A4.2) 
is in standard linear form already di~l'usspd in chapter 2 with s()lution 
t 
(1( t)= G (t , 0) (1( 0) - J G (I , .- I r ( s ) d w (s ) 
o 
with 
[ 
1 0 
G(l,s) = 0 1 
o 0 
o 
given the initial condition ,8(0). Recursive procedures lead to 
t 
,8(t) = G(t,v),8(v)+ f G(t,s)ns)dw(s) (A4.3) 
where t > v.Once a grid T of points is set and the identifications (1( ti ) ==,8, and 
G(t t )= G.(t-t. I) are made, (A4.3) reduces to 
,.-1 I 1-
,8; = G, (b i ){1;_1 + w, ,Wi --- [0, Wi i (A4.4) 
where Wi is the integral term of (A4.3) and its covariate matrix W, is given by 
where Q(s) is the (time-varying) diffusion of the 011 process wIt). Assuming r(s) = I and 
Q(s) = Q = (qij) for s E Ii = (ti_ l , til gives 
2ql3 0 
q23 + (b;l3)q33 2q33 (A4.5) 
2q33 0 
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If b, <1 , the second term in the R.H.~. of (A4.5) can be neglected. As previously sug-
gested, a useful assumption is that tht' process is driven by a single on process with 
different magnitudes. that is. 
giving 
w, b T b
2 
,fT,fT, - • 
o 
o 
2(T i.O(T i,2 
I) 2 ~(r .. 2 
o 
o 
and the same comments apply if b, < I. SO. the adoption of the relation W, 
stitutes a good practical approximation as tht> leading term in the expression ahoy\,. 
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('II APTER FrVE 
SPECIAL MODELS 
The models proposed in Chapter :3 are general and encompass a wide range of 
usages. In the previous chapter. general regression and analysis of variant'(, modC'ls were 
used to analyse medical and econometric data. In this chapter, some spt'cial ('ases of the 
general formulation are considered. This is done here to explore further the rharacteristics 
of the particular models and also to :'Ihow applicability in other areas. 
The first case is the analysis of random samples. This has received a lot of attention 
10 the literature following the paper by Kaplan & Meier (1958), which introduced the 
product-limit (PL) estimator (see Breslow and Crowley (1974) for a list of references). The 
general framework can be specialised to the ('ase of no covariates and properties of the 
model are derived. The models are shown 1.0 yield to a more general analysis with far 
more modelling tools available to the practitioner than the other approaches. Comparison 
with the PL is established at theoretical and practical levels through some simulated sam-
ples. 
The second case concerns the analysis of life tables. The emphasis is in the analysis 
with specific parametric forms for the force of mortality. Examples provided include the 
logistic force of mortality that leads to a non-linear analysis. 
Finally, the analysis of competing risk is presented. This is yet another example of 
the generality of the model and provides a useful insight into further extensions of the 
models towards observation of multivariate point processes. 
5.1 - Analysis of Random Samples 
The problem in question is the inference about an unknown distribution from which 
a sample Y == (Yl' ...• Y",) is drawn. Interest lies mainly in the population survival func-
tion S( u) == P( Y> u). The only information to be obtained about the sample is the 
observed values of Y and the vector X -= ( X I' ... , X ... ) of death indicators. No additional 
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information, such as covariates, is available. implying an homogeneous population. The 
quantities Y therefore have conditional density given by 
'" 
nf(y,ll) 
;=1 
for some parameter l. This problem is analysed directly from this set-up by Gamerman 
{1987}. Here, this task is simplified by the use of the structure provided by the dynamic 
survival models. 
5.1.1- Estimation procedures and models 
The absence of covariates leads to sJ = i.j=i, ... ,m and ,8=130 , The fact that Sj =1 
for all individuals implies that A: il =A;, j = 1, ... ,r. ' i = i. 2, ... , N and the guide relations are 
simply 
log 1\. :::! 130 . i ,i = 1,2, ... , N {5.1} 
Once again, the last interval IN +1 can be neglected after assigning to tN a value after 
which there is no data information. Finally, the factorised likelihoods {I;. i = 1,2, ... , N} 
reduce to 
with 
" ~ d. n Ai'l exp{ -Ai(Yij - ti _ 1 )} = Ai' exp { -Ai Vi} , i = 1,2, ... , N 
j=1 
, 
/ 
di 2 Xj = number of deaths observed in Ii 
;=1 
Vi = L (Yi; - ti _ 1 ) = total survival time observed in Ii 
;=1 
(5.2) 
If the system {represented by the baseline hazard parameter 130 } lS assumed to be dis-
turbed by an 011 process, then the difference system equation is 
130 ,. = 130 ,.-1 + Wi , Wi ---- [0, Wi 1 (5.3) 
If, in addition, the 011 process has a constant diffusion Q, then Wi = bi Q. A full cycle in 
the sequential estimation procedure is as follows: 
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(ii) the system equation (5.3) gives [130,. I D._1] ~ [a., R.] with a. = m'_1 and 
(iii) the guide relations (5.1) imply as before, [A-. I D._ 1 ] ~ G(a., "i.) with a. = R.- 1 and 
"i. = R.- 1 exp(-a,) j 
(iv) the likelihoods (5.2) update the distributions m (iii) to 
(v) linear Bayesian methods lead to [130,. I D.] -...- [m., e.l with 
(5.4a) 
(5.4b) 
In fact, equations (5.4) are also obtained if the analysis is done as before: one obser-
vat ion at a time. In this case, the order in which the observations are analysed is 
irrelevant. This is a special case of a result ensuring that, in the static case, (condition-
ally) independent pieces of survival information with the same covariates can be treated 
as one. The result is proven as a lemma in the next section where it is needed in a general 
form. 
An interesting consequence of the approach is provided by a comparison of the dis-
tributions of the consecutive A'S ,A. and Ai+l say. This gives the effect on the hazard 
level of the evolution of 130 , Starting from (v) above, the system evolution leads to 
[130 ,.+1 I D.l "-J [mil e. + Wi+11. The guide relation gives [AiH I D.l "-J G(a.+l' "iiH) with 
a i +1 = (ej + Wj+1)-1 and "ij+l = (ei + Wi+1)-lexp(-mj). Using (5.4), and the guide rela-
tions in (iii), it can be shown that 
(5.5a) 
(5.5b) 
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1 - C,-l Wi +1;-1 within the interval (0,1). Com-
parison with the posterior distrioution for A, in (iv) shows that 
The system equation therefore implies a smooth f'volution for the hazard by mam-
taining the previous level with increased uncertainty. Thi" st'ems to Ot' the correct way to 
model the hazard function although any relevant information :tbOll! it..; form can be Pllt 
into the model via a non-standard w, possibly with non-zero. sys!pm-dependent mean. 
This point is explored in a more ..;vstematic way in the next section. 
The smooth distributions of IlO.i I DNj, i ~ l. .... :v are obtained as in chapter 3. Equa-
tion (3.22) can be -;pecialised to the present situation giving 
(,'>.6a) 
c~ = C, - <I>~+l (Ci + W, - C:'Y'H ) (5.6bl 
[n the same way, the predictive likelihood can be obtained from (3.28). This wa..<; derived 
with the one-at-a-time updating required for the general model. Use of the partieular 
structure of random samples makes this derivation simpler. From (3.25), (5.2) and (ii) 
above, the predictive likelihood for any particular model is 
N 
I (y I M) fI Ii (y i I Di ' M) 
i = 1 
N 
n f li(Y; ll\j,D;,M) !P,; IDi,M) dA j 
j = 1 0 
" 
N d "Vj" -1 n f l\j'exp(-l\jVi ) -r-- Ai ' exp(-l\i"Vi) dl\, 
i=l 0 (a;) 
N { -d 
= n h;'" v;) . 
i = 1 
d n (ai+i-l)} 
j=l 
(5.7) 
The above result can be obtained from (3.28) after observing that ai,i = a i ,i-1 + 1 if /h 
individuals dies in I, and a'.J = u'.J-1 ,otherwise. Some terms vanish and others cancel 
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:~ out leading tinally to (5.7). 
5.1.2- Predictive survival function 
Since there are no regre:;sioll paranwters to be esti mated, the primary interest in the 
analysis of random samples is to make inf'f'rf'nl'f' ahout the survival function. Once again, 
the theory of ehaptpr ;~ ('an he ust'd to providp the distribution of r.ID.y where Y, IS an 
hypothetical. or otllt'rwise. individual from the same homogeneou"l populat.ion. This 
predictive approach to inference seems natural at this stage but it should bf' mentioned 
that it is not the most common one. A number of authors (Susar/a & Van Ryzin. 1976: 
Martz & Waller, 1982; Mashhoudy, 1985) adopt the estimation approach. After defining a 
parametric model p('I~) for the observations and specifying a prior distribution 1i(~) , the 
survival function at a point t, SIt), is estimated as SIt Ij) where S('I~) is the survival func-
tion induced hy P and j is an est.imator obtained from the posterior distribution 1T(~ 1 Dy). 
(n fact, one is faced with a family of post.erior distributions for (S(t 1..\), t >Of as functions 
of ..\. The problem of dealing wit.h a continuous family of (interdependent) posterior distri-
butions are obvious and one has to resort to a summary A to be able to make inference. 
The predictive approach not only avoids this problem but provides the required answer 
for the practitioner's question: after collecting information from a sample, what can be 
said about an individual from this population ( not belonging to the sample)? Having said 
that, the estimation approach could be used here as well but the calculations are not 
presented. The predictive density is easily obtained from section 3.6.2 as 
(5.8) 
d 'th d h' r ( N)-l for V, Eli' i = 1,2, ... , N an Wl Xi,. - eat Indicator or Y. Eli' (li = Ci and 
N -1 ( N) 
-y i = (Ci ) exp - mj . 
5.1.3- Comparison with other estimators 
It is interesting at this stage to compare the survival function implied by (5.8) with 
PL estimator derived by Kaplan & Meier (1958). The latter is given by 
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S (/) (5.9) 
where Yi is the ith ordNed death tilllt'. This is a piecewise constant function with jumps at 
the observed death times. It is therpfore advisable to restrict comparison with inference 
based on the grid 7"nOT of death tinll's. Before doing that. comparison of (5.9) with (3.8) 
reveals that all the PL estimator is doing is estimating the probability of surviving 
between two successive death times by the sample frequency of individuals not dying in 
that interval. Thus, there is no passage of system information between intervals. This has 
been extensively advocated in t.his thesis to be unreasonable but for comparison purposes 
a non-informative modf'1 ean be chosen by letting Wi -,x"Vi, or, equivalently, cf>i -O,Vi . 
In this limiting casf'. A,ID\ ----A,ID, . --..... G(di,v;). To make clearer the eomparison that 
follows assume furtht'r that l1i - b, r" that is, all the individuals contributing to Ii have 
their survival times equal to Ii' even the censored ones. Substitution of this information 
(u.~d. '" =b r )into (.).8) gives 
I .'" I I 
, y. E Ii ' i = 1, 2 .... , N (5.10) 
Each of the multiplying fadors of (5.lO) is a function of Tk- l ,k=l, ... ,i. For large and 
moderate samples, ric is fairly large, particularly for i not close to N, and a linear approx-
imation can be sought for Tk-
1 
near O. This leads to 
'[II [1 :}i 1, Y. El" i= 1,2, ... ,N 
j ~ I 
(5.11) 
Comparison of (5.11) with (5.9) shows that S(t) .:. Sly; IDN) as t I Yi' In between death 
times, the non-informative survival function is approximately linearising the PL survival. 
The approximations above can be very poor for small samples or when i approaches N, 
but the examples below confirm the non-informative approach as a smoothing procedure 
with respect to the PL estimator. 
It is also worth noting the Bayesian estimator proposed by Susarla & Van Ryzin 
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(1976). This approach starts by idt'ntirying thp sampling distribution of the observations 
as the parameter to he estimated. A Dirichlet process prior (Ferguson, 1973) is assignt'd to 
the distribution and the estimator is the mean of the Dirichlet process that results as the 
posterior distribution (for the sampling distribution) aftt'r observing the data. Their est i-
mate is smoother than the step function-like PL estimator but it still has the drawback of 
leading to discontinuities at death times. The same comments previously made with 
respect to the PL estimator therefore apply to the Susarla & Van Ryzin estimator albeit 
to a lesser extent. [t seems to he ,.;ituated hetween the piecewise constant PI. estimator 
and the continuous non-informative survival. Surprisingly, there is no mention in their 
paper of a predictive approach ;tlthollgh it should not be that difficult to obtain it within 
that conjugate Rayesian fran\t'work. 
5.1.4- Numerical examples 
Two sets of data are used. The first consists of 3 simulated samples and attention is 
concentrated on the predictive survival function. The second comes from medicine and 
illustrates model choice with respect to a couple of user-designed parameters. [n all exam-
pies, analysis starts with vague prtor Ao --- G(E,E) with E=10-3 • This implies 
V [AoIDoJ = 103 representing ignorance as to the value of Ao' Also, for 13 0 it is equivalent to 
an initial prior with zero mean and variance 103 as in the numerical applications of the 
previous chapter. 
One sample of size 30 without censoring was generated from the Weibull(3,100), 
Weibull(5,lOO) and logistic(2,100) distributions. These have respective hazard functions 
2 .S 
.03 (log 2) (_t_) , .005 (log 2) (_t_) 
100 100 
tllOO 
and .02 , t >0 
1 + (tllOO)2 
Their common median and scale parameter IS 100 and they represent quite different 
failure patterns. As shown in figure 13, the first is monotonically increasing, and the 
second is monotonically decreasing, whilst the logistic has increasing hazard up to the 
median and is steadily decreasing thereafter. There are practical circumstances leading to 
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~., each of those three types of hazards but the main point is that they rf'present three 
different forms of hazard of practical interest. The samples are presented in Table 7. 
Weibull(3.100) 
We ib ull (.5 ,100) 
logistic (2 , tOO) 
TABLE 7 
Simulated samples 
9.096, 61.682, 62.351, 67.196. 72.896, 75.980, 76.470. 87.726, 91.422, 
94.118.94.964. 96.lOl, 96.229,107.930.109.247, lL:3.6f>1, 113.900. 
114.:388. lL7.629. 120.161. 120.165. 122.107. 128.743. 13UHB. 1:3:3.9.')4. 
1:35.492. 1:38.762. it!).127, 155.·529. 161.479 
O. t49. 2.:l65. :3.:341. :3.478. :U~2:3. lO.9:39, 12.56f>. 29.081. t I. 726. tB.260. 
t7.245. 6:3.671. 10:3.620. It6.009. 151.213, 172.863.204.:321. 232.:389. 
296.789. 461.138. 46:U1l5. 5:Jf>.003. 609.774. 106B.881. 1218.685. 
177i.:~;)8. 1933.1:32.2177.856.2207,;325,2972.89:3 
12.:J:30, 27.851, .50.289, .)4.75:3. 68.584, 71.551. 71.850, 81.580. 9.5.67B. 
96.184, to 1.033, 120.885, 123.105, 134.265, 136.881, 140.598, 144.199, 
144.199, 150.121, 160.427, 161.067, 165.579, 186.192, 187.258, 192.537, 
2:30.816, 284.441, 355.186, 534.879, 695.853 
For each of the samples, analysis based on a grid T ODT is performed for two types of evo-
lution: a dynamic with consta.nt diffusion Q and a non-informative. The respective values 
of Q adopted for the samples were two types of evolution. The Figures present also the 
PL estimator and survival function of the generating distribution. It can be seen that in 
all cases, the non-informative survival is essentially a smoothed version of the PL estima-
tor, confirming earlier comments. A reasonable degree of smoothness, however, of the sort 
exhibited by the generating survival function, is only achieved with a proper dynamic 
model. The difficult case of a decreasing hazard leads to a overweight of the resulting sur-
vival functions in all the approaches. 
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Figure 13. Hazard functions (in the log scale) 
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Figure 14(iii) • Survival functions for the Weibu11 (.5,100). 
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Supposing the practitiollt'r'" choicp is the simplest model (5.3) with a constant 
diffusion, he is still left thp choi,'!' of the grid i and the value of the diffusion. The predic-
tive likelihood can be ust'd for thesp model choices. The leukaemia data from Gehan 
(1965) is used to illustralt' this point. They consist of remission times of leukaemia 
patients in two groups: treat men! and contro\. Both groups havt' size :!t and although no 
observation is ct'nsored in t he control group, there is heavy censoring in the treatment 
group. This data can be analysed in a two-sample model as in .;;petion t,l but the two 
groups are analyst'd here independently. A number of combinations of values of 7' and Q 
are used for each sample and the corresponding marginailikt'lihootis af(' given in Table 8. 
Once again, the grids T ODT and of the measurement unit are better than ,tn arbitrary one 
and the adoption of i'JDT from the onset appears to be a good pra.ctical policy. The main 
feature of the table is the preference manifested for a static model (Q -0) in both groups. 
This represents the motiel with no parametric evolution, namely the exponential distribu-
tion. [n this spe(~ial ca:;e. then' is no need for a dynamic analysis since 1\; = 1\ ,Vi and the 
posterior distribution is ,1\ID,Vi ----- G(d,v) with 
tv N 
d V di and v = 22 Vi ~ 
i 01 i ~ 1 
The predictive survival (5.8) reduces for a single interval II = [0, til to 
-d 
S (y. I DN ) 0 [I ~ y: I ' y. E I, (5.12) 
where t = max· v· limits the interval of practical interest. (f the model IS left with the 1 ]] 
same N intervals then [~)DNI--- G(d,v) and the predictive survival is 
-d 
.-1 [ bj I n 1 +-
J = 1 V 
,V, Eli' i = 1,2, ... , N (5.13) 
For the two groups of the leukemia data, the survival (5.12) was compared to (5.13) with 
the grid TOOT' The expressions differed by less than .01 for all points, and the majority 
coincided up to two decimal places. 
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TAHLE 8 
(a) \larginallikelihood for treatment group 
Data: 6,6,6,6*, '7,9 '.10.10' .11 '" .I;~. 16.17 '.19',20' .22,23,2.'5+ ,32" ,;32' .;34 . ,;~5' 
... 
Q 
... {.'5.10.1.),:W.2!).;~0.:~5 } {I ,2,;3, .... :34,:3.)} 
, OOT 
0 -48.11 -,{9.26 -49.26 
0.05 -·t8.71 - t9.HO -49.75 
0.10 -49.1 :3 -50.29 -50.54 
0.20 -49.78 -.')0.85 -50.54 
r._ censored 
(b) Marginal likelihood for control group 
Data: 1,1,2,2,3,4,4,5,.),8,8,8,8,11,11,12,12,15,17,22,23 
T 
Q 
TODT {4,8, 12, 16,20,24} { 1,2,3, ... ,22,2:3} 
0 -73.86 -73.86 -73.86 
0.05 -74.92 -74.68 -74.54 
0.10 -75.68 -75.26 -75.11 
0.20 -76.82 -76.09 -76.01 
5.2 - Life Tables 
The area of life tables can be also treated with the material developed in the previ-
ous section. Apart from some specific features of the data structure to be discussed below, 
life table analysis can be considered as an application of random sample models. 
Nevertheless, the introduction of life tables is used here to illustrate the systematic 
exploration of the baseline hazard. This is all there is to be modelled in life table analysis 
because the individuals are not identified but for their death age interval. In this area, it 
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is common to refer to the hazard function as t,he force of mortality. The main ohjective of 
this section is to explore the a!-'sumptions of a specific force of mortality for a given popu-
lation. Examples of different parametric forces of mortality presented are: 
(a) Gompertz force of mortality- !-l(t.) ut>xpll3 t ), 1>0. a.I3>O 
(b) Weibull force of mortality- !-lIt) c nl3l~l-l.i>O, n>O, 13>-1 
(c) Rayleigh force of mortality- !-lIt) ~ a~l3t. t>O. (x.I3>O 
(d) log-logistic force of mortality- !-l(t) co 13 '( 1 + exp (-l~ -13 t)), t >0. 13 >0 
(a)-(d) show that the novelty in the analysis is the use of a specific parametric structure. 
Since there are no other covariates directly associated with each individuals, the only 
covariates are the funt'tions of time spp.cifying the form adopted for the force of mortal-
ity. On top of that. full use of the structure developed so far can be made by allowing for 
a piecewise parametric force of mortality where the dependence on time remains the same. 
though with the parameters changing along the intervals. This can be also extended to 
different laws in different intervals. 
After a short introduction to life tables, inference is outlined for a general force of 
mortality. Finally, examples are provided for the forces of mortality (a )-( d). 
5.2.1- Introduction to life tables 
The material of a life table is the lifetime of an individual from a (generally human) 
population. The first pertinent observation is that the size of the population can be of 
order of 108 in the case of a country's population and therefore some summarisation, 
preferably in terms of sufficient statistics, is vital. There are two types of life tables: 
(a) cohort life tables- reflecting the mortality experience of a group of individuals 
through their whole lifespan. The only information is the number of deaths and 
recorded or unrecorded withdrawals in every period of time considered. It could well 
take 100 years or so to construct such a table. They have a limited application for 
some controlled populations but it is very difficult to obtain one for a human popula-
tion and even so they are likely to be unreliablf>. 
(b) current life table- reflecting the mortality experience of a group of individuals during 
one short period of their lifetime. e.g. one year. These art' mueh faster to obtain and 
far more reliable. The main objective is to give the expeeted life of an individual at 
any age, with obvious applications to demography and actuarial scien(·e. 
Cohort tables are longitudinal studies. whilst current tables are cross-sectional st udies. By 
far the most used are current life tables and these are considered here. They ("an be 
presented in two forms: complete life tables where the age intervals have 1 year of length, 
or abridged life tables wht're the age intervals are greater than one year. Generally, they 
have intervals of 5 years apart from the first.') years divided as 0-1, 1-5 or specifying eaeh 
of the 5 yea.rs separately. While the tables are the final products, what is of interest here 
is the raw material upon which they are constructed. This is generally set in a table with 
the following eolumns: 
(I) Age interval- of 1 year for complete tables and generally of 5 for abridged tables 
with the risky first year of life generally isolated. 
(II) Number of deaths in each interval. 
(III) Midyear population in ea.ch interval- or equivalently, the population at risk in each 
interval. 
(lV) Fraction of last age interval of life- is the average fraction of each interval lived by 
an individual dying in that interval. 
The above fraction is very important for the analysis and it has been observed to be close 
to .5 for a number of populations in complete and abridge life tables from 5 years on (Chi-
ang, 1968). This shows that on average people die symmetrically within age intervals. [n 
the first 5 years there is a shift towards around .1 for the first year of life and towards .4 
for the remaining years representing a strong tendency to die in the beginning of the 
interval. 
~ f 
r 
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i Another characteristic of life tables in that summarisation using the age intervals 
q,utomatically induces the grid T. Also, standard life tables analysis usually specifies inter-
vals open to the right and closed to the left. This has to be modified here to conform with 
the notation of this thesis but the differences introduced by this change are negligible. 
5.2.2- Estimation procedures 
Let b. ,C· ,d. be the length, the midyear population and the number of deaths in inter-
••• 
val Ii' i = 1,2, ... , N. Once again, tN is set to a value above which the number of individu-
als in the population is very small and the analysis thereafter is of negligible practical 
interest. For this population there is a total of 
N N 
~ (cj + dj ) = di + Xi , Xi = Ci + ~ (cj + dj ) 
j=i j=i+1 
individuals at risk at the beginning of each interval Ii , i = 1,2, ... , N. Of those, di die in Ii 
and Xi survive through Ii' Finally, let ei be the fraction of last age interval of life in Ii' In 
most tables, this information is available. When it is not, it has to be estimated perhaps 
with the values suggested above. In any case, the total survival time in Ii (TSTi ) is 
TSTi = total survival time of the individuals living through Ii 
+ total survival time of individuals dying in Ii 
= Xi bi + di ei bi 
= bi (Xi + ei di ) (5.14) 
As already mentioned, the malO feature of life tables is that individuals are 
unidentifiable within each age interval. They have therefore the same covariates related to 
the particular force of mortality model assumed. Before proceeding with the analysis, a 
result has to be established. It shows that the individual contributions to the likelihood 
for each interval analysed in any order lead to the same result. It guarantees that there is 
no order dependence in the estimation procedure if the covariates are the same for all 
individuals. More important than that, it shows that all the observations can be analysed 
at once within each interval. This not only saves what may be an enormous amount of 
computing time, but also makes the analysis possible since rarely are the individual death 
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times available. 
Lemma 5.1. Let Ell' ..•• Hie be k conditionally independent piec~s of survival informa-
tion yielding the likelihood 
\ 1I A. J I'Xp ( - A. j v j ) 
) = I 
and guide relations 9 ( A.) ) ~ z) (3) • J 1 •••.• k with Xi = indicator of death in Hj' 
v) = survival time in II) and z) .• vector of covariates associated with Hj , j = 1, .... k. If 
the system is static (f3) (3)_1 - f3. j .=.1. .... kl with prior distribution [fJ1Hol -...- a,R: 
and [A. I HOi ~ G (tl .)') and the ('ovariates are all the same (leading to a common guide 
relationship g('\) = g(,\)) c= z/L i-I. .... k) then 
Ie k 
r A. I Ho ' H ..... H) l J, ., ~ A. I Ho' H ~ C(a'" d ."\J ..... v) • d .co ~ ,"' r -.. X) , v - -.. Vj 
) c I ) - I 
s 
m~a--(g-/) (5.15a) 
q 
(5.15b) 
where H = {Hp ...• Hk }, Ho stands for previous information, Uj ,i = t, ... , k} is any given 
permutation of {l, ... ,k} denoting the order under which the observations were analysed 
and 9 and p are the mean and variance of [g(,\) I Ho, HI. 
Proof: If the result is valid for k = 2 then it is valid for any finite k by induction. Using 
the permutation U.,j2} and standard results from chapter 5, 
[,\IHo,Hi .] -...- G(a + Xj')' + Vj ) and [I3IHo,Hj I ~m.,C.1 
" , 
(5.16) 
with 
s 
m. = a + - (9. - f) (5.17a) 
q 
T 
( 1 ~) ss C. R-
q q 
(5.17b) 
- L L 6 -
where g. and p. are the mean and variance of ~g(A)IHo,H) J. Since the model is 
, 
static. the prior for updating tht, information from H) is (5. L6). Let f. = zrn 1 , 
8. ~ C. Z T and q' zs.. Then, by Bayes' theorem. 
~ G ( (0 - X ) ~ \ • h ~ /) ) T I) ) ) , ) , ) ), 
and. by linear Bayesian methods .. (31 Ho ' H),' HJ ,' ~ ,rn2 ,C:); with 
8. 
n. 1 - - (Y2 - f.) 
q1 
where Y2 and P2 are the mean and varianee of [A I Ho ' H ,H i. J, ) , 
(5. L8) 
( .5.l9a) 
(5.l9b) 
and v = Vj, +V j : Also, from (5.17b), 8 1 = ~8 and q. = ~q with ~ -- p.'q. Csing this, 
and replacing the value of rn. and C 1 in (5.19a) and (5.19b), leads t.o 
rn 2 a + ~(,.-f)+: ( •• -. [a+~(',-f)/} 
8 
a + Y. - f + Y2 - f - (Yl - J)) 
q 
s 
= a + - (Y2 - f ) (5.20a) 
q 
and 
T (l-~ ) T ( 1 _ ~2 ) 88 ss C2 R - -~-
q q q I;q 
T rl-~+~-~) ss R-
q q 
T 
( 1 _ Pq2 ) 88 R-
q 
(5.20b) 
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On the other hand, the lemma assumptions simplify the likelihood to 
1. 
I\. exp (-I\.u ) 
which updates the parametric distributions to . i\ 1 Ho ' H ; --- G ( 0: -+- d ,-y - v ) and, 
via linear Bayesian methods, to [.81 H 0' H i --- : m , C 1 with m and C in (5.15). So 
i i\ 1 Ho ' H. ,Hi i --- ~ AI Ho ' H I and consequently g2 = g and P2 = p. Comparison of J I "! 
(5.V» with (5.~O) shows that m 2 ~ m and C 2 = C and the proof is completed. 
The above result can be extended to non-linear models with guide relationship 
g(A)~h(z,/j). The only changes introduced are the replacement of f ,8 and q by f* ,8· 
practice, those values are difficult to obtain and can be approximated in a number of ways 
suggested in chapter ~. The extension of the lemma to NLM can be obtained following the 
same parallel derivations between linear and non-linear models developed in section 2.~. 
Use of the lemma implies that the likelihood for each interval I, depends on a single 
parameter A, and can be written with (5.14) as 
d 
A,' exp{ - A,[b.(x,+i\idi)]} (5.:H) 
for a linear or a non-linear model. 
The main feature of the models of this section is that within each interval the vector 
of covariates remains the same for all the individuals. They represent the particular 
dependence on time induced by the force of mortality assumed for the population in that 
interval. Since the intervals impose a discretisation of time, a suitable time point often 
chosen to represent an age interval Ii is its mid-interval point T, = (t.+ 1 + t, )/2, The guide 
relationship for a general non-linear model can be written as 
g (Ai ) ~ h (., ,.8i ) , ., == ., (Tj ) , i = 1,2, ... , N 
Assuming that the same force of mortality to hold for the whole lifespan of a table, 
a full updating cycle goes like this: 
(ii) ra ID ; l"'j j-1, 
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r &j , R, : with &, 
(iii) [A j IDi _ 1 : ~ G(O:i'"Yi) with 0:, and 'I, such that El9(A.)IDi _ 1 ,-:::-!, and 
V[g(A,)ID,_11"",qi with fj=Eih(z"lj,)ID,_I;' S, ",Cov[fl,h(zj,fl;lID,_1 and 
(iv) iA·ID i 
.• I. 
G ( n I - di , 'Y i .... bi (x j + ei di )), via Bayes' theorem. 
(v) ~fliID,I---- ~m,.C,. with 
Si 
mj = &j .... - (gj - !,) 
qj 
C = R -. , 
T 
Si Si 
q, 
where gj = E[ grA,l ID.1 and Pi = Vl grAil IDil· 
The evolution specified in (ii) is general and in practice it can undergo substantial 
simplifications. If a specific force of mortality is assumed for the whole table, then a static 
model with G I = I and Wi = 0, 'Vi is appropriate. Sometimes, there may be reasons to 
assume the same law to hold only locally throughout the table (Elandt-Johnson & John-
son, 1980). In this case, G , -= (,ii but Wj*O must be specified to represent changes 
between successive age groups. The system evolution can be set in a number of ways, in 
particular, using a discounting approach. All this is already presented in some detail in 
chapter 3 and put into practice in chapter 4. Also, a non-linear system equation can be 
used as in chapter 2. The linear case where h(z,f.I)=Il. a leads to f· =z·& ,s =R zT I 1-', ,P, •• I. I I 
and q. = .Rz T. Specific features of the above estimation cycle for some commonly used 
. ", 
forces of mortality are described below. 
The analysis proceeds thereafter with smoothing, model checking and prediction for 
a new individual exactly as before. One of the main interests of a life table is to predict, 
for any given age, the remaining lifetime of an individual. This is obtained from the 
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lJredictive distribution for a new individual after rescaling the probabilities for the inter-
val of interest, namely from the required time onwards. A summary such as the mean of 
this conditional distribution can be evaluated. As pointed out at the end of chapter 3, this 
is highly dependent on the evolution assumptions for the interval I v +1' It is much easier 
~nd at least as informative to summarise this information, if at all necessary, through the 
median of this series of ~onditional distributions for each age interval. 
5.2.3- Examples 
Consideration IS giVf·n to the forces of mortality (a)-(d) either with a static or a 
t>iecewise model. The only difference bet ween those two approaches is the fact that 
Wi = 0, Vi, in the former. A change of the law governing the force of mortality in the mid-
die of the table is also possible but the corresponding evolution for that interval is entirely 
SUbjective. For any force of mortality. analysis of the life table is carried out by discretis-
ing the continuous hazard function within the age intervals. Time is generally represented 
for each age group by the mid-point interval but if one has reasons to believe it not to be 
the best time point to represent the interval, this could be changed accordingly. 
(a) Gompertz and Weibull forces of mortality 
In both cases, g(Ai)=logA i and h(I.,f3.)·~zif3., with f3t=(!3 •. o!3.),i=1,2 .... ,N. 
The only difference is that for the Gompertz model, Ii = (1 , T i ) and for the Weibull 
model, .j = (1 , IOgT.) with T i = mid-point of interval Ii' i = 1,2, ... , N. The guide rela-
tionship log Ai ":'..i f3 i has already been extensively studied implying that if 
(5.22a) 
C i = Ri -
1 + di qj 
U>·22b) 
The above equations can be seen as a generalisation of (3.20) and are obtained in the 
exactly the same way. The linear structure for both models is obtained after suitable 
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reparametrisation in the log ~wale. 
(b) Rayleigh force of mortality 
the guide relation gives E [~. I D 1 'I = f = z . a 
'1- , " and 
V:.',.ID,_II ~q,.,= Z,R,I,T. So I~ ID ~G(O'. v) with 0'. _f2'q .." -I I\. , i, ,-I "'i i-, i", i q,. 
After updating with (5.21), ~IDi~G'O'. +d,..,,+b·lx.+ed)i l 1 tJ I I 1, I I "J 
[fJ I D I' ~ .r m ,. C,.: with ; ; 
a -, 
C -= R -, , 
d-fb(x+ed.) 
I ••• I I 
!O, 
"f b (x.-e.d)---q b 2 (x -e d)2_d 
- I ,1 'I I I • I I I 
:f· T q b Ix. + ed)j2 
_. I I. .,. 
(c) Log-logistic force of mort.ality 
and 
(5.23a) 
(5.23b) 
As a final example. an illustration of a case with no possible linearisation is 
presented. The best one can do IS to assume and 
[fJ; I D._II ----- [a, ,R,;, the guide relationship induces, as In (b) above, 
[~i ID._Ii ~ G(a; ,"V,) with 0'.; = f.2 /qi and "Vi = fi1qi' Linear approximations (2.29) 
lead to fi=I1II"a,)ai. 8 i =R,[I1(, j ,a.)]T and Qj=I1(l i ,a,)R i where 11 is the 
derivative of h with respect to (J. The values of ffii and C i obtained after updating 
are the same as in (5.23) but for the values of f i' Si and qi' 
5.3 - Competing Risks 
Up until now, it has always been assumed that the only observed random element 
associated with each individual is its survival time. There are a number of ways that this 
can be extended. Some of them are presented in the next chapters and involve a generali-
sation of the theoretical framework developed in this thesis. There is an important practi-
cal case, however, that after suitable manipulations can be shown to be nothing but a 
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~pecial case of survival models. It is the cast' of competing risks where the extra source of 
randomness comes from the observation of tht' cause of death. The observation for each 
individual involves its (possibly censored) survival time and the single factor that led to 
the death. This classification factor is one of K possible types of death. There are two 
ways of analysing this problem. The first involves the assumption of K hypothetical or 
latent survival times of which only the first one is to be observed while the ,;econd one 
models only the observed quanti tit's, the survival time and its cause. The latter method 
seems more reasonable and leads to a satisfactory analysis without the unnecessary extra 
assumptions needt'd otherwise. The classical analysis for both methods along with some 
criticism of the latt'nt variables approach are presented in Kalbfleisch & Prentice (1980). 
It is relevant to this comparison that it is not possible from the data to assert any sort of 
independence between the different failure types, as will be seen below. Modelling through 
observables avoids this problem but, the latent variable approach invariably ends up hav-
ing to assume independence. The competing risks approach provides useful models to a 
number of areas including life tables where interest lies in understanding the different pat-
terns associated with death by cardiovascular diseases, cancer and accidents, say. 
Let ~ be the (overall) hazard function for the survival time and define 
Pr ( Y E .l Y , & = k I Y > 11 ; z ) 
~dYjz)-" lim ,k=l, ... ,K 
1. -0 ..lk 
(5.24) 
where A Y is an interval of length .lAo including y. ~k can be called, by comparison, the 
cause-specific hazard function and has the same interpretation of an ordinary hazard func-
tion for the particular cause of death considered. The vector of covariates is assumed to 
be constant through time at this stage. The analysis for time-dependent covariates is a 
straightforward extension following the material of section 4.2. In association with ~k' one 
can also define the cause-specific (sub )density functions as 
P(YE..lY,& = k) 
f k (Y ) = lim , k = 1, ... , K 
1. -0 ..lk 
(5.25) 
The overall and cause-specific distributions are easily related. In fact, from (5.24), 
K 
k=l 
and, using (1.5), 
S ( y ) = exp 
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K 
~ P(l'c::.1Y.fl ~k!Y>!I;z) 
k - 1 
lim 
l. ·0 
P( Y ~ .1Y! Y>I);z) 
lim 
K Y K \I 
) = 11 exp ( - f Ak ( t ; Z ) dt ) 
k=l 0 k 1 0 
(5.26) 
(5.27 ) 
The subdensity functions cannot be regarded as common densities because for any 
fixed k they integrate to P ( il = k) T= 1. They are only densities in the case of one cause of 
death with probability one. This reduces the problem to the previous set-up. Nevertheless, 
expression (5.25) gives the exact contribution to the likelihood of an individual observed 
to die at y of cause k and can be written in terms of the cause-specific hazard functions 
A, ' I = 1, ... , K as 
P(YE.1y,~=k) 
S (y ). lim 
l. -0 .1k P ( Y > y ) 
K \I ) I1 exp ( - f ~, (t ;.) dt 
1= 1 0 
Y 
P(YE~Y,8=kIY>y) 
lim 
l -0 
• 
K 
= Ak ( Y ; .) I1 exp 
1=1 
( - fAd t ,.) dt ) 
o 
(5.28) 
Also, if the individual is censored at y its contribution to the likelihood is S( y ). This can 
all be put into a general individual contribution 
\I 
(-fAdt;.)dt) 
o 
(5.29) 
k = 1 
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where x.\: = 1 if the individual is observed to die of cause k and 0, otherwise. Once again, a 
time factorisation T is performed and it is assumed that each cause-specific hazard Ale is 
()iecewise constant along T. that is. 
'\Ie (y :z) Ai,k . Y _ I,. icc 1,2 .... ,N, k = 1, ... ,K 
This implies a. PE(T.>') distribution with 
K 
Ai = L Ai,k ' i = L.:!, ..... V, .V + L. Assume a. sample of m individuals is observed, each with 
k =1 
piecewise constant cause-specific hazard funct.ions Akj), j =- 1, ... , m, k = 1, ... , K. Applying 
the TFL to the individual contributions (5.2!}) leads to the likelihood factors i, given by 
K (;),'". {U)( )}. 
,Ai,k: exp -1I."k Y,j-t i _ 1 ,t=1,2, ... ,N (5.30) n n 
where Xijk = 1 if individual j dies in I, of eause k and 0, otherwise. (5.30) is a direct gen-
eralisation of (3.19). Observe that alt.hough (:;.30) and (5.29) are factorised in terms of the 
different causes of death. no independence assumption has been made nor has been 
imposed any relation between the different Ak's. The model is completed after association 
of the cause specific hazard functions with the relevant covariates in each case. Suppose 
that for each individual a set of Pk covariates Ik is assumed relevant for the hazard 
related to the cause Ie, Ie -= 1, ... , K. Let {j1' ... , {jK be the respective parameters modelling 
the effect of 11' ... , I K' In order to put into the structure of chapter 3, the parameter {1i of 
dimension P = PI + ... + PK is formed by joining all the {1, L'S for all k and JI, Ie is extended ',~ J. 
accordingly to a vector of K components each having Pk O's apart from the k t" com-
ponent filled with the appropriate values of the corresponding covariates. The guide rela-
tionship generalises to 
(j) log Ai, k ~ I j ,Ie {j, ' i = 1, 2, ... , N , j = 1, ... , r. , Ie = 1, ... , K (5.31) 
The model is completed as before with a partial prior for {ji based on its mean, variance 
and Gamma conjugate prior for the A!~2's. The relationships between different causes 1S 
established through the sequential estimation for the {1, 'so 
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Apart from the usual interest in relating covariates to the relative risks of death, an 
important issue in competing risks is the study of relationships between different causes of 
ueath. In many cases. interest lies in asserting the influence that one cause of death has in 
the other ones. Even t hough no relation between the cause-specific hazard functions was 
made, the likelihood factors (5.30) factorise across causes. No information about the rela-
tionship between different causes can therefore be obtained solely from data. Once again, 
the Bayesian approarh ran prove uSt'ful in tackling this problem by suitable specification 
of subjective inputs. Suppose that the prior specification sets 
VI(flo~l .. , flOTK} I Do: .diag(CU.1' .••• CUK } representing a prior judgement of no 
correlation between the different causes of death. [1', in addition. the evolution is specified 
similarly with W, diag(W ,.1•• ",WI.K} where each W i . k is a Pk,XPk matrix, 
k = 1 ..... K then the parameters will keep the uncorrelated structure through time. If, 
however, the evolution is specified in another way, typically non-block diagonal, then 
interrelation between the different sets of parameters will appear. Even though the likeli-
hood still factorises for different causes, the relationship implied on the parametric struc-
ture by the system evolution adopted will interfere and influence the whole inference pro-
cedure. Comparison between an independence model and a general one can be made and 
assessed as before with the Bayes factor. 
This assessment is made here with the breast cancer data introduced by Boag (1949) 
and reproduced in Table 9. It is the simplest of cases with only 2 causes considered but 
gives a useful insight into the problem. 
There are a number of ways to model this data set but since the only information given is 
the state of the patient at its last observed time, the two. somewhat arbitrary, categories 
emerge. It is assumed therefore that the other causes group constitutes a different risk 
pattern even though some patients in this group had at some stage suffered from breast 
cancer. No independent variables are provided to explain the survival pattern hence there 
are only two parameters, each modelling one cause-specific hazard. For clarity of exposi-
tion, it is assumed that r = {observed death times} and that the system disturbances are 
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TARLE 9 
Survival times (in months) of breast cancer patients 
Cancer present 0.3,5, 5.6. 6.:!. 6.:3.6.6. 6.8. 7.5. 8.4, 8.4, 10.3, 11, U.8, 12.2. 12.3, 13.5, 
14.4, 11.1. 1 .. 8. 1:).7, 16.2, 16.:l, 16.5, 16.8, 17.2, 17.3, 17.5, 17.9, 19.8. 
20..t, 20.9. 21, :n, 21.1. 23,23.6,24,24,27.9,28.2,29.1,30,31,31, :32. 
:35, 3;), :38, ;39, to, -to, 4 t, 41, 42, 44, 46, 48, 48, 51, 51, 52, 54, 56, 60, 78. 
78, 80. 84, 87. 89. 90, 97,98, 100, 111*, li2*, 113*, 114, 114*. lit'. 
117", 121*, 123*, 126, 129*, 131, 131*, 133*, 134*, 134*, 136*, 141", 
1·1;P. 167"". 174, 177*, 179*. 189*,201"',203*.203*,213* 
Other cause.~ O.;L t. 7..t, 15.5, 23.4, 46, 46, 51. 6;), 68. tl:3. 88, 96, llO, 111, 112, 132, 
162. 228' 
• - censored. 
driven by a constant diffusion Q. The system equation is then 
implies no relation between the two groups or causes of death. This class of models has 
only 2 parameters to be specified, ql and q2 while the general class including relationship 
between the two failure patterns requires the specification of an extra element, q 12' Con-
side ring first the model with no relation between the two causes, the diffusion with 
ql = q2 = .01 gives a predictive likelihood of exp ( -576.08). This is an improvement on the 
model with no evolution (q1 . q2 = 0) for which this value was exp ( -582.89). The model 
assuming correlation between the two causes allow for q12 to be different from O. A 
number of values were tried and the results are given in Table 10. 
-.01 
log I -575.60 
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TABLE 10 
Predictive likelihood values 
for models with relation between the causes 
-.008 -.005 o 
-575.54 -575.71 -576.08 
.005 .Ot 
-576.62 -578.~4 
Although the evidence is not conclusive, probably due to the small number of deaths in 
the second group, it suggests negative correlation between WI and W 2 • There is not an 
overwhelming indication of relation between the causes for this data set but this eould 
well be the case for some other large data sets. This sort of analysis can also prove useful 
when, in the presence of several r.auses of death. interest lies in establishing groups within 
each one cause affects the outcome of the others but outside which the different causes 
have no relation, acting independently. 
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CHAPTER srx 
ANAL YSIS OF POINT PROCESSES 
Up until now. the nature of the OhSl'r\ at ion process studied has been that of stan-
1 ard survival analysis. Data ha\"!' mnsislt'd of many observation units (called individuals) 
t'~r each of which a single occurr«'!lCt' (called deat h) takes place with nothing further to be 
~lbserved thereafter for that individual. Apart from the possibility that some observations 
~ould be censored, the only change considered wa.s in the previous section where the caust' 
~f the occurrence had some importance. 
[n this chapter, a dllal observation process is considered. Namely, that in which 
there is only one observation unit from which many successive occurrences are observed. 
'the use of terms from medicine to describe it is no longer useful (since only one death can 
take place for an individual'). The area to be used as illustration now is reliability and the 
labels individual, death and survival time are replaced by component, failure and failure 
time. In particular, software reliability is considered where the component is a softwart' 
programme (or system) being tested for correction of errors or bugs. 
The chapter is outlined as follows. The next section provides a brief introduction to 
the point processes and presents the main results to be used after which the relation to 
the previous chapters is clear. The next sections comment on particular cases in different 
directions. The first one deals with the analysis in the absence of covariates and presents 
the derivation of the extension to continuous time estimation. Then, marked point 
processes are introduced. They constitute processes where there is an additional random 
variable associated with every failure taking place. Finally, a selection of models that 
have been put forward for the analysis of software reliability is presented and each is 
shown to belong to the class of dynamk models of this thesis. 
Generalisations to the observation of many components and towards multiple 
failures with competing risks are left for the final chapter. 
- I:!~ -
(\'1 - Introduction 
Point process IS the nam" givpn to the observation process where successi\"e 
~~currences take plac f '. Th.,,,., o('("urrt'n('es ('an take place in any space but the processes 
~()nsidered here are the ,;emi-intinitt-' lillt' repre,;{'nting time. They will he considered as the 
f ~i1ures taking place in the life of :1 (~omronent. [n this context, such a process can be 
l'~presented as the above line with superimposed points at the times these failures take 
()Iace. The process is then completely characterised by the times Yl' }'2' . .. hetween 
~\.iccessive failures or hy the cumulative times T. = Y1, Tz= Y1 + Yz, ... of the failures. By 
~mphasising the counts of the numbers of failures in different intervals, one has an alter-
t\ative way of characterising these process. When viewed in this way the process is called 
't counting process. Defining N (8 ,t) as the number of points in the interval (8.t I. one can 
~asily establish the equivalence of the two approaches through 
o. tt::::[t o,T1 ) 
1 . t"= :TI' T 2 ) 
:v (t) N (to' t) (6.1 ) 
i t E [ T, -1' T,) 
where to is the time origin as usual taken as 0 unless otherwise stated. 
A convenient starting point to the study of the point processes is through Poisson 
processes. A non-homogeneous Poisson process (NHPP) can be defined as a counting pro-
cess N (t) such that: 
a) Pr(N(to) =0) = 1; 
b) N(8,tj--"" Poisson ( \(t) - \(a)) where \ is a non-negative, non-decreasing function 
of t j 
c) N(t) has independent increments (Snyder, 75, pg.38). 
A few points have to be made about the above conditions. The first one is introduced 
- l:~O-
t() ensure no failures at tht:> timt:> ori~in. Condition (b) allows the possibility that" may be 
Qiscontinuous, although. in most cast's. reasonable descriptions of phenomena can be made 
"Vith a differentiablt, \. Tht'n ont' can obtain the function 1\ given by the derivative of \ 
~nd called the intensity rate of the process. 
It may be useful. howt:>ver. to t'xtt'nd existence of A to a larger class of functions. For 
~ontinuous, non-differt'ntiable functions \. A can be dpfined as 
AI/ ) lim 
~t .0" 
\(1) - \(t - .It) 
.It 
(6.:2 ) 
Observe that for the times where \ is dilTt'rentiable, this coincides with the derivative. 
Otherwise, any arbitrary value of A can be used but retaining (6.2) makes it fall in line 
with the notation adopted in this thesis as will be made clear later in the section. Even for 
jump points of \, the Dirac delta function & could be used conceptually so that if 
\( u +) = c - \ (II ), I' >0 . for some IL >0, then a factor c & (t - u) is added to A. Discon-
tinuity of \ (:an be useful for processes where more than one failure ean occur at the same 
time. Observe from (ii) that if \(/+) - \(t) = c;l=O then Pr (N ( t, / + £. > 1) >0 , 1:/£ >0. 
In fact, condition (b) can be replaced by 
(b') N (II ,t 1 ~ Poisson (f t A( u )du ) where l\ is a non-negative function of t . 
• 
From now on, I shall be using the intensity rate l\ to define a process rather than \ . The 
relation between intensity rates of processes and hazard functions is given below. 
The final condition states that for 8 1 < s2~~ t1 < 12 , N (s1,s21 and N (t 1 ,t21 are indepen-
dent as can be recalled from the definition in section 2.3. Finally, the non-homogeneity 
comes from the fact that A( t) is not constant. In the homogeneous case, the intensity 
A(t) = l\ is the same for all time points characterising an homogeneous process since the 
distribution of counts over intervals of equal length is the same. 
Once again, the relation between counting and point processes can be established 
and NHPP be defined through the failure times. Condition (c) implies that the Yi's are 
independent. From (b), 
- la L -
, t>Ti _ t (6.;~ ) 
'vhere T j = L:~I YA;' Comparing (6.a) with (1.5). it is dear that A is the hazard funrtion 
~f Y
i 
for t > Ti _ t • i - 1.2 .... So. a NHPP is a series of non-negative independent random 
variables with hazard functions Ai(t). t >0 , i = 1.2,. .. The intensity rate of such process is 
A( t), 
A useful NHPP for the purpose of this thesis is the piecewise homogeneous Poisson pro-
~ess (PHPP). This is a ~HPP with intensity rate given by 
At. t E (to' t I i 
A(t) = (6.4) 
'The value of the grid T = {t I ,t2, ••• } of non-decreasing times is completely arbitrary and 
tteed not coincide with the observed values bit, YI + Y2' ••. } but it may if so desired by 
the modeller. (t should contain the points at which the rate of occurrence of failures 
~hanges. 
The likelihood factors {Ii} associated with the interval Ii must be obtained to per-
form a dynamic analysis. (n the case of NHPP, this task is simplified by condition (c) stat-
ing that the events taking place in [, do not depend on past information, D._I' The total 
likelihood is given by 
.. 
n A.' exp { - A. hi} (6.5) 
.=1 
- 1:1:! -
~here ni is the observed value of .'V(t'_I,t" and b, -length (Ii)' as usual. See Snyder (1975, 
~g, 63) for a rigorous derivation of (6.5), Detinition \6.2) ensures that failures occurring al 
t. contribute to the likelihood with a factor of A associated with interval I .. The factori-
, '.
~ation of (6.5) in terms only involving the parameters associated with each interval is very 
<\ppropriate. It reflects previous results from chapt.f'r :1 with the advantage now that only 
~ne parameter is associated with each likelihood term. The fact that Poisson processes are 
~onstructed with illuepl>nuent increments is now an unneeessary restriction to the models. 
"the dynamie approach takes naturally account of past information and a larger class of 
tnodels can now he introduced. This is the class of self-exciting processes, built over the 
~tructure of poisson processes by dropping condition (c) and allowing the intensity rate A 
to depend on previous information. Analogous to the PHPP are the piecewise self-exciting 
lJrocesses (PSEP) which have intensity rate (6.4) but with the Ai's now explicitly de pen-
Ilent on the corresponding D,_I '5. Observe t.hat the PSEP cover a large class of models 
and are quite flexible through ehanges in ~, From now on, those are the processes to be 
~onsidered in this chapter unless otherwise stated. It is immediate to see that they still 
lead to the likelihood (6.5). 
If the time grid is determined by the successive failure times then the likelihood in 
(6.5) simplifies to 
I n A, exp{ - A, Yi f 
where the power 1 in A, could be replaced by dn(t) where dn(t) is the observed value of 
N( t +e) - N( t) when E .0+ if one allows for concomitant failures. When the A. 's are related 
to covariates associated associated with each failure time, then the time grid must obvi-
ously contain the times failures occur. 
In the next section, the analysis is performed for the case where no covariates are 
present. The equations for the case where the grid T of observation points is extended to 
the continuum are obtained with the use of a limiting argument. 
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~.2 - The no-covariates case: discrete and continuous estimation 
Reliability models commonly used to date rarely consider relevant additional infor-
It)ation associated with the failure times. In such rases, the analysis can be performed in 
t~rms of the A'S without reference to any structured system equation as in previous 
~hapters. This is because th{' malll interest lie~ in the prediction of future failure times 
t'ather than in smoothing. EVPII in cases when tlwre is some information available to build 
tnore elaborate models. t he analy~is oaSt'd solely lin failure times can prove revealing and 
lOay be useful as a preliminary analysis. 
For these reasons. the no-covariates case seems a good starting point in the build-up 
to more complex models in the subsequent sections. Assuming a grid T = {t l , t 2, ••• : of 
times and a piecewise homogeneous self-exciting (or Poisson) process, the likelihood can be 
factorised into terms I, where 
.. 
Ai' exp{ -Ai bi } (6.6) 
as previously specified. 
The system equation is much the same as in section 5.1. Assume that given the 
information up to t,_I' X,_I has distribution [A i- l I Di _ l ] ~ G(Oti-1,I'i_l)' Then referring 
to an evolution in the log scale 13 "= log X, one has [Pi-lIDi- 1] ......... [mi_pCi_ll with 
Assuming an evolution with constant diffusion, 
tuting the values of mi _ 1 and Ci _ 1 and after simple manipulations, 
(6.7) 
with 
(6.8) 
This leads to preservation of means and inflation of variances In the same way as 
obtained in section 5.1. Also, (6.7) can be updated through the likelihood (6.6) giving 
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(6.9) 
ft'om where the relevant equations for smoothing and model criticism are as in section 5.1. 
(-he attention here howevf'r is in prpdicting the next failure time Y from the present time. 
~orresponding piecewisf' constant valta's of the intensity rate. Once again, one can factor-
ise the distribution of r as follows 
1-1 
(6.10) 
) 1 
for y E IN+i = (tN+i-l' 1"'+1 . i I.:! ..... Each factor in (6.10) is obtained as in section 3.6.1 
through the following cyde: 
i) set i = I ; 
ii) obtain, through evolution, with 
iii) obtain, by integration, plY I D-N +J - 1) for y ~ IN+j as 
(6.11) 
where X N+J is the occurrence indicator (1 when the required quantity is the density 
and 0 when it is the survival function); 
iv) update, by Bayes' theorem, 
v) add 1 to j and return to ii)j 
Substitution of (6.11) gives 
I-"N.' 
This procedure can he. of (,OIHS('. wwd retrospectively to already observed failure 
times providing yet another tpst for the model. One would expect a good model to have 
~ither its predicted mode or median around the observed failure time. The median and the 
toode can be easily (and visually) picked up in a graphical display of (6.12) for the density 
qnd the survival functions respectively. Adjustments to the model can be made in a 
tlumber of ways like changing the grid or by allowing a non-constant diffusion Q. The 
~implest and most etfediVl' change is to assume a piecewise constant diffusion Q given hy 
Q
i 
in each interval 1,• 1 I.:! ..... The only correction to be made by this change is in (6.8) 
~iven now by <f>i ocl·bIQI(l,_I· 
Poisson processes and their generalisations have been widely studied in both applied 
and theoretical statistics. Of particular interest is the problem of obtaining good esti-
mates of the intensity rate. The relation to Bayesian statistics and this thesis appeared in 
the study of doubly stoehastie Poisson processes. This term was coined by Cox (1955) to 
designate NHPP whose intensity is assumed to be randomly generated. A review of recent 
work in this area can be found in Crandell (1976). (n all cases, a continuous estimation of 
A( t) given information up to a time t is sought. This invariably leads to complicated 
integral equations that the above approach based on a discretisation avoids. It is a useful 
exercise, however, to show how it can be extended to cope with continuous estimation of 
the intensity rate. This will be done in two equivalent ways. The first one through a 
heuristic limiting derivation and the second is a constructive deduction as in Cill (1984). 
The main idea is to take an interval, say Ii = (ti_l,ti ], and observe its behaviour as 
t-t. =.It -0+. To be more specific, the limiting procedures will be carried out from the 
1 1-1 
left to make full use of the nice continuity properties. (n doing so, the notation will be 
changed from A j' Di' Uk' and so forth to A( tj ), D (t j ), U( tic) so that the times associated with 
the quantities used are clear. One has from (6.7), (6.8) and (6.9) that for a small ~t 
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',\(t.)ID(t;)1 --- G( a(t;),-y(tJ) 
\vhere 
-yft j ) = 1+ olt· Q(t.)tl(t i _ l ) - oroll) 
the inclusion of the term o(olt) is due to 
(6.13a) 
(6.13b) 
'-"here the diffusion Q is assumt'd to be at least left continuous. Equations (6.13) ran be 
t'ewritten as 
-;- n(ti_l' til + o(olt) 
\-oll Q(tj)U(ti_I)+O(olt) 
olt Q(t.)u(tj_1h(tj_tl 
+ olt + o(olt) 
\-olt Q(t j )u(tj_1)+o (.It) 
(6.1 tal 
(6.14b) 
~efore going into formal calculations, one should observe from (6. L4) that, as 
-.It -0+, lim -y(tj-olt) = "'i(tj) but lim u(tj-olt) = lim n(tj-lt,t;i = dn(tJ so that -y is continu-
~us but a jumps every time a failure occurs hence the notation aft) = a(t-) + dn(t) . For-
mal derivatives of a are not available then without use of Dirac delta functions. Taking 
limits as ~t -0+ in (6.14) gives the differential forms 
daft) = _Q(t)[u(t)]2 dt + dn(t) 
d-y(t) = -Q(t)u(t) -y(t)dt + dt 
(6.15a) 
(6.l5b) 
The solution to (6.15) gives the parameters of the Gamma distribution of [A(t) I Dtl , for 
every t. 
Another simple way of obtaining the same result is as follows: 
i) Assume that the intensity rate '\(t) of a process has stochastic evolution in time 
given by 
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where D(t-) is the information collected up to time t-dt, that is, just before t and 
a and -y satisfy the diffPrf'ntial from 
do-(t) 2 -Q(t)o (I)dl (6.16a) 
d-y(t) -Q(t)u(tblt)dt 16.l6b) 
for some positive function Q. 
ti) Obtain the likelihood for interval (t -dl. t conditional on D(t-) as 
Jni t I A(t) expl -A( t) dt) 
Update the distribution of ,A( I) I Dt ; ~ G ( a( t ),'Y( t)) via Bayes' theorem with (~ and 'Y 
now given by 
daft) = -Q(t)[a(t)1 2 dt + dn(t) (6.l7a) 
d-y(t) = -Q(t)a(th(t)dt + dt (6.L7b) 
The evolution adopted in (i) was, of course, tailor-made to make the resulting equa-
tions match (6.15). Other forms could be used as well leading to a variety of other 
qifferential forms. One may try to introduce a discount function 13 in the A. scale such that 
da(t) = a(t )-a(t -dt) -'= i13(t)l dt aft -dt) = i 1 + dt log j3(t) + 0 (dt) i aft - dt) 
d-y(t) = 'Y(t )--y(t - dt) = [j3(t )I dt -y(t -dt) = [1 + dt log j3(t) + o(dt) h(t - dt) 
The likelihood factor in (ii) was obtained using the fact that N( t - dt, t: conditional 
Qn D(t-dt) = D(t-) has distribution Poisson (A(t)dt), from condition (b'). 
Assuming that t., t2 , •• , are the observed cumulative times of failure, equations 
(6.15) can be solved recursively within each interval (t;_11 til and then adding the jump 
dn (t;) before moving to the next interval. In the case Q is constant, these are 
aft) = [ll/ i (t)I- 1 a(t i _ 1 ) + dn(t) 
-y(t) = [~/i(t)I-1 [-y(ti _tl+t-t i _ 1 + a(ti_l) Q(t-ti _ 1)2/2 ! 
where 
(6.18a) 
(6.18b) 
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f~ 1···· I I . ,. . f' b f . t t E (ti_l' til' 1= 1.2, .... ~o. u IS a strIct y \ PI'rf'<1Slng unctIon 0 tIme ut or the Jump 
~~ints. Taking the coefficient of variation", hich in the Camma case is given by (~-\ 2 as <1 
~easure of information in a distribution. one can see that the only times information 
<\trives are the failure times .. \lso. this c'ontinuous approach can be compared with a 
Qiscrete one when I rpaches the end point of t.he interval. I,. In this case. eomparison 
\)~tween (6.18a) and (6.91 shows that tht' increment in the value of a is the same. Substi-
tl.Jtion of I j ~ bj - t,_1 in (6.1~b) howt'ver gives 
~hich is slightly different from the equivalent value of 'Y j in (6.9). The ratio between 
(6.18a) and (6.18b) provides the on-line mean trajectory of the intensity rate through 
time. This trajectory can be plotted providing a useful display. 
Finally, it should be stressed that the differential equations obtained through this 
~ontinuous estimation procedure can be analytkally solved even for arbitrary non-
~onstant diffusion Q as long as the product Q a is analytically integrable. This is a great 
advantage over other methods that have been proposed in the past. 
6.3 - Marked point processes 
Another extension for Poisson and self-exciting processes is towards the so called 
marked point processes (MPP). These are points processes that have associated with eaeh 
failure an additional random variable called mark. The marks need not be independent 
from each other nor from the underlying point process N( t). 
In this section. I will assume, as usual, that the basic point process is a PSEP and 
that the time grid i consists of the cumulative failure times. This choice of T is adopted 
only to avoid unnecessary notational complications and the analysis can be easily 
extended to other grids. 
In performing the analysis for MPP, it is assumed that there is additional informa-
tion available associated with the underlying PSEP and with the marks themselves. This 
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tt).formation is convf'Yf'd in the form of ('ovariates and it could well be the case of' some 
~()variates being explanar.ory variablt,s for both PSEP and the marks. 
Assume the marks to bl' X\.X.) •... and each of them with densitv f(x·19.,D n) 
.. " "1-1' I 
'vhere 6i is the single parameter summarising the distribution of XI' i ~c 1.:! .... and the dis-
tl'ibution is conditional not only on previous information but also on the events observed 
f ~r the point processes through Ii' 
The TFL can again be C'voked to factorise the likelihood l into n ';' Each likelihood 
factor Ii provides informat.ion on t.ht' underlying PSEP and on the mark XI taking place in 
I ... It is given by 
" Ai e.rpl-Aibi )· f(x i 16 i ,Di _ l ,ni ) (6.20) 
""here ni = observed value of N(ti-l' Ii I = 1, by construction of T and bi = Yi' i ~ 1,2 .... As 
tJreviously mentioned. the intensity rate can be related to a set of variables. say z {! but 
q,lso the parameter of the distribution of the marks can be related to another set of 
~ovariates, say Z I/" These two sets of covariates may also have some intersection for it is 
feasible that some variables may be explanatory for the underlying process and the mark 
Variable. One then proceeds by establishing the guide relationships 
6 i ~ gll (Ill.i,fjll.i) 
for i = 1,2, ... In view of the fact. that there may be intersection between Z I and Ill' it is 
advisable to merge If and III into I and, equivalently, fjl and {jll into fj. The model is 
completed by a system equation like (3.18). With the system equation, evolution can be 
performed to construct the prior moments for (j. Then suitable prior distributions for A 
and 6 are constructed using the corresponding guide relationships and updated as before. 
A couple of examples are provided below to clarify the estimation cycle. 
Example 1 - Discrete marks with Poisson distribution and Logarithmic link 
Assume Xi -- Poisson(a i ) and guide relation log 9i ~ Ill.ifji' i = 1,2, ... Also, as usual, 
the guide relation for the intensity rate is log AI" ~ If fj. The likelihood factor I is 
" • I 
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proportional to 
% 
'\, expl-,\,Y,)' 8 j ' exp(-a j ) 
with prior for this can be updated first to 
m,,1 l6.:! 1 a) 
c. ~ R 
,.1 , 
(6.:!lb) 
T 
R,I/., and qo c_ I ( ,So' Then, it can be updated with the infor-
m,,1 - (6.22a) 
(6.22b) 
T 
where 11 =11/,iai,I'SI =C i ,I I 1/,i and ql =11/,i 8 1' The vectors of covariates I/,i and 
11/,i have been extended with corresponding zero entries to have the same length. 
The updated moments (6.21) and (6.22) have been obtained in the same way as in 
chapter 2. From the prior distribution for {Jj, a Gamma distribution for x'j is con-
structed and updated with the information received from the PSEP in I j • This is 
transformed back to {Ji using linear Bayesian methods. This distribution is then used 
to construct a Gamma prior for ai • This is updated with the information from the 
mark and fed through to fJj as with x'j. Once the posterior for {Ji is available, the 
evolution to interval [j+1 is performed and another estimation cycle can be started. 
Example 2 - Continuous marks with Gamma distribution and Logarithmic Link 
Assume Xi '-""- G(Xi,ai),Xi known and guide relation log a i -::=lll,ifJi and the guide 
relation log x'i -::= I/,ifJi for the intensity rate, i=1,2, ... Then, Ii is proportional to 
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\ 
A, f'Xp(-A,Y,) 6 , ' exp(-6 j x;) 
Then, the updatinll; for A I IS the same as to example leading to 
[.8j IDj_l'n,' I' ~ ml_I.(',_1 with ntontpnts given by (6.21). Updating for the infor-
mation from X, gin's :~,ID, .~ m"C, wtwrt' 
!4 I 1 - \, 'II 
m, 'm - ~ lOR 
I •• 1 f ) 
'/1 l-ql.l,f'Xp( I 
(6.2h) 
\ I (6.23b) 
with 11' 8
1 
and q I are as in example 1. The updating cyelp is then completed as in 
example t with system equation (3. tR) and moved to the next interval. Observe that 
this example covers the ca..;;p of exponential distributions (Xj~ 1) and censored marks 
(x; -=0). 
{\.4 - Special reliability models 
The study of point prucesses ha.s led to the adoption of many specific forms to model 
l-eliability problems. In this section, some of those forms are presented and, in particular, 
those suggested to software reliability problems. It will be shown how these special models 
~an be fitted or at least a.dapted to belong to the class of models suggested in this chapter. 
{\.4.1- Jelinski & Moranda (1972) model 
This was one of the first models suggested in the area of software reliability. Assume 
that there is a total of ;V bugs (undetected at to -= 0) in a piece of software that could 
~ither be a long programme or a whole system. 
The system is put to the test and every time a failure occurs, it is tracked down, 
~orrected and the test continues. Assume that the observation process N(t) is a PSEP 
with intensity rate A(t) given by (6.4) with 
A; -= el> [N-(i-t)1 , i=1,2, ... (6.24) 
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This model retiects the (optimistic) view that as time passes, more and more bugs 
~t'e found and, therefore. the rate of occurrence of failures decreases as there are less and 
l~ss bugs to be found. The speed with which the intensity rate decreases is determined by 
the constan t cJ>. 
Before showing how this model can be fitted into the structure of this chapter, a COIl-
tlle of points have to be made. First. it is quitt' feasible that (I> (the speed parameter) 
~banges its value as bllgs are deft'deli. .\lso. :.Ithough the testing stage is designed to 
"~move eventual bugs from the system. thert' is no guarantee that this actually takes 
tllace. It often happt'ns that ill tht' process of (~orrpcting detected errors, new ones art' 
illadvertently thrown into the system. All this amounts to saying that rather than (6.24), 
~ne should have a model allowing for hoth ((I and IV to explicitly depend on time, or in 
this case, on i. It is worth rememhering that if one insists on having static parameters, 
this can be arranged by specification of no evolution. 
After those considerations, the model can be completed by a system equation 
«
I> ) «I> ) N i = N i-1 + Wi 'Wi - [O'YiWil (6.25) 
""here W. = 0 if <" and N are to be constant and by the guide relation 
I 
(6.26) 
(6.26) presents us with a non-linear form albeit one of the simplest one. This non-
linearity can be removed via the parametric transformation (Ii = (9;,1 9;.z)T with 
~. = <I>. Nand e. n == <I> or by a logarithmic link. The above is retained here though so 
.,1 I I I,.... 
that the inference can be made directly over the meaningful parameters <l> and N. 
T [fl; ID
i
_
1
1- [8"R i l where m i _ 1 = 8, ~ (ai ,1 ai,z) and C i _ 1 + Yi Wi = Ri = (r i . 1 r;,z) with 
r i,j = (ri ,l; ri.Zj) T, j == 1,2. Then, results that 
(6.27a) 
(6.27b) 
. I I:~ . 
'. q ~ 
r •• r .... - r ...... a· r 22· a -2 r I , _. I.. I 1 I, I, 1.11 
(6.2i c) 
with the help of multivariatt> normal momt>lIt.s as in Migon (1984). The guide relationship 
is now used to t"quatt" thf' nwan and variancE' of [AI I DI_ 1) to Ii and ql leadin~ to 
and 'YI= fl;q" lfpdating through Bayes' theorem 
leads to [~I I D,l -- r; (Ill - 1. 'Y 1- YI ) whirh implies that tJ , I DI -~ m i ,C I : with 
( 6.28) 
C I R -. (6.28b) I -'I, 
From this point. ('\'olut ion for tll'XI t'ydt' <"an start. and t he whole estimation cycle con-
tinue as usual. ~m()()' hil1Jl; and pft-di e • ion <"an bt> perfortnl-d as before using equations 
(6.27) to obtain th(' ,list ribul ion of t ht' A'S givt'li that of the corresponding /J's. 
Apart from Iht' prt·dirt ion of t he next failure time, it is important to have accurate 
measurements on tht' vaillt' of .V at each time. It is often impracticable to wait to find all 
the errors in the system. This not only could take a very long time but can also make 
the system being rt·lf':lsed wht'n it is already becoming obsolete. On the other hand, an 
early release could be prt'judicial if the product keeps breaking and this can mean long-
term damage for the manufacturers. A dynamic decision problem imposes itself for the 
study of the cost/benefit relation of the launching time of the product to the users. One 
suggestion is to specify a lo!\.~ function L (.V • t) taking into account the profit to be gained 
by the release of tht' systt'm against. the loss incurred when the system is released with 
errors. The expected loss ,'an hI' f'valuat.ed and derisions based upon it. 
6.4.2- Littlewood &. Verrall (1973) model 
This is a similar but ~tatir vt'rsion of the models proposed in this chapter. It assumes 
a PHPP for the obscrvati(),,~ wilh t'3rh AI having a Gamma prior with parameters a and 
llli('). The model is ,~omplett'd with a prior distribution for a and I. Observing that 
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~[Ajl = a/l!J j ('), one could incorporate (l into .1, and write E[A,] = I!Ji-1(fj;) for some parame-
ter fj as a function of nand tJ. This can be adapted into the models of this chapter by 
<\ssuming a guide relation of the form 
gP,,) - "'. (fj,). i ~l.2 •... (6.29) 
where g(z) = Z -\ is the inverse function commonly used III standard generalised linear 
models (McCullagh & :\eld('r. 1993. pg 15-1). 
As an illustration. suppose as In Littlewood & Verrall (1973) that 
AIDi_ll ~ [sj,R j ] and obtaining (~, ~ a j . 1 - a j ,2 i,si = R j (1, i{ and qj = (1. i)s,. the 
prior distribution for Ai ean be constructed with the help of (6.29) by equating the 
". = f.(1+..I.. 2;q.). Tht'n, it ean be updated as before leading to ifjlDI--- .m.,e ' with m· I, I 'v, I 'I ,J l' 1, I 
and C
j 
as in (6.28) but with the above values of f.,s, and q,. The analysis then follows as 
before. 
6.4.3- Goel & Okumoto (1979) and Musa (1975) model 
The approaches above basically model the observation process by assuming indepen-
dent exponential failure times with specific forms for the parameters. The underlying 
Poisson processes are a mere consequence and are in fact not used. The models in this sub-
section make full use of the Poisson process structure to obtain a general continuous form 
for the intensity rate of the process. They are, however, based on the same ideas that led 
to Jelinski & Moranda model. There, the expected number of failures was taken as pro-
portional to the number of remaining errors. In the models of this section, it is propor-
tional to the expected number of remaining errors. This can be mathematically expressed 
in the difference form 
t '(I)~I 04' [N- f >.(,)d.. 1,,'+0(.1') 
o 
(6.30) 
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The expression for A can be obtained after solving the resulting differential form. This 
model could also be conceivably implemented here after performing a discretisation of the 
intensity rate. In this case, 16.30) can be rewritten as the guide relation 
lI. j -::: <f', [:v, - ~J'" A. j bj I, i = 1,2, ... 
with a dynamic parameter fl ~ (Ill ,V)T and bJ '" length(lj),Vj. Assuming that 
[fJj_lIDj_l] ~ [mj_I.C,_I:' smoothing procedures can be applied to obtain the moments 
and covariances 01'11. J I D,_li, j .; i - L. Then, evolving to [fl; ID;_I] ~ [a, ,R;:- one can 
obtain 
16.31a) 
16.31b) 
q" = Vr If> [N - ~ A bN + ' I D 1 I I a...J j <", J J j 1- (6,31e) 
as in subsection 6.4.1. The presence of a function of the parameters 11.1' ••• ,11.,_1 instead 
of the constant li-l) makes the above calculations that much harder. Alternatively, the 
values of the A'S in (6.31) could be replaced by ~j =E[A j IDi_ll,j:Si-l making the 
values of li,si and qj the same as in (6.27) but for the replacement of (i -1) by 
~j<i ~jbN+j' The remainder of the estimation cycle is as in 6.4.1. Even with the above 
approximation, the fact that smoothing is needed at every time interval may be prohibi-
tive if there is a large number of time intervals. 
Alternatively, the solution to the differential equation (6.30) can be used. This 1S 
given by 
A ( t) = cf> N e xp ( - Cf> t ) (6.32) 
The way to proceed is to discretise (6.32) into piecewise constant values determined 
by the grid T as on section 5.2. In that section, the mid-point of each interval is used to 
represent the value of the hazard function in the interval. Assuming T = {t l • t z , ... }, the 
same can be done here by a piecewise intensity rate with guide relation 
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~here T; = {ti + t._ 1 )12 and the parameters (I) and N are made dynamic. One can proceed 
by either retaining the meaningful parameters (f) and N in a non-linear model or by 
t.tansforming them to ,8= (l3d32)T where 13 1 = log{<I)N) and 13 2 = -(D. With the use of a 
l~garithmic link, this reduces the problem to a linear form with Il i = (1 • Ti). The analysis 
i~ then performed as in the previous cases. 
~.4.4- Aalen (1978,1980) model 
Another class of models suggested for a continuous intensity rate l\ was introdueed 
by Aalen (1978) and later extended by ,bIen (1980). It simply assumes that 
l\(t) -- z(t),8 
~here .(t) is a row vector of positive covariates affecting the intensity rate of the process. 
If it is assumed as before that the values of z only change with the change of time inter-
vals and ,8 is allowed to change with the same interval, then the analysis proceeds as 
before. In fact, estimation for a general model where both parameters and the correspond-
ing covariates are allowed to change continuously with time is outlined in the next 
~hapter. The derivation follows the same limiting procedures adopted in section 6.2. 
This class of models is very rich and has been shown by Koch & Spreij (1985) to 
~over all previous examples when Il{ t)= number of remaining errors at time t. 
6.4.5- Seasonal models 
The occurrence of failures or breakdowns in a system can be attributed to a number 
of factors and can happen in any pattern. One possibility is to have failures displaying a 
repeated or, if you like, cyclical pattern. [n it, failure times could go through a period 
where they are generally long to a subsequent period when they seem to be short, suggest-
ing that failures occur in bunches or clusters. 
This set-up is taken up by Crow & Singpurwalla (1984). They assume that the mean 
time between successive failures can be described in a Fourier series transformation of the 
form 
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q I')' ) q (2' ) ~Tr) Tr) 0[0 .... ~ LY) cos -n- +L 13 j sin -n-
) .\ J = 1 
~here n= number of failures observed and q = ~n!21. This cyclical representation is com-
lnonly used in time series. [n SOlIle cases. only a few of the q terms are relevant for the 
<\nalysis of the series and the models can be substantially reduced. This series representa-
tion must be used with caution with positive variables because they can easily lead to 
tDodels fitting negative failure times as in the above paper. A logarithmic transformation 
~an help to solve this problem. 
In the simple case where the Fourier representation is deemed to depend on time 
(Jnly through the number of failures, this problem can be tackled with the structure of 
Qynamic GLM presented in chapter 2. This will typically consist of exponential observa-
tions, a logarithmic link and a system equation with 
. ~ ( cos(2Trjln) sin(21T j ln)) 
G i = dlag(l,Hl' ., . . Hq), H) ~ . (? '1) ( . ) 
-sm -TrJ n cos 21TJln 
, j = l, ... q 
Other forms of seasonal evolutions should be sought so that they can depend on time 
rather than on the number of failures. This involves a generalisation of the discrete form 
Qf seasonal evolution to continuous ones. 
6.4.6- Autoregressive models 
These models are also commonly known in time series and have been recently sug-
gested by Singpurwalla & Sayer (1985) to the study of software reliability. The basic idea 
is to impose on the model the assumption that the outcome of the present failure time 
depends on the previously observed failure times. This dependence is generally taken in 
the first step to be linear and the number of past failure times affecting the outcome of 
the present is as small as possible for parsimony. 
This can be implemented here by assuming a PSEP for the observations with each of 
the A'S related to the previous failure times via 
q 
log Ai '::! 130 ,i + L 13 j,i Yi - i ' i = 1,2, ... 
j =i 
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The value of q is set by the modeller or can he chosen according to some optimality cri-
terion or through the predictive likelihood a.s suggested in chapter 3. 
Finally, the structure of the models of this chapter enable the superposition of effects 
as in DLM. This means that an autoregressive model can be added to a seasonal model or 
any other regression model with a logarithmic link. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
GENERALISATIONS AND FURTHER TOPICS 
The main results of this thesis were presented in prevIOUS chapters. There are a 
number of ways however that they ean be generalised or extended. Also, there are some 
points that are not central to the analysis and were not fully exploited but are important 
for a complete theory. All this is briefly treated on this chapter. 
The first generalisation was already hinted at the start of the previous chapter. As 
survival data deals with many observations with a single occurrence and point processes 
with one observation with many occurrences. it is no surprise that there is int.erest in the 
study of many observations with many occurrences. This can be extended even further by 
introducing the cause of oc(,urrence as an extra randomness. These processes are studied 
in the first section. 
It has been said throughout this thesis that the discretisation of the observation 
points is an artifice to provide tractable analysis. The more appropriate inference with a 
continuum of observation times is outlined in the second section. The derivations follow 
the same lines as the ones performed in section 5.2. 
The inference procedure itself has a number of points needing further discussion, 
among them, the problem of order dependence. Alternatives are suggested and shown to 
lead to seemingly greater problems mainly with respect to computations. Also, the prior 
specification that has been somewhat neglected is given some attention. The important 
problems of analysis of residuals and robustness are also discussed. Finally, some words 
are drawn into the areas of model selection (particularly the specification of the evolution) 
and simulation. 
7.1 - Multivariate point processes and multivariate failure data 
A multivariate point process (MYPP) is a collection of point processes. They are 
generally assumed independent and are often presented in the literature without previous 
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t'~ference to (univariate) point processes. This was not done here to emphasise the dual 
<tspect of point processes and because a single point process is sufficient to the study of 
~Qftware reliability. 
In the present context. ~IVrp are ,;on51 rurted to study similarities among point 
tlrocesses. To be more precise. olle can think of fal'!ors affecting the intensity rate of the 
tlrocesses and study the effect t hey have un l':l.ch process. The basic situation to be con-
~idered is of a "eries of similar compollt'n!s put into operation. The data consists in 
~bserving the failure times of the components. Typically, one would have the components 
~perating in different conditions and t he main problem is to establish the way those con-
ditions affect the performance. The analysis however is very similar to the previous ones. 
Let N1(t) .... ,Nm(t) be independent PSEP given their intensity rates 
.\ (1)( t), ... , A (m)( t). The intensity rates are assumed to be defined by the same common grid 
T = {tl' t2 .... } which can include the cumulative failure times from all the. processes. if 
needed. The total likelihood for each process Ni(t) is, from (6.5), 
n [Alj) r'i exp (- AV) bi ) (7.1) 
i=1 
(j) (j) where Al ' A2 , ... are the piecewise constant values of A j in each interval and nij is the 
observed value of Ni (t i _ 1 , t. j, j == 1, .. ,m. Due to the conditional independence, the overall 
likelihood from all processes is just the product of the factors like (7.1). Once again, the 
TFL can be performed giving the factors 
m .. 
Ii = n [A!i)] i; exp(-AJi) b.) ,i= 1,2 .... 
j = 1 
One can relate the A'S to the relevant covariates via 
() g(A/)~ h(.i.J'~.) .j=l, ... ,m, i==1,2, ... 
(7.2) 
(7.3) 
where 9 and h are specified by the modeller and •.. is the value assumed by the covari-
'.} 
ates for process Nj at time interval Ii' j == l, ... ,m, i == 1,2, ... The above set-up is exactly the 
same as for survival data analysis in chapter 3. If one assumes further that g == log and h is 
linear than the inference procedure leads to the same equations with substitution of the 
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~ ii'S by the no;'s and of the y.) 's by the b. 's being the only change required. 
The multivariate railurt> data with mmpeting risks provides the largest generalisa-
tion envisaged at this st agp. Tht' analysis for eompeting risks has already been presented 
in section 5.3 but it \\ as not <'Onsidered multivariate because only a single failure (sur-
vival) time eould be observed. Heft'. t.he different causes of failures are not entirely com-
tleting. Hence, the obser\':it.ion prol'ess ran (Jroceed beyond the first observed failure. 
This observat.ion process illcludes. as spp<,ial eases: 
(i) survival data - by not taking callses into ,tCCflunt and restricting the observation pro-
cess to the first survival time: 
(ii) competing risk data - by restricting the observation process to the first survival 
time; 
(iii) MVPP - by not taking causes into account; 
Following section ;).3, define for a point process N( t) 
Pr(N(t-..lt,tj = l,&=k jD(t-..lt),II) 
"'.\:{I) = lim ,1c=l, ... ,K 
.H -0 ..It 
(7.4) 
where D (t -..It) is information up to time t -..It, & denotes the cause of failure out of a 
total of K and II denotes the vector of covariates, as usual. "'.\: can be called the cause-
specific intensity rate of the process N( t). It can easily be related to A, the intensity rate 
of N( t) by observing that 
.\:=1 
Pr(N(t-..lt,tj = 1 ,&=Ie I D(t-~t),II) 
lim 
.\:=1 .l.t-O ..It 
= lim 
.l.t-O 
K 
~ Pr (N ( t -.l t ,t j = 1 ,& = Ie I D (t - ~ t ) , II) 
.\: =1 
..It 
Pr (N (t -..l t ,t j = 1 I D ( t -..l t ) , II) 
= lim 
.l.t-O ..It 
= A( t) (7.5) 
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""here the last equality follows from the definition of point processes given in chapter 6. 
Let now N 1(t), ... . ;Vm(t) be independent PSEP given their intensity rates 
,,(1)(t), ... ,,,(mItt) where eadl of them is given by 
K 
~nd each of the ,,~J )'s is piecewise constant along a common grid T = {tl't 2 , ... }. The total 
likelihood for each process .\! t) is 
f I\. 
fI I n [A.: Jk) r" } exp(-,\jil bi ) 
, - 1 k ' 1 
(7.6) 
where nij/; is the number of occurrt'n(~es in E, of ('ause k.k~-l. ... ,K ,J=l. .... m. Again. 
the likelihood factors are easily obtained from 17.6) as 
m { K "} n n [,\~~~] ." exp(-,\~}) b;) 
J =1 10=1 
.i=1,2 .... (7.7 ) 
Equation (7.6) is an extension of (6.5) using the ideas of section 5.3. One can obtain it 
using the following argument. Consider only the interval Ii = (ti_pti 1 without loss of gen-
erality since the likelihood naturally factorises for PSEP. Suppose a failure of type k1 is 
observed at x E [.. Then, the likelihood is 
• 
lim Pr(Nj (t i _ 1 ,.c -;1] = 0, Nj(x-~,xl = 1, & = k1' Nj(.z,t,1 = 0 I D._ 1) = 
.1--0 
• r (il( \ )1 \ (i) [\ (j)"j [ (i)( )) 
= hm eXPl-'\, X-..l-ti _ 1 I\.i.k, exp -I\., <-l exp -Ai t,-x 
.1-0 
(j) (j) 
= A· /; exp [ - Ai bi 1 
'. , 
The above result can be generalised for a number of failures and intervals leading to (7.6). 
Observe that once (7.7) is obtained, the inference procedures of this thesis can be readily 
used for given forms of relationship between the cause-specific intensity rates and the 
relevant covariates. 
7.2 - Survival analysis in continuous time 
As it has been discussed in chapter 3, the use of a discrete grid i of observation 
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(Joints is appropriate for a tractable analysis but is not in fact reflecting the true observa-
tion process. In it, one has knowledge about the individual's survival at every new time 
q,nd observation is in fact continuous. The inference procpdure for continuous time can be 
~arried out although the presence of many individuals will make the results harder to 
()btain when compared to the derivation of section 6.2. 
Here, the estimation equations are oht ained and shown to lead to continuous Kal-
man filter-like pquation just as in the discrete case. The derivations are carried Ollt as 
before via a limiting argument by making the length of a given interval shrink towards O. 
In doing this {j •• D}.m k are changt->d to {j(I.),D(lj),m(t,.).··· to conform with the nota-
tion. 
Suppose that for a small interval Ii . (1._ 1 ,1,] of length .ll = Ii - ti _1' 
[{j(I,)ID(t,)1 ~ [m(t,),C(t.)1 
The idea is to relate m(t,) and C(t;) to m(t,_l) and C(t._l) as .It -0+. Assuming that jj 
evolves according to ( 2.61), it implies through (2.66) that, due to the evolution, 
m(t.) - m(t,_tl =.It F(t,)m(t'_l) + o(At) 
T C(ti) - C(ti_tl =.It [F(t;)C(t'_l) + C(ti_l)F (t,) + W(t,)j + o(olt) 
where W( Il ) = n s )Q( s )rT (Il). The inclusion of the term 0 (A t) is due to 
obtained from the properties of G, and 
f G(t.,s)W(s)GT(t.,s)ds =.It W(ti)+o(~t) 
t 
.-1 
(7.8a) 
(7.8b) 
If there are r (t i ) individuals present in Ii with death indicators Xj (ti ) then the total 
change in m and C is given, from (3.20), by 
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r( t 1 
, X . (t.) 
T J ' T C(ti )-C(ti_ 1) = .ltiF(t,)qt,_I)-qti _ t W (tJ+W(tJ 1- L Sj(ti)Sj (ti)+O(.lt) 
j=1 l+qj(t;) 
\vhere fj(t i ) = z j m j _ 1(t i ),S)(t.)"· C)_tlt,)z}T and qj(t.) = ZjSj(ti)' mj(ti) and Cj(ti) are 
the mean and variance of .8( I,) given the information from the first j of the r (t i ) individu-
<\Is in interval [i and covariates art' assumed time-independent. Observing that for a small 
log [_a ) 
l-b.l 
l(l~ (]- b.l - a(ol) 
Clne obtains, by letting .It -0+, that 
r(tls.(t) 
dm(t)= F(t)m(t)dt + L _J_ {log[l+qj(t}xJ(t)]- qj(t)exp[fj(t)!dt 1 
j=1 qj(t) 
r{t) Xj(t) 
dC(t)= [F(t)C(t)+C(t)FT(t)+W(t)]dt - L Sj(t)SjT(t) 
. l+q.(t) )=1 J 
(7.9a) 
(7.9b) 
The above equations were obtained using heuristic arguments in order to obtain an idea of 
the final forms. It can be. however. made more rigorous by using elements from mar-
tingale and filtering theory but this is beyond the scope of this thesis. The equations are 
not easy to solve now especially due to the summation terms. It is possible to see, how-
ever, that at the points at which deaths occur. the moments of .8 experience a jump with a 
decrement in the value of the variance confirming results from section 6.2. 
7.3 _ Models assumptions and inference procedures 
The models were constructed in a versatile way but there are not many assumptions 
involved in the build-up process. Basically, they only need piecewise exponentiality (asso-
ciated with the TFL), a system equation and a link function between those two. The first 
two are fairly simple and acceptable and the main problem of the models seems to be the 
order dependence in its inference procedure. This point is therefore discussed first. 
The dependence of the analysis on the order the observations are processed is shown 
to be very small but it still contradicts the basic rules of probability. It arises from the 
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use of the conjugate infert>nee of the dynamk GLM proposed by West, Harrison & Migon 
(1985) in a static environment. It provide~ the required answer in a computationally 
efficient way. The usual aitieislll of the use of conjugate distribution weakens in a time 
series application geared towards prediction where predictive measures ean help in the 
choice of the more appropriate model. The particular way the conjugat.e inference treats 
discordance between prior and likelihood is also discussed in the next 5t>diun. 
It is the way the likt>lihood parameters (A'S) are related to t hI' system parameters 
(/1' 3) that brings in the order dependence. Many alternatives can bt> suggested: 
(i) use of suitable version of a multivariate Gamma distribution; 
(ii) specification of a full distribution for the (3' S; 
(iii) correction of tht> updating procedure to remove order dependence. 
The first point is only possible if ri"h enough families of multivariate Gamma distribu-
tions are found 50 thaI they l:an produ/:e the covariance structure of the regression design. 
The second point is the natural Bayesian answer to the problem but, unless a conjugate 
distribution is used, one will be left with many different multivariate Bayesian analysis to 
perform and then relate them with some sort of evolution. Even the conjugate family 
adopted will have to be large enough to contain the distribution resulting from the evolu-
tion step. High-dimensional numerical integration procedures will still be needed to relate 
moments to densities of this conjugate distribution. Those integrations are to be repeat-
edly used for every time interval and computing facilities still seem a little way off in 
terms of routine application. Efforts towards this direction are therefore welcomed (see 
Naylor & Shaw (1985)). The final point has also been investigated without showing much 
progress. 
The piecewise exponentiality was adopted having in mind a model that can, in prac-
tical terms, reproduce in a discrete way any form of hazard function. Even for moderate 
sized samples, a fair number of intervals is constructed providing a very good idea of the 
form of the hazard function. Also, in keeping with the idea of letting the data speak for 
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themselves, the exponential di:;tribution is used in the piecewise approach. Any other dis-
tribution would not only imply extra assumptions in the form of the hazard but bring 
~xtra parameters to t.he anal)!'i~ So. unless there is a definitt> reason for the use of a 
different piecewis(' di~tribution (as in section 5.2), exponential distributions should be 
used. 
Finally, ."ystt·m equations of the form (3.18) are again simple enough to bl-' under-
stood and controlled by the user. In simpler problems, when there is only a simplt> param-
eter evolving in time as in section 5.1 or 6.2, other forms can be used as ~ell. In more 
structured problems. however, (3.18) should be used. The specification of the values of 
the W. 's is important and a number of suggestions are presented in chapter 2. Alterna-
tively, the discount approach ('ould ht! us~'d (with caution) as suggpsted in chapter 2 or in 
blocks, as suggested by West & Harrisun 11986). Each block contains the parameters 
deemed to be related and to evolve in the same way. Section 4.3 presents one use of this 
approach with a si[)g"~ block containing all I,he parameters. One sensible variation is to 
have 2 blocks: one with the baseline hazard. parameters and the other one with the regres-
sion parameters. This updated version of the discount approach is implemented in the 
computer programmes presented in the next chapter. 
7.4 _ Robustness and analysis of residuals 
One aspect of model fit is the numerical summary provided, as shown in chapter 3, 
by the predictive or marginal likelihood of the model. This is a comparative measure that 
assesses the goodness of the model in comparison with others models. It does not provide 
an idea of how reasonable the model is (on its own) to explain the data. The usefulness of 
the model in prediction is the final test but it would be nice if some check of structural or 
systematic inadequacy could be detected before obtaining poor predictive results. A good 
model (by the predictive likelihood approach) can still perform poorly in prediction if its 
goodness derives from comparisons with even poorer models. 
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The idea is to use the predictive approach simultaneous to the estimation process by 
()redicting and comparing the prediction to each individual observed. One can detect sys-
tematic departure of the models or even influential observation to be singled out. In stan-
Qard time series. the problem is approa('hed as follows: at time t -1, predictions for time t 
are made based on the distribut ion F,. The disl.rihut ion of Pt ( Yt ) prior to observing Yt is 
U[O,l) if Y
t 
derives from Ft and so is tht> distribution of St (Yt ), the predictive survival 
function of Yt • Since these distributions are conclitional on all previous information. it fol-
lows that Sd Ytl, S2 (Y2 ) , ... form a random sample from a U[O,lj distribution if the data 
actually derives from the model. After observing Yt = Yt' one has fit (Yt ) ~ St and ~hecks 
~an be readily made to see if s ~ (SI' '<2 , ... ) correspond to observations from a random uni-
form sample. 
In survival data, the problem is more complicated due to the presence of many 
observations to be predicted, most of which censored. At any time t._l' one has to predict 
the outcome of 
r'i = minlY, ,t.) , j = 1, ... ,r.,i = 1,2, ... ,N 
conditional on {[V, > t, _ 1 j,j=1, .. ,ri } because this is what is going to be observed in I •. For 
every interval, most of the Yii'S are not going to be fully observed. So, new methods have 
to be sought for this problem. One possibility is to use the observed values of S( Yii ) for 
the Y.'s that are fully observed but this still lacks sound justification. Some suggestions I, 
on the definition of residuals from censored observations have been put forward by Kay 
(1977), Crowley & Hu (1977) and Lagakos (1981) among others. It is still unclear how cen-
sored data should be treated specially in this ractorised approach. 
7.5 - Prior assessments 
This is another topic that was admittedly neglected. Its importance is beyond ques-
tion and, although the effect of an informative prior was assessed to some extent in sec-
tion 4.1, no constructive procedures were outlined. The particular structure of survival 
models could be used however to tackle this problem. 
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The only prior input to the model is the distribution of [,BoIDol. The main idea is to 
Use the intuitive appeal of hazard functions to set the moments of ,B. In particular. if a 
logarithmic link is used. the effects of tht' wvariatps can be isolated. This is. in fact. 
another good reason for the repeated Ilse of this link fundion. The prior can be set by the 
Use of comparisons. as follows: 
(i) assume two individuals with the samf' characteristics but for one, say zk; 
(ii) assume that the value of that covariatt' diflPr bl'l,ween the individuals by one unit of 
measurement (or any other amount OIW feels romfortable about comparisons). The 
ratio of the two hazards is exp ( 13k ); 
(iii) using the notion of risk. set upper and lower bounds to the logarithm of the relative 
risk (represented by the ratio of the hazards) between the individuals at the time ori-
gm; 
(iv) take those bounds as =r standard deviations around the mean and obtain mean and 
variance of 13 k' for r > O. 
This procedure is repeated for all covariates leading to a mean vector and diagonal covari-
ance matrix for the regression parameters. One can even go further and consider covari-
ance terms by repeating the above procedure with unit increments in two covariates. The 
diagonal covariance structure is a sensible procedure to start the analysis and is imple-
mented in the computer system of the next chapter with a default value of r = 2. The 
above procedure does not apply for the baseline hazard parameter and other methods 
should be sought. 
7.6 - Simulation 
The emphasis of this work is in the detection of changes in the structure of depen-
dence of survival times on some covariates. Also, the models are based on a discretisation 
that was admitted not to be the most accurate representation of the data but the most 
efficient one. For these reasons, use of simulation was scarce in this thesis. 
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There is no denying of the importance of simulation procedures specially to investi-
gate the ability of the models to pick lip the correct generating structures of the data. 
This work was done in the analysis of random samples (section 5.1) but there are many 
other areas it could be used. Some further work is needed in the determination of the link 
between hazard and regression coefficients and of the form the coefficients change in time. 
Simulation could also help in the determination of the time it takes the model to under-
stand the mechanism generating the data. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
MICROCOMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE ANALYSIS 
This chapter presents details of the initial version of a program developed for imple-
~entation of the models of Chapters 3 and 4. The software is written in APL using the 
toicrocomputer version of APL ~PLl"S/PC available for OLIVETTI M24, lBM-PC and 
~imilar machines. :\0 knowledge of APL is needed by the user. The program comprises a 
~et of functions in the workspace named SCRVIVAL. It is intended to be a self-contained 
tlackage, providing facilities for data input, data analysis, displays and graphical outputs. 
"the functions have been written in an interactive way explaining the different options 
~vailable and with guiding instructions when required. Planned developments not yet 
implemented include extensions for the analysis of competing risk and point processes. 
The workspace can be roughly divided into the three groups cited above. The 
management of the data input is particularly important in the case of time-dependent 
covariates. The data analysis group contains the selection of prior moments, time grid 
and type of evolution with consequent estimation and smoothing of the parameters. It 
also includes a number of scattered plots for preli"minary assessments of the data. The 
final group provides the output of the analysis with time trajectories of the parameters, 
predictive features and retrospective assessment of the form of the hazard function as well 
as final estimates, useful, in particular, in static models. 
The next section provides a description of the main functions contained m SUR-
VIVAL. The following section provides an example of their use. 
8.1 - SURVIVAL functions 
The functions available are divided in the three groups above for expository pur-
poses. In addition, there are a number of functions necessary for the operation of the 
workspace gathered in a control group. The functions are listed alphabetically within each 
group and a brief description of their use is given. The functions are presented in bold 
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~b.aracters with their arguments, if any, in italic characters. The functions that are not 
~irectly accessed by the user are preceded by an asterisk. All commands are made effective 
\)y simply typing the function name, with arguments as necessary, and pressing the return 
itey. 
DATA ~lANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS 
All data sets to be analysed with St:RVIVAL have to be input usmg the data 
tnanagement functions. This procedure ensures that the data is always stored in files in 
the same format. If there are time-dependent covariates, the data must be input again for 
~ll those individuals whose covariates change with time~ specifying the times of the 
~hange. The changed data is then put into another component of the same file. This gives 
t-ise to the nomenclature initial data referring to the data at the initial time taken as o. 
The initial data coincides with the data when all covariates are time-dependent, of course. 
This is referred to as (initial) data to cover both cases. 
1. AMEND X 
Allows amendment to the (initial) data of a file. The left argument X is a vector 
with the indices of the individuals whose data is to be amended. APL expression are 
also allowed. Previous values of the data for the individual concerned is displayed to 
help the operations. 
Examples: i) AMEND 3 - amends the data for the third individual; 
ii) AMEND 1,4,5 or AMEND 1 4 5 - amends the data for the first, 
fourth and fifth individuals; 
iii) AMEND -1+2xilO - amends data for the first 10 odd indexed indivi-
duals. 
2. (*)CHANGE 
Allows input of changed values of the covariates. This fuction is automatically 
called in INPUT after indication of presence of time-dependent covariates. 
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~. DATASET 
Provides a summary description of the data currently in use. It is also automatically 
called in READ. 
1. INPUT 
Allows input of a new data ~et into a file from the keyboard. It asks for a file title, 
a brief description, name of the time unit,s, number of individuals, number and 
name of covariates and for the presenc.e of time-dependence of the covariates. Data 
is then inputed individual by individual (automatically indexed) in the order: sur-
vival time, death indicator and covariates (ordered as in the list given) and all this 
information is stored in a file. 
5. LOOK X 
Displays data from a file. The left argument X is a vector as in AMEND. The 
examples are as in AMEND with replacement of amend by display. 
6. LOOKALL X 
Displays data from a file. The left argument X is a vector as in AMEND but typi-
cally of dimension 2. It differs from LOOK by displaying data for all the indices 
contained in the range of X 
Examples: i) LOOKALL 2 5 - displays data for all individuals indexed from 2 to 5; 
ii) LOOKALL 6, 3, 11 - displays data for all individuals indexed from 3 
to 11. 
7. (*)PREP ARE 
Gives names to data vectors associating TIMES with the survival times, DEATHS 
with death indicators and the covariates with respective names (specified in 
INPUT). It is automatically called in READ and SELECT. 
8. READ 
Reads data from file and calls DlSKDRIVE, PREPARE and DATASET. It asks for 
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the file title. 
t). WRITE 
Writes data into a file. This function is automatically called in AMEND, CHANGE 
and INPCT. 
DAT.-\ ANALYSIS FUNCTIONS 
l ANALYSE 
Defines the model and performs estimation and smoothing cycles. It prompts for the 
covariates to be included in the model, if any, and calls the functions specifying 
prior moments, evolution and time grid and fitting the model. Function READ must 
have been previously used to read data set from file. 
<. (*)ARRAY 
Prepares data set to be used in each estimation cycle. It removes individuals without 
contribution to the time interval and change value of the covariates for that inter-
val in case of time-dependence of covariates. It is automatically called in ESTIMA-
TION. 
~. (*)ESTIMATION 
Performs the estimation cycle. It is automatically called in ANALYSE. 
4. (*)EVOLUTION 
Performs evolution to next time interval in the estimation cycle. It is automatically 
called in ESTIMA TIO N and uses the evolution previously set in SETEV. The 
discount approach uses the discount by blocks suggested in West & Harrison (86) 
and described in Chapter 7. 
5. (*)GRID 
Specifies the time grid to be used in the analysis. It allows for a choice of grids based 
on groups of intervals with equal lengths, death times or on an equal number of 
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death times per interval, or any other arbitrary time configuration. It is automati-
cally called in ANAL YSE . 
~. (*)PRIOR 
Specifies the prior moments for the analysis. The function asks if user wants to ini-
tiate with vague moments ( 0 mean and I03 1p +l variance). If not. takes upper and 
lower limits provided by the user for each parameter as :! s.d. limits around means 
and constructs prior accordingly assuming a diagonal variance matrix. It is 
automatically called in ANALYSE. 
'(' Y SELECT X 
Selects a subset of the data. The left argument Y is the name of the variable upon 
which the selection is to be based and the right argument X is a vector containing 
the limits of )'- for the selection. It is useful for subsequent analyses and plots. 
Examples: i) 0 SELECT i 50 - selects the first 50 observations in the data set; 
R (*)SETEV 
ii) TIMES SELECT lOO 200 - selects the individuals with survival time 
between 100 and 200 time units; 
iii) DEATHS SELECT 1 - selects the individuals that die (consequently 
removing the censored ones). 
Sets the evolution pattern for the analysis. It asks for the selection of either the 
additive variance matrix (AVM) or discount (D) approach and for the number of 
time units used as base for the evolution specification. The AVM approach offers the 
choice of arbitrary or principal components (see chapter 2, pg. 16) variance setting. 
Thus, if the setting is based on b time units then: 
i) in the A VM approach, with a specified matrix W' ,the analysis 1S based on 
W=W'lbj 
ii) in the D approach, with a specified vector of discounts d *, the analysis is based 
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d· t d ((d *)Ib (d *)Vd (*)Ib . on Iscoun s = 0 '1 ' ••. , dp ) to conform with the treatment of 
unequal time intervals (see chapter 2, pg. 15). 
This function is automatically called in ANAL YSE. 
(*)SMOOTHING 
Performs the respective smoothing cycles. This function is automatically called m 
ESTIMA TlO t\i. 
DISPLAY AND GRAPHrCS OL;TPl'T FU~CTIONS 
The output functions are mostly graphical. To elaborate graphical displays, a user 
~ay interactively edit and amend plots by using the cursor. This can be moved using 
~t'rows as usual. If the Ctrl key is pressed simultaneously, the cursor moves 10 locations 
~t)d if the Alt key is pressed simultaneously, it moves 50 locations in the direction indi-
~'ited by the arrow. The options available are: 
"'\ to draw arrow from last cursor position to current position. 
t to draw a line from last to current position. 
~ to erase rectangle whose corners are last and current position. 
~ to obtain the decile (when displaying survival functions) given by next character 
typed (1 = 10% decile, 5 = median, etc ... ). This moves the cursor to the required 
decile in the 11 axis. The horizontal arrows can then be used to place the cursor on 
the survival curve and, after pressing return, the decile is displayed on the screen. 
li to provide a menu of the options available. 
l< to save the graphic display for later use. 
L to change line type to that define by next character typed (0 = solid, 1 = dotted, 
etc ... ). 
M to mark or remember current cursor position. 
P to print screen content on Epson or similar. 
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on discounts d = ((do *)1 b • (d l *)1 d •... , (d p *)1 b ) to conform with the treatment of 
unequal time intervals (see chapter 2, pg. 15). 
This function is automatically called in ANAL YSE. 
9. (*)SMOOTHING 
Performs the respective smoothing cycles. This function IS automatically called [[\ 
EST[MA T[O:\. 
DISPLAY :\~D GRAPHICS Ol-TPt'T FC~CTIOI\S 
The output functions are mostly graphical. To elaborate graphical displays. a user 
may interactively edit and amend plots by using the cursor. This can be moved using 
arroWS as usual. [f the Ctrl key is pressed simultaneously, the cursor moves 10 locations 
and if the Alt key is pressed simultaneously, it moves 50 locations in the direction indi-
cated by the arrow. The options available are: 
A to draw arrow from last cursor position to current position. 
D to draw a line from last to current position. 
E to erase rectangle whose corners are last and current position. 
F to obtain the decile (when displaying survival functions) given by next character 
typed (1 = 10% decile, 5 = median, etc ... ). This moves the cursor to the required 
decile in the y axis. The horizontal arrows can then be used to place the cursor on 
the survival curve and, after pressing return, the decile is displayed on the screen. 
H to provide a menu of the options available. 
K to save the graphic display for later use. 
L to change line type to that define by next character typed (0 = solid, 1 - dotted, 
etc ... ). 
M to mark or remember current cursor position. 
p to print screen content on Epson or similar. 
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Q to quit graphics. 
S to draw symbol defined by next character typed (0 = .. I = '<. 2 = o. et(· ... ). 
T to write text with ~W corner at currf'nt position pndin~ with Return. 
W to keep record of the current position. 
Z to zoom text size deli lied by nf'xt {' har;t('\er ly ppd (0. I up to 9). 
i Before any graphics is displayt'd. the '!UNY PLOTFrLE') appf'ars on the screen. Entering r 
produces a character array rl'quirpd for latpr produl'ti'on or high resolutioll. colour plots on 
an HP747.,)..\ pen plotter. 
1. ESTIMATES 
Displays the final (given all the data) means of the parameters along with the covari-
ance and correlation matrices. This is a useful summary, particularly if the model is 
static. 
2. HAZARD 
Plots smoothed mean hazard functions for given individuals. It asks for the covari-
ates of the individuals, if there is any. 
3. LLIK 
Displays the logarithm of the predictive likelihood for a given model. 
4. Y LOGPLOT X 
Displays a scatter plot of the logarithm of Y versus X. The arguments X and Yare 
vectors of the same length. It produces a + or a 0 depending on whether the indivi-
dual considered died or was censored. This function is unnecessary for APL speakers 
(see PLOT below). 
Example: i) TIMES LOG PLOT AGE - plot log of the survival times against AGE 
(where AGE is a covariate); 
5. PERCENTILES 
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Displays the percentiles for a survival function recently plotted 011 screen. In addi-
tion to the option F for the deciles, this function produc(>s any perct'ntile of the sur-
vival function after interactively striking the key W over the curve on the required 
percentage levels. It is useful if, for instance, the lst and :lrd quartiles are required. 
6. YPLOT X 
Displays a scattered plot of Y versus X . The arguments X and Yare as in LOG-
PLOT so are the symbols + and () for death .and censoring. :\PL expressions are 
allowed. 
Examples: i) AGE PLOT DEATHS - plots AGE (where age is a covariate) against 
the corresponding death indicator for each individual. 
ii) T1~lES PLOT AGE+lOxDEATHS - plots the survival times against 
AGE + to x DEATHS. 
7. PLOTTER 
Produces high resolution, colour plots on a Hewlett Packard 7175A colour plotter. 
8. PREDICT 
Plots predictive features of given individuals. This function asks for the covariates 
of the individuals, if any, and the predictive feature required. The options are sur-
vival, hazard or density functions. 
9. REPLAY 
Displays graphics previously saved interactively with H command. 
10. TRAJECTORY 
Plots the smoothed mean with 2 s.d. limits, and on-line mean trajectories over time 
of a parameter. Prompts for the name of the covariate associated with the parame-
ter, if there are any covariates in the model. Produces the plot of the baseline 
hazard parameter by entering the name BASELlNE for the covariate or automati-
cally if there are no covariates in the model. 
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CONTROL FUNCTIONS 
1. (*)APLCHARS 
Downloads ,\PL characters to an Epson or similar printer for printing of APL func-
tions. Automatically (~alled in PRINTALL. 
2. (*)DISKDRIVE 
Selects disk drive for data input a.nd/or output·. Automat.ic-ally calh~d in RE,\D and 
WRITE. 
3. END 
Finishes APL section and returns to DOS after asking for confirmation of end of ses-
sion. 
1. (*)GRCONFIG 
Identifies graphics configuration. It asks for the type of machine being used. 
~. LISTFILgS 
Displays a list of all APL data files on disk. 
6. PRINTALL 
Prints all the APL functions on Epson FX80 printer, or similar. 
~. REMDATA 
Erases data variables from memory, ready for reading or input of a new dataset. 
Q. RESET 
Erases working variables from memory, ready for new analysis. 
'.2 - SURVIVAL in practice 
In this section, the main features of SURVIVAL are brieRy illustrated through 
~etai1s of an APL session. The main data set used comes from Feigl & Zelen (1965) and is 
\)resented in Table 11. The wide range of variation of the white blood count suggests the 
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TABLE II 
Survival times (weeks) of leukaemia patients 
(Feigl & Zelen. 1965) 
:\G positive I AG negative I 
I Survival time \Vhite blood ('Ount Survival time White blood count 
I 6:> :!300 :)6 tWO 
1.')6 7·,)() I 6:> :3000 100 t:300 I 17 tOOO 
1:34 :!600 7 1500 
16 6000 16 9000 
108 10:>00 .),) 5300 
121 10000 :~ 10000 
t liOOO -t 19000 
:~g .5 tOO 2 27000 
14;~ 7000 3 28000 
:>6 9100 8 31000 
26 :~:!OOO 4 ~6000 
.).) :35000 3 21000 
I 100000 30 79000 
I 100000 4 100000 
5 :)2000 43 100000 
65 100000 
use of a logarithmic transformation for this variable and this is how this variable is stored 
and used. The demonstration data files DEM03 and DEM04 are also used to show the 
data management functions. The latter one contains time-dependent covariates so that 
the difference to the input of data files with time-dependent covariates can be best appre-
ciated. The two data analyses performed use a variety of different options available to 
users. The second is an analysis of a random sample showing the changes that automati-
cally take place in the functions for the ease of no covariates. Also note that, although the 
grid was deliberately specified to include time points well beyolld the time span (65 
weeks), this was cut down to the first 10 intervals containing the data. Figures 15-22 are 
exact reproductions of what appears on the screen but for the fact that in the mono-
i chrome system each colour would have been replaced by a different line type (dashed, dot-
ted, etc.). The Figures were in fact obtained with the function PLOTTER after saving the 
plot file. 
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EXAMPLE OF INTERACTIVE SESSION WITH SURVIVAL 
============================================ 
IDENTIFY YOUUR GRAPHICS CONFIGURATION 
INPUT EITHER A=IBM COLOUR, B=HERCULES, C=OLIVETTI M24:C 
INPUT 
IDENTIFY DISK DRIVE FOR DATA INPUT AND/OR OUTPUT 
INPUT EITHER A=DEFAULT, B=SECOND FLOPPY, C=HARD DISK :A 
INPUT TITLE FOR DATA FILE : DEM03 
INPUT DATA SET DESCRIPTION : xxxxx 
INPUT NAME OF TIME UNITS : DAYS 
INPUT NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS 5 
INPUT NUMBER OF COVARIATES : 2 
INPUT NAME OF COVARIATES : 
NAME OF COVARIATES No.1: SEX 
NAME OF COVARIATES No.2: AGE 
ARE THERE ANY TIME-DEPENDENT COVARIATES ? [Yes or No] N 
INPUT DATA Y, D, Z1, Z2, ... , ZP WHERE 
Y = SURVIVAL TIME 
D = 1, WHEN DEATH IS OBSERVED AND 0, OTHERWISE 
Z1, Z2, ZP = VALUES OF THE COVARIATES 
OBSERVATION 1 10 1 1 45 
OBSERVATION 2 37 1 1 38 
OBSERVATION 3 26 1 0 56 
OBSERVATION 4 78 0 0 30 
OBSERVATION 5 5 1 1 72 
INPUT A TO CREATE A NEW FILE, B TO ENTER ADDITIONAL VALUES 
OR RETURN TO OVER-WRITE OLD FILE A 
WRITING DATA TO FILE NAMED DEM03 
DATA INPUT COMPLETE 
LOOK 2 5 
2 37 1 1 38 
5 5 1 1 72 
LOOKALL 2 5 
2 37 1 1 38 
3 26 1 0 56 
4 78 0 0 30 
5 5 1 1 72 
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EXAMPLES OF INTERACTIVE SESSION WITH SURVIVAL (Contd.) 
====================================================== 
AMEND 4 
OBSERVATIONS TO BE AMENDED ARE 
4 78 0 0 30 
INPUT DATA Y. D. Zl •...• ZP WHERE 
Y = SURVIVAL TIME 
D = 1. WHEN DEATH IS OBSERVED AND O. OTHERWISE 
21, Z2, .. _, ZP = VALUES OF THE COVARIATES 
OBSERVATION 4 7.8 0 0 30 
INPUT A TO CREATE NEW FILE. B TO ENTER ADDITIONAL VALUES 
OR RETURN TO OVER-WRITE OLD FILE : 
WRITING DATA TO FILE NAMED DEM03 
DATA INPUT COMPLETE 
INPUT 
IDENTIFY DISK DRIVE FOR DATA INPUT AND/OR OUTPUT 
INPUT EITHER A=DEFAULT. B=SECOND FLOPPY. C=HARD DISK B 
INPUT TITLE FOR DATA FILE : DEM04 
INPUT DATASET DESCRIPTION : xxxxx 
INPUT NAME OF TIME UNITS : MONTHS 
INPUT NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS 4 
INPUT NUMBER OF COVARIATES : 1 
NAME OF COVARIATE No.1: SCORE 
ARE THERE ANY TIME-DEPENDENT COVARIATES ? [Yes or No] Y 
INPUT DATA 
Y = 
D = 
Zl, 
OBSERVATION 1 
OBSERVATION 2 
OBSERVATION 3 
O"SERVATION 4 
Y. 0, Zl, Z2, ... , ZP WHERE 
SURVIVAL TIME 
1, WHEN DEATH IS OBSERVED AND 0, OTHERWISE 
Z2, ... , ZP = INITIAL VALUES OF THE COVARIATES 
20 0 2.67 
9 1 5.40 
25 1 4.78 
17 1 3.42 
INPUT A TO CREATE NEW FILE, B TO ENTER ADDITIONAL VALUES 
OR RETURN TO OVER-WRITE OLD FILE : A 
WRITING DATA TO FILE NAMED DEM04 
INITIAL DATA INPUT COMPLETE 
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EXAMPLE OF INTERACTIVE SESSION WITH SURVIVAL (Contd.) 
===================================================== 
ENTER DATA IND. Te. Zl. Z2 ..... ZP WHERE 
IND = INDEX OF INDIVIDUAL 
TC = TIME OF CHANGE 
Zl. ZP \ CHANCED VALUES OF THE COVARIATES 
(INDICATE END OF CHANCES BY TYPING A 0 (ZERO) CHARACTER) 
CHANGE No 1 2 5\2.89 
CHANGE No 2 1 15 3.79 
CHANGE No 3 4 1~ 2.92 
CHANGE No 4 0 
HAVE ALL CHANGES BEEN ENTERED? [Yes or No] Y 
INPUT A TO CREATE NEW FILE. B TO ENTER ADDITIONAL VALUES 
OR RETURN TO OVER-WRITE OLD FILE : B 
WRITING DATA TO FILE NAMED DEM04 
FINAL DATA INPUT COMPLETE 
LISTFILES 
o DEMOl 
o DEM02 
o DEM03 
o WBC 
1 DEM04 
READ 
IDENTIFY DISK DRIVE FOR DATA INPUT AND/OR OUTPUT 
INPUT EITHER A=DEFAULT. B=SECOND FLOPPY. C=HARD DISK :A 
ENTER NAME OF DATA FILE TO BE USED : WBC 
DATA FILE : WBC 
SURVIVAL TIMES OF 
(BIOMETRICS. 1965. 
INDICATOR (1. FOR 
BLOOD COUNT. 
LEUKAEMIA PATIENTS FROM FElGL AND ZELEN 
PG. 826-838). THE TWO COVARlATES ARE AN AG 
+ AND 0 FOR -) AND THE LOGARITHM OF WHITE 
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS 33 
NUMBER OF DEATHS : 33 
NUMBER OF COVARIATES :2 
NAMES OF COVARIATES : AG LOGWBC 
COVARIATES ARE TIME-INDEPENDENT 
I TOTAL TIME SPAN : 156 WEEKS 
TIMES PLOT LOGWBC 
INPUT TITLE FOR Y AXIS:TIMES 
INPUT TITLE FOR X AXIS:LOG (WBC) 
PLOTFILE? n.b. Produces Figure 15 
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EXAMPLE OF INTERACTIVE SESSION WITH SURVIVAL (Contd.) 
===================================================== 
ANALYSE 
ENTER NUMBER OF COVARIATES IN THE MODEL 2 
ENTER NAME OF COVARIATE No. 1 
ENTER NAME OF COVARIATE No.2 
AG 
LOGWBC 
IDENTIFICATION OF THE TYPE OF GRID CONSTRUCTION 
ENTER EITHER A=EQUAL LENGTHS, B=DEATH TIMES, C=ARBITRARY: B 
ENTER (EQUAL) NUMBER OF DEATH TIMES PER INTERVAL: 1 
INITIAL PRIOR MOMENTS SETTING 
: DO YOU WANT TO INITIATE WITH VAGUE PRIOR MOMENTS? [Yes or No] N 
I 
~ 
ENTER LOWER AND UPPER LIMITS FOR PARAMETERS 
(n.b. Equal limits implies parameter fixed at time origin) 
BASELINE HAZARD 1 1 
AG 
LOGWBC 
EFFECT 
EFFECT 
1 1 
1 1 
SELECTION OF THE TYPE OF EVOLUTION 
ENTER A FOR ADDITIVE VARIANCE MATRIX OR B FOR DISCOUNT : B 
ENTER NUMBER OF WEEKS USED AS BASE FOR EVOLUTION SETTING 1 
ENTER DISCOUNT FACTORS OVER INTERVALS OF 1 WEEKS 
BASELINE HAZARD .98 
AG 
LOGWBC 
EFFECT 
EFFECT 
.99 
.99 
ESTIMATION PROCEDURES UNDERWAY 
STARTING CYCLE No. lOUT OF A TOTAL OF 23 
ESTIMATION COMPLETED 
SMOOTHING COMPLETED 
TRAJECTORY 
ENTER NAME OF COVARIATE 
PLOTFILE? 
BASELINE 
n.b. Produces Figure 16 
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EXAMPLE OF INTERACTIVE SESSION WITH SURVIVAL (Contd.) 
===================================================== 
TRAJECTORY 
ENTER NAME OF COVARIATE 
PLOTFILE? 
ESTIMATES 
AG 
PARAMETERS ARE BASELINE HAZARD 
MEAN VECTOR 
AG 
LOGWBC 
EFFECT 
EFFECT 
1.442 0.9963 
n.b. Produces Figure 17 
0.1276 
STANDARD ERRORS 0.9461 0.6102 0.1042 
VARIANCE MATRIX 
0.8952 0.1676 0.0519 
- 0.1676 0.3724 0.02251 
- 0.0519 0.02251 0.01085 
CORRELATION MATRIX 
1 0.2903 0.5267 
I -0.2903 1 0.3542 
-0.5267 0.3542 1 
PREDICT 
ENTER NUMBER OF CASES : 4 
ENTER VALUES OF THE COVARIATES 
CASE No. 1 O,e5000 
CASE No.2 O,e50000 
CASE No.3 l,e5000 
CASE No.4 l,e50000 
SELECT PREDICTIVE FEATURE TO.BE DISPLAYED 
ENTER H FOR HAZARD, S FOR SURVIVAL OR F FOR DENSITY FUNCTION: S 
PLOTFILE? n.b. Produces Figure 18 
WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE ANOTHER PREDICTIVE FUNCTION? [Yes or No] N 
HAZARD 
ENTER NUMBER OF CASES : 2 
ENTER VALUES OF COVARIATES 
CASE No. 1 O,e20000 
CASE No.2: l,e20000 
PLOTFILE? n.b. Produces Figure 19 
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EXAMPLE OF INTERACTIVE SESSION WITH SURVIVAL (Contd.) 
===================================================== 
AG SELECT 0 
DATASET 
, DATA FILE : WBC 
SURVIVAL TIMES OF LEUKAEMIA PATIENTS FROM FEIGL AND ZELEN 
(BIOMETRICS, 1965, PG. 826-838). THE TWO COVARIATES AR AN AG 
INDICATOR (1, FOR + AND 0, FOR.-) AND THE LOGARITHM OF WHITE 
BLOOD COUNT. 
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS 16 
NUMBER OF DEATHS : 16 
NUMBER OF COVARIATES : 2 
NAMES OF COVARIATES : AG 
TOTAL TIME SPAN : 65 WEEKS 
ANALYSE 
LOGWBC 
ENTER NUMBER OF COVARIATES IN THE MODEL : 0 
IDENTIFICATION OF THE TYPE OF GRID CONSTRUCTION 
ENTER EITHER A=EQUAL LENGTHS, B=DEATH TIMES, C=ARBITRARY: A 
ENTER EQUAL LENGTH OF INTERVAL: 5 
DOES THIS INTERVAL LENGTH GO UP TO THE END? (Yes or No] N 
ENTER NUMBER OF INTERVALS WITH THIS LENGTH: 6 
ENTER NEXT INTERVAL LENGTH: 10 
ENTER NUMBER OF INTERVALS WITH THIS LENGTH: 30 
INITIAL PRIOR MOMENTS SETTING 
DO YOU WANT TO INITIATE WITH VAGUE PRIOR MOMENTS? (Yes or No] N 
ENTER LOWER AND UPPER LIMITS FOR PARAMETERS 
(n.b. Equal limits implies parameter fixed at time origin) 
BASELINE HAZARD: 1 1 
SELECTION OF THE TYPE OF EVOLUTION 
ENTER A FOR ADDITIVE VARIANCE MATRIX OR B FOR DISCOUNT : A 
ENTER NUMBER OF WEEKS USED AS BASE FOR EVOLUTION SETTING 1 
SPECIFICATION OF THE ADDITIVE VARIANCE MATRIX 
ENTER A FOR ARBITRARY OR B FOR COMPONENTS SETTING B 
ENTER NUMBER OF PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS(PC) TO BE USED 1 
ENTER i-DIMENSIONAL PC VECTOR No 1 : .1 
ESTIMATION PROCEDURES UNDERWAY 
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EXAMPLE OF INTERACTIVE SESSION WITH SURVIVAL (Contd.) 
===================================================== 
STARTING CYCLE No. 1 OUT OF A TOTAL OF 10 
ESTIMATION COMPLETED 
SMOOTHING COMPLETED 
LLIK 
THE VALUE OF THE LOG-LIKELIHOOD OF THIS MODEL IS 68.48 
TRAJECTORY 
PLOTFILE? 
PREDICT 
n.h. Produces Figure 20 
SELECT PREDICTIVE FEATURE TO BE DISPLAYED 
~NTER H FOR HAZARD, S FOR SURVIVAL OR F FOR DENSITY FUNCTION: S 
PLOTFILE? n.h. Produces Figure 21 
WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE ANOTHER PREDICTIVE FUNCTION? [Yes or No] Y 
SELECT PREDICTIVE FEATURE TO BE DISPLAYED 
~NTER H FOR HAZARD, S FOR SURVIVAL OR F FOR DENSITY FUNCTION: F 
PLOTFILE? n.h. Produces Figure 22 
WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE ANOTHER PREDICTIVE FUNCTION ? [Yes or No] N 
PERCENTILES 
PROS. OF SURVIVAL 
REMDATA 
RESET 
END 
0.25 
0.50 
0.75 
WEEKS 
20.7 
8.9 
3.3 
DO YOU REALLY WANT TO END? [Yes or No] Y 
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